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ABSTRACT 

The Dramatic Feminine Discourse of Cristina Escofet 

interrogates this author's use of language as a way to 

unravel her feminist discourse. In her writings on 

theater, her public pronouncements and her theater 

workshops Escofet employs the term "kaleidoscope" to 

describe her approach to language: colorful, changing and 

composed of many components. Therefore, my search to 

describe Escofet's feminine discourse uses a definition of 

discourse that embraces its kaleidoscopic nature. My 

approach is grounded in the theoretical insights of Helene 

Cixous, first and primary disseminator of the theory of 

feminine discourse, who maintains that feminine writing is 

elusive and must be approached from different angles. 

Consequently, my thesis also encompasses a study of the 

images of women, and their sexuality, and the effects of 

simulacra on feminine identity. 

In Cristina Escofet's search for a contemporary image 

of women her feminine discourse reevaluates, destabalizes 

or reinvents the image of women that has been perpetuated 

through Hollywood and through the telling and retelling of 

fairy and folk tales. The image of or reference to 

heroines like Little Red Ridding Hood, Sleeping Beauty, 
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Cinderella, or Snow White and of actresses such as Marilyn 

Monroe, Bette Davis, Greta Garbo, and the character Annie 

Hall are integrated into almost every one of Escofet plays. 

These images of Hollywood actresses and fairy and folk 

tale heroines stem from their performative gender roles. 

As Judith Butler explains, gender is an act created by 

society that has been mistaken for reality. To mistake the 

act for the real is a direct consequence of simulacra as 

explained by Jean Baudrillard. Escofet, conscious of the 

nature of signs in today* s society, presents and explores 

the problems that arise out of the performative nature of 

gender, or rather, out of simulacra in relation to female's 

identity in her plays. The exploration of the image of 

women and the effects of simulacra on feminine identity 

continue in Escofet's characters' exploration of sexuality. 

Escofet adequately represents women's sexual beliefs, 

attitudes and experiences. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO CRISTINA ESCOFET 

The purpose of this dissertation is to critically assess 

the feminine discourse in the plays of Argentine dramatist 

Cristina Escofet(1945). The Dramatic Feminine Discourse of 

Cristina Escofet interrogates this author's use of language 

as a way to unravel her feminist discourse. In her 

writings on theater, her public pronouncements and her 

theater workshops Escofet employs the term "kaleidoscope" 

to describe her approach to language: colorful, changing 

and composed of many components. Consequently, my search 

to unravel Escofet's feminine discourse uses a definition 

that embraces its kaleidoscopic nature. My approach is 

grounded in the theoretical insights of Helene Cixous, 

first and primary disseminator of the concept of feminine 

discourse, who maintains that feminine writing is elusive 

and must be approached from different angles. Therefore, 

my thesis also encompasses a study of the themes and images 

created by language and employed in narration that are 

particular or characteristic of feminine writing. I am 

especially interested in her images of women, and their 

sexuality, and the effects of simulacra on feminine 

identity. The few critics who have studied Escofet's 

theater indicate that feminine discourse is the most 
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essential element of her theater but the criticism that 

does exist on Escofet's work does not explain this aspect 

of her theater in depth. 

Since this dissertation examines Escofet's feminine 

discourse, my discussion of her drama focuses exclusively 

on the written text. As Sue Ellen Case explains, in 

theater, semiotics greatly modifies the written text 

producing other equally valid texts: 

Since the signified is produced by the recipient 
of the signifier, semiotics identifies several 
texts within a performance situation. The 
written text is only one of these and is not 
necessarily the definitive one. There is the 
text printed in a book and read as literature, 
the text the director reads preparing for 
rehearsal, the rehearsal text the actor uses, and 
the production text the audience receives as it 
watches the play. Semiotics proposes that each 
of these texts is different and discrete, 
retaining an equal status with the other ones and 
representing appropriate material for a critical 
response. (115) 

I do not disregard the importance of the performance texts 

or any of the others mentioned by Case for they all 

constitute different objects of study. However, in order 

to analyze Escofet's language and not a director's, an 

actor's or an audience's interpretation of her discourse, 

these other texts, besides posing a question of access. 

must be momentarily set aside. 
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While Case speaks on theater in general, Kirsten Nigro 

elaborates in more detail on the challenges of critically 

approaching Latin American Theater. She advises the 

"armchair" reader {North American university critic) who 

only has access to the written text to be "self conscious 

about critical methods and tasks" ("On Reading..." 109) 

always keeping in sight the limitations of literary 

analysis for an object destined to be performed. There is 

a lack of opportunity to view Argentine plays in the United 

States and Escofet's plays have only rarely been performed. 

The analysis of performance of Escofet's plays represents a 

fruitful avenue of scholarly investigation but does not 

fall within the scope of this dissertation. 

ESCOFET' S BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Cristina Escofet began acting when she was fifteen. 

She soon moved to writing and by the 1980s started 

publishing theater for children including the plays Cyrano 

and Las valijas de Ulises. Escofet wrote her first and 

only novel to date in 1984, Primera Piel and she debuted as 

a playwright for adults in 1985 when she presented Te de 

tias in Buenos Aires as part of Teatro Abierto, the 

theatrical celebration of freedom- of artistic expression 
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during the last dictatorship.^ This theater festival 

allowed new dramatists to showcase their talents, this 

particularly being the case in 1985, while more consecrated 

artists solidified their fame (Pross 86). Escofet's piece 

had passed the highly selective application process in 

which forty dramatists had submitted plays and only ten 

were selected to present their work. The following 

playwrights and directors participated in 1985: 

La progamacion fue la siguiente (enunciada por 
titulo, autor, director): El vuelo de las 
cimitarras (P.Lisvovich-E. Trochia), La ronda de 
la fortuna (Juan C. Vezulla-E. Viaggio), Va 
cayendo gente al baile (A. Torchelli-J. Howard), 
El velorio del angel (F. Bagala-A. Bazzalo), 
Jazmxn del pais (S. Pujol-A. Cattan), Punto 
muerto (C. Bravi-R. Bartis), Los novios (J. 
Confetti-J. Gisbert), Te de tias (C. Escofet-E. 
Pavelic), Acadentro (L. Saenz-E. Lamoglia) y 
Juveniya (C. Ferman-F. Yeni)- obra conocida 
tambien con el titulo de Cuarto cuarta. 
(Pellettieri, Historia del Teatro completo 
argentine 123) 

'Hernan Vidal defines and elaborates the following about Teatro 
Abierto: 
Como parte de una movilizacion social mas amplia, el Teatro 
Abierto siguio a las primeras huelgas obreras de 1980. Estas 
acciones han sido consideradas indice de que la oposicion ya 
perdia miedo a la represion dictatorial y estaba dispuesta a 
expresar abiertamente demandas de reivindicacioes acalladas. 
Como desafio de significacion publica, se atribuye el origen del 
Teatro Abierto al hecho de que autoridades de la dictadura 
habian clausurado la carrera de dramaturgia argentina 
contemporanea en el Conservatorio Dramatico y descartaban la 
representacion de obras de autores nacionales en un teatro 
oficial (el Teatro San Martin) con el pretexto de que la 
dramaturgia argentina no existia. (15) 



Osvlado Pellettieri, commenting on the 1985 cycle reports 

that 

Una de las producciones mas exitosas fue Te de 
tias, de Cristina Esofet, que continuo 
representandose una vez acabado el ciclo durante 
varies aftos. (120) 

Therefore, Escofet's participation in Teatro Abierto 

validated her status as an emerging Argentine dramatist by 

placing her among the most important Argentine playwrights 

Escofet published her first volume of theater in 1994 

The anthology includes Te de tias. Solas en la madriguera^, 

Nunca usaras medias de seda, Ritos del corazon, and 

Senoritas en concierto.^ All five of these plays focus on 

women's issues. The Mexican critic and dramaturg Felipe 

Galvan published Escofet's play Los fantasmas del heroe in 

his anthology Dialogos Dramaturgicos Mexico-Argentina 

(2000). In the spring of 2000 Escofet also published a 

collection of essays and reflections titled Arquetipos, 

modelos para desarmar: Palabras desde el genero in which 

she further analyzes the feminist themes developed in her 

^ This play debuted in June of 1988 in the Medio Mundo Variete. 
In 1989, it was part of a theater festival celebrating women and 
theater in La Habana, Cuba. It also inaugurated the summer 
programming of the Teatro Circular in Montevideo in January of 
1991. 
^ This piece opened on May 10, 1993 in the I.F.T. Theater with 
the cooperation of Teatro General Sari Martin. 
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theater and in literature in general. Parting from Jungian 

theory, Escofet dismantles, analyzes and reincorporates 

archetypes into her critical discussion of the works by 

Hans Christian Anderson and William Shakespeare as well as 

her creative response to Frida Kahlo's artwork. 

Escofet currently resides in Buenos Aires where she 

continues to actively write and produce plays and 

participate in conferences and workshops for aspiring 

dramatists. In August 2001 she published volume two of 

Arquetipos under the title Teatro which includes her most 

recent plays Eternity Class^ iQue paso con Bette Davis? and 

Las que aman hasta morir. The latter was awarded the SADE 

prize in 1995 (Sociedad Argentina de Escritores) . Escofet's 

piece. Eternity Class, won an award from New York 

University in 2001 and was published in the anthology Obras 

Argentinas Premiadas en New York. 

Just recently Escofet's theater has become an object 

of academic and critical study in the United States. 

During the IV Congreso de Teatro Latinoamericano held at 

the University of Kansas March 29*^*^ through April 1^^ 2000, a 

conference that Escofet attended, an entire session was 

dedicated to her work and the playwright herself spoke 

about "Lo femenino en la palabra y el espacio escenico en 
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la mirada de Beatriz Mosquera y de Gladys Ravalle". 

Furthermore, she presented a video of one of her "teatro en 

transito"^ pieces, A traves de Frida, and she participated 

in a round-table discussion with the Argentine playwright 

Eduardo Rovner and Osvaldo Pellettieri, arguably the most 

important contemporary Argentine theater critic. 

No less an authority than the distinguished dramatist 

Osvaldo Dragiin has spoken eloquently of the work of 

Cristina Escofet: 

Su obra, desde Te de tias, significa un verdadero 
aporte para el nuevo teatro argentino por la 
sutil utilizacion de un humor y una 
desintegracion del idioma que proyectan y bucean 
en profundidad la psicologia de la mujer, asi 

* In an interview that I conducted with Escofet, she explains 
that "teatro en transito" is: 
La propuesta del teatro semimontado es una propuesta de montaje 
escenico que yo siento que es una especie de transito. Permite 
transitar por el.texto dramatico sin comprometerse con todos los 
gastos y los costos de una produccion y con los creditos de la 
comunicacion de una representacion. Es una manera alternativa 
interesante de hacer teatro. Entonces, junte las dos cosas: 
teatro inacabado y teatro en transito, como si fueran dos buenas 
conjunciones porque estamos inacabadas, solemos pensar que una 
propuesta de teatro semimontado es una propuesta menor. Pero si 
ya nos han dicho a nosotras que eramos un genero menor y 
demonstramos que no lo eramos entonces si el codigo teatral 
funciona, si el actor leyendo con un papel convence de la misma 
manera que todo pintado con las letras arriba bueno el hecho es 
el mismo, diferente, pero el mismo. (1 April 2000) 
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como delimitan el perfil de personajes muy 
argentinos. Creo que Cristina es una de las 
autoras m^s interesantes surgidas en el ultimo 
tiempo, y creo tambien que el conocimiento y 
difusion de su obra, sera beneficioso para 
nuestro teatro y nuestros teatristas. 

In spite of such promise, her work is only beginning to 

receive the critical attention and acclaim it deserves 

outside of Argentina. This can be attributed to a lack of 

accessibility to performances of her work and the poor 

diffusion of dramatic texts outside of Latin America 

(Nigro, "On Reading..." 109) . 

CRITICAL TEXTS AND PRESENTATIONS ON ESCOFET' S WORK 

The first article published in a scholarly journal in 

the United States that treats Escofet's theater appeared in 

Gestos in 1994. Lola Proano-Gomez's interview titled "De 

la imanencia a la trascendencia: Una conversacion con 

Cristina Escofet" preceded Gestos's publication of 

Escofet's play Senoritas en concierto. This interview 

introduced the Argentine dramatist to the reader. While 

Proano-Gomez asks Escofet seventeen questions dealing with 

theater in general Proano-Gomez does not mention any 

specific play. It would have been interesting as well as 

helpful to read some of the author* s insights regarding 
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Senoritas en concierto. Despite the interview^ s 

shortcomings, it clearly demonstrates that language is a 

key element in Cristina Escofet's theater: 

Yo no hago teatro politico, digamos, no 
expresamente. Tengo ideas, una ideologia, una 
optica. Pero te diria que mi teatro es un teatro 
fuertemente de imagenes, de asociacion libre, de 
ruptura de palabras, de juego. (216) 

In addition, Escofet mentions that she writes drama 

precisely because of the genre's inherent ludic quality. 

Thus Escofet highlights the importance of language in her 

theater, and directs critics towards its importance. 

In "Filling the Empty Space: Women and Latin American 

Theatre," Kirsten Nigro describes how women dramatists, 

compared to their male colleagues, pervade theatrical 

space. She writes in response to director Peter Brook's 

study The Empty Space in which he argues that all a 

playwright needs is an available open space where a 

performance can be mounted. Nigro disagrees with Brook, 

arguing that empty spaces are not readily accessible to all 

genders, classes and races. Furthermore, Nigro moves 

beyond the mere physical filling of empty spaces and claims 

that it is not just a question of filling a void - but 

rather that male and female dramatists write differently. 

Nigro investigates the concept of' gender as a performance 
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within itself, the role of the female body in performance, 

the new postmodern elements in feminist theater, and 

provides a feminist deconstruction of narrative in the 

theater of Cristina Escofet, Diana Raznovich, and Raquel 

Arauj o. 

Nigro briefly analyzes Solas en la madriguera in 

accordance with the previously cited framework. She begins 

with an explication and translation of the title and then 

summarizes some of the key vignettes in this piece. The 

most interesting observations revolve around language and 

Escofet's use of fragmented narrative. Nigro points out 

that in many instances the actress, serving as a 

ventriloquist, speaks the words of men thus demonstrating 

how men repress and control women through language. 

Although this is an interesting observation, it is not 

developed in great detail nor are there examples provided 

of this "ventriloquism" from the text. However, this study 

does underscore the importance of language in Escofet's 

theater. It would be important to see how this phenomenon 

of women providing the male with a voice manifests itself 

in other works by Escofet because if ventriloquism is 

actually present, it would then be essential to study how 

it affects the feminine discourse". 
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Nigro also spoke at the University of Kansas' s Latin 

American Theatre Festival in the spring of 2000 about 

Escofet's most recent plays Las que aman hasta morir and 

Quedar para siempre. Her speech "No tan solas en la 

madriguera: El humor como companera en el teatro de 

Cristina Escofet" theorizes how the ludic quality of 

Escofet's language not only pokes fun at traditional 

feminine stereotypes but also permits the female 

protagonists to explore possible new identities. She 

explains that the intertextuality of fairy and folk tales 

form part of this humor. These are important aspects of 

Escofet's theater that need to be researched more in depth. 

Therefore, both the playfulness of Escofet's plays and the 

use of fairy and folk heroines form an essential part of my 

dissertation and are discussed at length in chapters two 

and three. 

The Uruguayan dramatist and critic, Hiber Conteris, 

delivered a controversial paper titled "Una lectura 

masculina del teatro de Cristina Escofet" at the same 

conference that Nigro attended. Conteris offered a 

masculine reading of Senoritas en conciertor "masculine" in 

the sense that he himself as a reader is male and because 

he searched for the male presence- in a play where there are 
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no male protagonists. Parting from Lacanian theory of the 

"other," Conteris concluded that the male subject is 

inherently present in this particular play because the 

female only defines herself through the negation or 

opposition of the "other" or of that which she is not -

male. 

Escofet, along with the public, opposed Conteris' 

conclusions due to the strong patriarchal bias.^ Despite the 

criticism of Conteris's work, his study does raise some 

interesting issues pertinent to this dissertation. He 

examines the use of the sign "sefioritas" in contrast to 

"senoras," he briefly speaks of the intertextuality of 

poetry and he mentions the multiple layering of identities 

that the protagonist/actress acquires. 

At the same conference Phyllis Zatlin delivered a 

paper entitled " Feminist Metatheatricalism: Escofet's 

Ritos del corazor^' in which she, too, spoke of a layering 

of identities. She describes the female protagonists as a 

^ I have found in my own analysis of Escofet's plays that Lacan's 
theories replicate the phallocentric character of Freudianism 
which denies woman's desire and existence. Zizek explains that 
the Lacanian proposition states that "Woman does not exist: she 
is nothing but the symptom of man" (65). Therefore I conclude 
that Escofet's theater moves away from social constructs and 
beliefs that consistantly define women in comparison to the male 
model. 
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set of Russian nesting dolls; each layer conceals and/or 

reveals yet another female identity. Escofet intensifies 

this effect by creating several characters and only calling 

for a minimal number of actresses. Likewise, many of her 

protagonists embody the idea of layering in just their one 

character. For example, Zatlin states: 

Juanita's portrayal of Greta Garbo thus involves 
four levels of reality: the real-life Greta 
Lovisa Gustaffson, who adopts the professional 
identity of Greta Garbo, who in turn creates the 
role of Camille, which Juanita then parodies. 
("Feminist Metatheatricalism: Escofet's Ritos del 
corazon") 

Such layering exemplifies the numerous roles and identities 

that Escofet's characters must pass through in order to 

confront their situation as women and to break away from 

role playing in order to create a new woman of the future. 

This concept of the Russian nesting dolls, or rather, 

multiple identities, figures into my dissertation in 

Chapter Three where I discuss simulacra and how each 

consecutive layer or identity erases and replaces the 

prior. 

Zatlin marks the similarities and differences between 

the de-layering effect of Ritos del corazon to the un

masking and demystifying quality of Rosario Castellano's 
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infamous play El eterno femenino (1973).® She concludes 

that Escofet follows in the dramatic feminist tradition 

established by Castellanos. 

Similarly, Marcela Del Rio considers both Castellanos 

and Escofet to be the main representatives of feminine 

discourse: 

Como ejemplos de esas facetas de la especificidad 
del discurso dramatico femenino pueden 
considerarse dos textos: El eterno femenino de 
Rosario Castellanos y Solas en la madriguera de 
la dramaturga argentina Cristina Escofet. (46) 

Although Del Rio cites Escofet, she dedicates a minimal 

portion of her study to her work; Del Rio's main emphasis 

is feminine discourse in general. Parting from Juan 

Villega's theory that Latin American drama cannot be 

analyzed with a non-Hispanic critical discourse, it must be 

understood that likewise, Latin American theater written by 

women cannot be adequately approached with a masculine 

® El eterno femenino is deserving of the adjective "infamous" for 
a variety of reasons including its extreme popularity despite its 
(or perhaps due to its) posthumous publication and primarily 
because it questions the female image throughout Mexican history, 
Sandra Messinger Cypess, an expert on Castellanos, notes that 
"Castellanos refleja su fin didactico al invocar todas las 
representaciones de la mujeres de la historia cuando muestra que 
existe una relacion intima entre la formacion de los 
estereotipos, las estrucuras sociales y el estado perjudicado de 
la mujer actual" (295) . For further information on this topic 
please see her article "Dramaturgia femenina y transposicion 
historica" in Alba de America. 
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critical discourse. According to Del Rio, the literary 

critic, male or female, must be conscious of the female 

dramatists' feminine discourse. 

ESCOFET' S HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Before proceeding, it is essential to place Cristina 

Escofet's work in its historical context. David Foster, 

Melissa Fitch Lockhart, and Darrell Lockhart in Culture and 

Customs of Argentina (1998) trace the history of theater in 

Argentina. They assert that Argentine theater originated 

in 188 6 with the arrival of the spectacle of the circus 

together with all of its puppet shows, acrobatics and 

clowns. The circus provided an inexpensive form of 

entertainment for the public and became very popular. What 

could be considered traditional theater began to flourish 

in Argentina when the Uruguayan Podesta brothers put on a 

production of Juan Moreira. However, the first national 

dramatist of any importance is Florencio Sanchez who wrote 

Barranca abajo and La gringa. After this initial rise of 

theater, both its production and popularity declined as a 

direct result of world- wide political and economic 

instability. 
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Culture and Customs of Argentina marks the resurgence 

of a national Argentine spectacle in the 1940s with the 

publicity and public appearances of the president, Juan and 

Eva Peron. Theater flourished once again in Argentina in 

the 1960s when the works of writers like Osvaldo Dragun as 

well as Griselda Gaitibaro appeared. Their pieces are best 

characterized by a profound disenchantment with life: 

The playwrights of the 1960s wanted to present 
their frustration with the political, economic, 
and social reality of their country. Their 
theater did not focus on solutions to these 
problems as much as on the need to raise the 
consciousness of the audience to stark 
reality.(Foster, Fitch Lockhart, and Lockhart 
137) 

The following decade marks the emergence of the 

theater of cruelty, which further manifests this 

disenchantment. From 1976-83, Argentina experienced one of 

the most violent dictatorships that consequently forced 

dramatists to discover codes that audiences understood but 

that censors did not detect. The dictatorship caused a 

severe economic decline, which in turn had negative 

repercussions on theatrical productions. The demise of the 

dictatorship did not bring with it a return to a more 

direct artistic expression freed from censorship. On the 
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contrary, theater in the 1990s returns to its carnivalesque 

origins: 

Language began to be seen as something that 
conveyed little meaning, and attention was now 
paid to image, sound, light, color, movement and 
texture. Theater has been transformed into a 
multisensorial experience with elements of dance, 
rocJc music, circus performance, videos, popular 
folklore, and any other number of possible 
elements joined together. (Foster, Fitch 
Lockhart, and Lockhart 141) 

Although Escofet publishes during this time period, her 

theater demonstrates the opposite of this carnivalesque 

phenomenon by emphasizing language and its importance. In 

fact, Escofet's theater places very little attention on the 

multisensorial experience mentioned by Foster et.al. such 

as music, lighting, set, stage directions, physical action 

or texture. Her stage directions are short and the initial 

description of the stage is minimal to nonexistent. 

As apparent in this particular historical overview of 

theater, the female dramatist in Argentina, with the 

exception of Griselda Gambaro, finds herself generally 

marginalized, overlooked and consequently forgotten. 

Argentine women playwrights such as Coral Aguirre, Adela 

Basch, Aida Bortnik, Cristina Escofet, Roma Mahieu, Beatriz 

Mosquera, Diana Raznovich and Hebe Uhart are just a few of 

these authors. Thus there is a lack of study and criticism 
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of women playwrights in Argentina - one of Latin America's 

most important countries in the field of literary 

production. 

Beatriz Seibel's study of the role of women, theater 

and society attempts to compensate for the lack of mention 

of women protagonists, actresses and dramatists in the 

history of theater in Argentina. To do so she examines 

Argentine theater from pre-Columbian times to the 1830s. 

The evidence of theatrical activity she discusses puts into 

question the 1886 date established by Foster et. al. 

Nevertheless, Saibel's work raises interesting issues 

regarding contemporary theater as well. Saibel's assertion 

that "la situacion social de la mujer a traves del teatro 

argentino[ ...] muestra la triple discriminacion: social, 

racial y sexual" (14 6) demonstrates her belief that there 

are ideological reasons behind the exclusion of women from 

Argentine theater. 

Other scholars have begun to delve into the same area. 

For example, Martha Martinez writes about three women 

playwrights: Hebe Uhart (1936), Diana Raznovich (1945) and 

Roma Mahieu (1940). The scope of this study is very 

restricted; it is more biographical and historical in 

nature than analytical. Furthermore, Martinez focuses 
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exclusively on these authors' first publications and/or 

performances, which occurred in the late 1960s to early 

1970s. This accounts for the omission of Escofet from this 

work when she is of the same generation as the other 

authors. In addition, Martinez published her study in 1980 

while Escofet publicly presented her first play in 1985 and 

she published her first anthology of theater in 1994. 

Also, Martinez emphasizes the political aspects thus 

completely dismissing the importance or presence of a 

feminine discourse. 

Like Saibel, Ann Witte connects the political with the 

theatrical while analyzing the role of women. 

Unfortunately, her study only examines two Argentine 

dramatists, Aida Bortnik and Griselda Gambaro. Witte 

concludes that feminism and political activism are strongly 

connected in Argentina so much so that the political 

overshadows feminism and feminist discourse. In fact, 

Witte states that women dramatists "used - and frequently 

still use - a language traditionally male-dominated and 

often wrote from a male point of view" (71). This 

phenomena accounts for Griselda Gambaro's acceptance into a 

traditionally male- dominated cannon. Zatlin, commenting on 

Witte's study states that 
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Witte does not include the early works of 
Cristina Escofet (b. 1945) in her study; had she 
done so she would have had to alter her 
conclusions. Starting with her first play, in 
1985, Escofet was already breaking away from the 
patterns Witte defines. (^'Feminist 
Metatheatricalism: Escofet's Ritos del corazon") 

Escofet's theater, although political in nature due to its 

feminist content, cannot be analyzed using Witte's approach. 

Generally, scholars of Latin American theater have 

studied Gambaro to the exclusion of other writers because 

her work was able to penetrate the male-dominated genre.^ 

She is the only female dramatist whose work appears in the 

anthology of Latin American theater published by Girol. 

Carlos Solorzano's two-volume anthology Teatro completo 

hispanoamericano contemporaneo (1964) does not even include 

any female authors at all. Consequently, the reader is 

left with the false impression that Gambaro's work is 

representative of all other women playwrights in Argentina 

or even of Latin America. Even Diana Taylor contributes to 

this perception in her book Theatre of Crisis: Drama and 

Politics in Latin America (1990) where she analyzes the 

^ On January 27, 2001 I found ninety-seven articles in the MLA 
database on Gambaro's theater. There were only fourteen about 
Rosario Castellano's play El eterno femenino and twenty on the 
works of Sabina Bentian. On the other hand, there was only one 

article on Escofet. 
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work of five dramatists, but mentions only one woman -

Gambaro. 

Gambaro's work differs substantially from Escofet's. 

The former creates fewer female protagonists with much more 

limited roles than the ones that Escofet's characters 

enjoy. In Gambaro's three most popular plays. El campo, 

Los siameses, and Las paredes, the reader encounters only 

one female protagonist: Emma from El campo. Furthermore, 

the discourses employed by Gambaro and Escofet are so 

distinct that they could be considered opposites. While 

Escofet's theater is extremely verbal, relying heavily upon 

feminine discourse, language in Gambaro is secondary. Nora 

Mazziotti, in an analysis of Gambaro's discourse, concludes 

that in Gambaro's theater language is ambiguous yet 

universal, something which partially accounts for her 

worldwide fame. There is nothing in her language that 

limits it to a purely Argentine context. Mazziotti 

underscores the absence of discourse in Gambaro's plays. 

Sandra Messinger Cypess further develops this idea and 

concludes that Gambaro communicates the essence of her 

texts through physical space; hence her work moves away 

from a purely verbal theater. For example, she notes that 

in Las paredes the mental transformations experienced by 
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the protagonist are represented by a parallel diminution of 

physical surroundings instead of being verbalized. Foster 

notes that Gambaro subverts discourse in Los siameses to 

the extent that the language used by the characters does 

not correspond to the characters' actions. He states that 

the ambiguous nature of the title, whether or not it is to 

be taken literally, represents this subversion and calls 

attention to the minimal importance granted to language in 

Gambaro's theater {Espacio escenico 110) . 

Gambaro's theater is extremely political, she has very 

few female protagonists, and she writes, according to Witte 

(71), like a man. Due to these many differences between 

the two dramatists, Escofet's theater cannot be approached 

in light of the studies of Gambaro's work. 

FEMININE DISCOURSE 

Escofet, speaking about her own personal experience as 

a dramatist clarifies that: 

Soy una mujer y escribo como una mujer, y hasta 
aqui he escrito sobre aquellos temas que tuve que 
desentranar para acercarme a mi identidad, como 
mujer, claro esta.{Teatro completo 9) 

This quote illustrates Escofet's feminist ideology and it 
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also supports the idea of a feminine discourse. Escofet 

underscores the importance of the female gender by 

repeating the word "mujer" three times. In addition, she 

explicitly relates her gender to her themes and writing 

style. In order to appreciate and approach Escofet's 

plays, it is essential to analyze this gender/language 

relationship that the author herself highlights. Before 

preceding, it is first necessary to examine the concepts of 

language and discourse. 

We owe to Ferdinand de Saussure's A Course in General 

Linguistics (1916) the idea of language as a system. His 

work has had a profound effect in linguistics and has 

served as a model for those working in a number of 

disciplines. Saussure defined the sign as consisting of 

both a signified and a signifier, that is, a concept or 

psychological trace and a sound image (65). Signs, 

according to Saussure, have two basic principals as well as 

two basic properties. The former is arbitrariness and 

linearity (67) while the latter is immutability and 

mutability (71). It is precisely the arbitrariness that 

protects language from change, hence the property of 

immutability. Saussure differentiates between language and 

speech. Lange became to be known- as the system of signs 
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while parole, speaking, is what you do with lange. 

Saussure's interest was in the system of signs itself and 

not with speech. He further developed the idea of the sign 

stating that it entered into both syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic relationships with other signs (80). The 

syntagmatic relationship has to do with relations in a 

presence for example the relation between signs in a chain 

or connection. Where as the paradigmatic relationship is 

concerned with relations in absences. The use of any sign 

is used in opposition to other signs, which did not make 

the selection. 

Escofet writes in response to Saussure's definition of 

language; 

es interesante remitirnos a la diferencia que 
realiza Saussure entre: la lange, como lugar del 
lenguaje social y la parole: como acto 
individual de voluntad e inteligencia [ ...] El 
lugar de nuestra diferencia, esta escondido en la 
palabra, ese termino, al que Saussure, no le 
asigna autonomia teorica propia. La parole, esta 
excluida de la teoria lingtiistica, pero es a 
traves de la palabra, que nuestros actos 
conscientes o inconscientes pueden adquirir 
significado. ("Las mujeres como predicado..." 69) 

If language, or lange, according to Saussure, is constant 

because of its arbitariness, then any attempt to modify 

language would be futile thus making the concept of a 

feminine language obsolete. As Escofet indicates, she is 
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operating on the level of parole even though it is not 

included in academic, linguistic, or theoretical 

consideration indicating that her word choices are 

significant and worthy of study. Escofet simply fails to 

elaborate on Saussure's hypothesis on paradigmatic 

relationships. This is the space where feminists can, with 

authority, analyze language. Furthermore, it is precisely 

where discourse comes into question. 

Discourse not only implies verbal expressions in 

speech and writing but also includes the process and power 

of reasoning as well as the ability to narrate and to 

discuss. Therefore the analysis of a feminine discourse is 

not restricted to the study of language. This analysis 

encompasses the themes and images created by language and 

employed in narration that are particular or characteristic 

of feminine writing. However, this does not imply that 

women's concerns can only be studied by other women, nor 

does it indicate that their concerns appear exclusively in 

women-authored contemporary texts. Toda/ s feminists 

continue to admire Nora from Ibsen's A Doll's House written 

in the late nineteenth century. Nora was one of the first 

authentic feminine characters concerned with feminine 

interests. In addition, Orquideas a la luz de la luna 
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(1982) by contemporary Mexican author Carlos Fuentes 

explores very similar issues as Ritos del corazon (1994) by 

Cristina Escofet. In both plays either aging or dead 

actresses are confronted with the limitations of their 

images. Nevertheless, there exists a fundamental 

difference between Orquideas a la luz de la luna and Ritos 

del corazon, which can be attributed to the feminine 

discourse employed by Escofet. 

According to the linguists Deborah Cameron (70) and 

Margaret Gibbon (125) the study of discourse moves beyond 

the analysis of language. It also refers to a set of 

beliefs that lead to a patterning in choices or homogeneity 

identifiable by a close, critical reading. Feminist 

interest in this field stems from woman's alienation from 

language and her struggle to reclaim a language for 

herself. Gibbon notes that this field ranges greatly in 

terms of settings and contexts. Much work has focused on 

talk by women in male-dominated professions. However, 

Cameron calls attention to the possibilities of the study 

of discourse in literature: 

At this point it becomes possible to address a 
second, related topic, that of women's writing. 
What are the implications of women's 
linguistically marginal position for their 
literary creativity? It has been argued that the 
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implications are positive rather that negative: 
women are in a position to create new and 
different forms of linguistic expression. By 
making alternative discourses available in the 
culture, they may even change the culture itself. 
(34) 

Even though Cameron views a new feminine form as positive, 

neither linguist details what constitutes a feminine 

discourse. However, I deduce from their definition of 

discourse that a feminine discourse would be revealed in 

the detailed analysis of both language and form, which, in 

turn, would manifest the underlying ideology influencing 

those choices. 

Feminine discourse in literature first became an 

object of study in the early 1970s with the French 

feminists. Helene Cixous in her article "The Laugh of the 

Medusa" called into question discourse in women's writing 

for the first time. She maintains that this discourse is a 

becoming, "I shall speak about women's writing: about what 

it will do" (875). The use of the future tense here leads 

me to conclude that women's writing is always in progress, 

never completed or rather continuously evolving. According 

to Cixous, it is a force that reunites women with 

themselves and primarily with their bodies. She warns 

scholars that women have traditionally functioned within 
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the discourse of men and that the very idea of a women's 

discourse eludes definition: 

It is impossible to define feminine practice of 
writing, and this is an impossibility that will 
remain, for this practice can never be theorized, 
enclosed, coded - which doesn't mean that it 
doesn't exist. But it will always surpass the 
discourse that regulates the phallocentric 
system; it does and will take place in areas 
other than those subordinated to philosophico-
theoretical domination. It will be conceived of 
only by subjects who are breakers of automatisms, 
by peripheral figures that no authority can ever 
subjugate. (883) 

Defining women's writing would be to subjugate it yet once 

again to a phallocentric discourse. Therefore, feminine 

discourse, as maintained by Cixous, remains on the borders, 

edges and just out of reach. It is elusive. 

Evasiveness, however, does not come without its 

consequences. Cixous warns that women authors and critics 

who try to work outside of the theoretical will be 

called in by the cops of the signifier, 
fingerprinted, remonstrated, and brought into the 
line of order that they are supposed to know; 
assigned by force of trickery to a precise place 
in the chain that's always formed for the benefit 
of a privileged signifier. We are pieced back to 
the string which leads back, if not to the Name-
of-the-Father, then, for a new twist, to the 
place of the phallic-mother. (887) 

This is exactly the type of criticism one confronts while 

studying feminine discourse. Objections arise concerning 
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the object of study and its definition. This is merely the 

manifestation of a phallocentric-academic discourse that 

cannot or will not accept the possibility of a non 

defineable concept such as feminine discourse that resides 

on the outside of the theoretical. 

Lynn Worsham further elaborates on the rejection of 

the concept of a feminine discourse. She asserts that once 

the feminist claim that feminist writing constitutes a new 

discourse, scholars immediately dissect it, attempting to 

identify and isolate its distinctive features (84). 

However, it is typically found to be 

lacking, fraught with contradictions, riddled 
with theoretical inconsistencies, and short on 
concrete strategies for changing the material 
conditions of everyday women's lives. (84) 

Worsham maintains that these types of findings are typical 

and even expected. When woman is viewed as lacking within 

patriarchy then logically her discourse is found lacking as 

well. Women's discourse, according to Worsham, expresses 

what dominant discourse has regulated to meaninglessness, 

childishness or mere nothingness. Feminine discourse is 

composed of "the body, desire, emotion, sound, voice, 

rhythm, contradiction" (92) while it does not adhere to the 

patriarch's obsession with meaning, order and closure. 
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This concept is apparent in the work of many linguists 

as well as literature critics. For example, Diana Price 

Herndl asserts that feminine language lives on the boundary 

(11). She clarifies that women's discourse, originating 

from the place of the "other" is 

marked by process and change, by absence and 
shifting, by multivoicedness. Meaning in 
feminine language is always "elsewhere," between 
voices or between discourses, marked by a 
mistrust of the signified. (11) 

She proceeds to warn the literary scholar that it is in the 

nature of criticism to define, to hierarchize and to 

discover similarities thus forcing its power onto feminine 

discourse and taming, controlling, and appropriating it 

into its own discourse, which is by no means similar. Jean 

Forte speaks of the power of feminine discourse for 

precisely the same reasons. If feminine discourse evades 

the traditional concept of the single, unified and ordered 

discourse it then poses as a threat to its monopoly, "it is 

therefore possible to dismantle the patriarchy through 

language" (259). 

Helena Araujo speaks of feminine discourse as a 

mythical one. She reminds the reader that the mythical 

discourse existed long before the appearance of a logical, 

rational patriarchal discourse. However, Araujo admits 
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that like everything else involving the mythical or the 

magical, feminine discourse is given very little 

credibility and is consequently dismissed from any serious 

consideration(20). Precisely for this reason Janet Gold 

suggests that in order to approach and to fully comprehend 

feminine discourse that it is recommended that one listen 

to the text rather than talk at it, 

this "feminine" literature perhaps can be best 
understood and appreciated if we approach it not 
from a critical/theoretical platform, but from 
within ourselves. (196) 

Gold supports the evaluation of feminine discourse through 

meditative rather than calculated thinking. If the critic 

or linguist attacks feminine language with a battery on 

questions and theoretical demands then it is possible to 

lose sight of the object, in this case feminine discourse, 

and not listen to what it is really saying. It must be 

reflected upon in order to be valued and in order to 

initiate any possible changes. 

DEIAMATIC FEMININE DISCOURSE 

How does the concept of discourse discussed above 

appear in theater? Sue-Ellen Case in her book Feminism and 

Theatre distinguishes the fictitious representation of 
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women as the "Other" from the historical woman and her 

participation in theater. She reanalyzes the classics and 

inserts women dramatists, actresses and directors into 

their historical context. Case abandons traditional 

patriarchal values that consecrate male writers and opts 

for new critical models that account for the presence and 

participation of women: 

If women are to be the subjects rather than the 
objects of cultural production, doesn't this 
cultural revolution necessitate a new form and 
perhaps even a new discourse for women? (128) 

It is revolutionary to study women in exclusion of men and 

revolutionary to speak of a new feminine discourse. I 

believe that Case refers both to works written by and about 

women. This new form that Case calls for is useful in this 

study. Case says that 'contiguity' represents this new 

feminine form (129). According to her, it describes a 

discourse that is elliptical, fragmentary, ambiguous and 

interrupted. In other words this nonlinear form of 

expression eludes definition, precision and closure. Case 

elaborates on this anti-closure: 

Without closure, the sense of beginning, middle 
and end, or a central focus, it abandons the 
hierarchical organising-principles of traditional 
form.that served to elide women from discourse. 
(129) 
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According to Case, feminine discourse can be considered an 

anti-discourse. Since woman cannot be situated within the 

traditional patriarchal discourse she completely breaks 

with their norms. Case then explains how this manifests 

itself in theater: 

Without the study of theatre, several versions of 
masculine and feminine morphology have taken 
hold. For example, some feminist critics have 
described the form of tragedy as a replication of 
the male sexual experience. Tragedy is composed 
of foreplay, excitation and ejaculation 
(catharsis). The broader organisation of plot -
complication, crisis and resolution - is also 
tied to this phallic experience. The central 
focus in male forms is labeled phallocentric, 
reflecting the nature of the male's sexual 
physiology. A female form might embody her 
sexual mode, aligned with multiple orgasms, with 
no dramatic focus on ejaculation or necessity to 
build a single climax. The contiguous 
organisation would replace this ejaculatory form. 
(129) 

Like other linguists and literary critics such as Helene 

Cixous, Case relates women's language to their sexuality. 

A fragmentary, non-climatic discourse easily translates 

into theater terms as circular vignettes that, instead of 

resolving conflicts, explore situations. It is my 

observation that this is similar and perhaps related to 

theater of the absurd for it, too, has a circular non-

climatic form. Another interesting connection between 

theater of the absurd and feminist theater in which there 
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is evidence of feminine discourse is precisely that - the 

discourse. Even though many of the dramatists of the 

theater of the absurd were male, their discourse, similar 

to feminine discourse, also breaks with traditional, linear 

discourse and in many instances, just as its name suggests, 

is absurd. This does not indicate that the concept of 

feminine discourse is in any way absurd, it just simply 

documents another example of alternative discourses. 

Kristen Nigro, too, speaks of a new fractured form 

similar to Case' s contiguity in her analysis of feminine 

discourse in Rosario Castellano's El eterno femenino. She 

identifies four key maneuvers that differentiate 

Castellano's discourse from a traditional male discourse 

("Inventions and Transgressions..." 140). First of all, 

Castellano's discourse is non-narrative. That is, it does 

not tell a linear story. Secondly, women speak with their 

own voice that allows them to dismantle the image of women 

and to theatricalize the notion of gender. Most 

importantly, according to Nigro, Castellano's play is not 

realistic. This is essential because: 

Realism, therefore, can reaffirm the dominant 
order by making it seem that all is clear and in 
its place; it can erase contradiction and 
perpetuate the illusion of a centered, integrated 
(male) subject who is both creator and 
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interpreter of knowledge. ("Inventions and 
Transgressions..." 141) 

Thus, occasionally, by breaking the standard, by de

centralizing, by speaking with her own voice and by 

creating a new form the female dramatist expresses her 

discontent with a patriarchal society while she searches 

for her own role. However, there are traditional, linear 

plays, such as Sabina Berman's (1956) Suplicio del placer 

(1994) or Entre Villa y una mujer desnuda (1994) that also 

debunk patriarchy. 

Given that Griselda Gambaro is the most consecrated 

Argentine as well as Latin American female dramatist, it is 

interesting to consider her opinions about feminine 

discourse. In the article "Es posible y deseable una 

dramaturgia especificamente femenina" Griselda Gambaro 

analyzes and questions the role of the female dramatist in 

the history of theater. She parts from Virginia Wolf s 

statement that if Shakespeare would have had a sister or if 

he would have been a male then he/she would not have been 

allowed to write. Consequently, Gambaro stresses the 

importance of studying women authors. According to her, 

the 1950s mark an explosion of women writers all over Latin 
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America including the Chileans Maria Asuncion Requera, 

Isidora Aguirre, and Gabriela Roepke. 

Gambaro also underscores the relationship between 

genre and gender: 

tomamos conciencia por fin, de que la identidad 
no es una comprobacion inerte de una realidad ya 
dada sino un trabajoso camino historico que se 
debe afrontar en toda su problematicidad. A 
partir de esta toma de conciencia, las mujeres 
comenzamos a expresarnos en el teatro, y desde el 
teatro mismo trabajamos por nuestra identidad 
cuando pudimos decir con nuestra propia voz lo 
que Ibsen dijo alguna vez con su voz de hombre 
por las mujeres. (20) 

In accordance with this quote, it would appear that Gambaro 

believes that women express themselves differently than 

men; hence the importance of the study of female authors. 

However, she concludes her article with: 

En mis primeras obras, muchas mujeres me 
cuestionaron la presencia de personajes 
exclusivamente masculinos, y esto que las 
feministas tomaron como agravio o carencia, yo 
creo que la muestra mas acabada de que escribo 
como mujer, no solo porque no soy un hombre, sino 
porque para hablar de las mujeres no hay nada 
mejor que hablar de las relaciones entre los 
hombres. Y la situacion de las mujeres se 
evidencia por una omision transparente. (21) 

Although Gambaro does not negate the possibility of a 

feminine discourse, her statement obviously contradicts the 

ideology of such a discourse. Feminine discourse emerges 

from the silence or "transparent omission" to which it has 
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been subjugated in order to be finally heard, not to be 

present in its absence. In fact, Escofet herself points 

out that these silences are an essential part of her work: 

En mi practica como escritora y como coordinadora 
de talleres de escritura, ha sido de maxima 
utilidad incorporar las carencias, los silencios, 
las partes sombrias, todos aquellos aspectos que 
marcan nuestra separacion respecto no dire del 
lenguaje de la cultura del modelo, sino del 
mundo. (82) 

Nevertheless, Gambaro believes the absence of female 

characters to be the proof that she writes like a woman. 

The very fact that she asserts this proves that she at 

least acknowledges a difference between the female and male 

voice. 

One of the major obstacles of speaking about discourse 

is that I have to use the very medium that is under 

analysis. I cannot go outside of our language to view it 

from a vantage point or with distance. Nevertheless, 

synthesizing the twenty years of the study of feminine 

discourse I can safely assert that in my study of Escofet's 

feminine discourse I will consider extra linguistic factors 

that have lead to a patterning thus revealing the ideology 

supporting their usage. Escofet herself admits that she 

utilizes language in order to piece together a genre as 

well as a gender that is still in the process of its 

becoming: 
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Antie palabras en forma de piezas teatrales, 
monologos, cuentos breves, pinceladas que 
expresan parte de un caleidoscopio: el de un 
genero en construccion, el genero mujer. {Teatro 
completo 11) 

The metaphor of the kaleidoscope suscinctly describes the 

study of feminine discourse - colorful, changing and 

composed of numerous components. 
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CHAPTER TWO: IN THEIR IMAGE: HEROINES AND ACTRESSES 

As discussed in the previous chapter, an essential 

element of feminine discourse is the images that it creates 

and recreates. Cristina Escofet's feminine discourse 

predominately searches for a contemporary image of women 

suitable for toda/ s society. In this search Escofet 

reevaluates, destabalizes or reinvents the image of women 

that has been continuously perpetuated through Hollywood 

and through the telling and retelling of fairy and folk 

tales. It is not surprising that Escofet uses Hollywood 

actresses as Hollywood has been exported as part of the 

United State's cultural imperialism and incorporated into 

popular culture around the world.^ The image or the direct 

mention of heroines like Little Red Ridding Hood, Sleeping 

Beauty, Cinderella, or Snow White and of actresses such as 

Marilyn Monroe, Greta Garbo, and the character Annie Hall 

are integrated into almost every one of Escofet plays. 

Consequently, the reader and/or spectator must acknowledge 

their importance and analyze their specific roles. At 

^ On September 17, 2001, La Nacion, Buenos Aires' most popular 
newspaper, features eleven Hollywood films that are currently 
showing in theaters throughout the capital while they only 
briefly mention two Argentine productions. Furthermore, the 
largest, most modern cinemas in downtown Buenos Aires are only 
screening Hollywood movies for the week of September 17, 2001. 
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times, Escofet creates a frustrated Cinderella who is no 

longer satisfied with her prince or a more sexual Little 

Red Riding Hood who enjoys her flirtations with males and 

or wolves. Nevertheless, Escofet does not always invert 

the images of the heroines and actress. For example, her 

portrayal of the character Annie Hall is just as 

chauvinistic as Woody Allen's. 

Hochberg notes that while no text is entirely 

autonomous, "the role of intertextuality in the gender 

inflection of texts has yet to be examined" (313). 

Hochberg further explains that even though a text may 

intend to represent and valorize female or feminist 

ideology that the male "Other" can "intrude upon and 

penetrate that female narrative intertextuality" (313). 

Therefore, in my analysis of the intertextuality of 

Hollywood movies and of protagonists of fairy and folk 

tales, I will always be conscious of the image of women and 

particularly of her role in relation to men. 

Intertextuality has been defined in the following 

manner: 

A text is a fabric simultaneously being woven and 
unwoven, made up not of a uniform "material" but 
by traces of other texts. At an extreme, this 
definition projects all texts as further 
divisible into other texts, and these into yet 
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other texts(or signifiers), ad infinitum. 
(0' Donnel and Davis x) 

Therefore, intertextuality can be understood as the 

incorporation of texts into the body of other texts. Some 

critics have even gone to the extreme by stating that 

"Without intertextuality literature would be 

incomprehensible" (Durey 621). Nevertheless, very few 

literary critics agree upon the exact definition(s) of 

intertextuality, how it manifests itself in literature, nor 

can they reach a consensus on how it should be studied. 

Don Bruce, the compiler of "Bibliographie annotee: 

Ecrits sur 1' intertextualite," cites approximately 339 

different theorists of intertextuality noting that almost 

all of them have a distinct approach to and definition of 

intertextuality. 0' Donnel and Davis claim that: 

A theory of intertextuality cannot claim for 
itself a unique historical presence, any more 
than the quantum theory of light could claim that 
its paradoxical material qualities came into 
being only with its own formulation. Just as 
light is alternatively wave and particle 
depending on a chosen viewpoint, so the 
historical and literary contexts of 
intertextuality change and are changed by our 
cognizance of reading, writing, and memory as 
components constituting a perspective of 
interpretation, (xiii) 

They then further explain that: 
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Intertexuality, then, is not new. It is the 
oldest troping we Icnow, the most ancient textual 
(con)figuration, though its presence as a 
specific form of attention may be located within 
the loose amalgamation of postructuralist 
critical theories. (xiii) 

Intertextuality, then, is a literary technique that has 

always been in existence and the only thing that has 

evolved has been the literary critics' theories and 

awareness of intertextuality. Harold Bloom, primary 

disseminator of poetic intertextuality, reiterates 0' Donnel 

and Davis's idea stating that "No poet since Adam and Satan 

speaks a language free of the one wrought by his 

precursors" (25). 

Despite the comments by Bloom, 0' Donnel and Davis, 

other critics agree that Mikhail Bakhtin can be considered 

the founder of dialogism which was later developed into 

intertextuality by other critics. Bakhtin theorized that 

dialogism was the interplay between writers, texts, and 

other texts. Durey notes that Bakhtin first spoke of 

dialogism in Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics published in 

Russia in 1929. He then reworked his theory and published 

it in a series of articles in the early 1920s under the 

title The Dialogic Imagination although intertextuality did 

not become a popular object of study until the late 1960s 
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early 1970s (616). Although Durey asserts that BaJchtin's 

dialogism was a "Brilliant idea of a dialogic relationship 

between writers," (616) she later criticizes it because it 

required the active human participation between two writers 

not between two texts (617). Durey explains that this is 

precisely how and why the theories of intertextuality 

divided and evolved; not all theorists agreed that 

dialogism could only exist between two authors. 

According to Durey, Julia Kristeva coined the term 

"intertextuality" in her book Revolution of Poetic Language 

(1984) and personified the texts by abandoning the 

importance of the dialog between authors (618). Kristeva, 

in an interview with Margaret Waller explains the nature of 

intertextuality by saying 

What interested me even more- and this seems to 
me unique- was the notion that the participation 
of different texts at different levels reveals a 
particular mental activity. And analysis should 
not limit itself simply to identifying texts that 
participate in final texts, nor identifying their 
sources, but should understand that what is being 
dealt with is a specific dynamics of the subject 
of the utterance, who consequently, precisely 
because of this intertextuality, is not an 
individual in the etymological sense of the term, 
not an identity. 
In other words, the discovery of intertextuality 
at a formal level leads us to an intrapsychic or 
psychoanalytic finding, if you will, concerning 
the status of the "creator," the one who produces 
a text by placing himself or herself at the 
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intersection of this plurality of texts on their 
very different levels-I repeat, semantic, 
syntactic, or phonic. This leads me to 
understand creative subjectivity as a 
kaleidoscope. (281) 

Intertextuality, like feminine discourse, is not static; 

it, too, is colorful and changing. Furthermore, the idea 

of play emerges as well since kaleidoscopes are intended 

for exactly that purpose - play. Durey states that if we 

can think of intertextuality between texts as a symbiosis 

then "play and interplay in literary criticism could thus 

also continue, and we would not have to abandon the game" 

(634). Indeed, criticism too plays with literary texts 

while these play with other literary texts. 

The game will continue in the following analysis of 

the intertextuality of fairy and folk tale heroines and 

movie star actors and actress in the individual plays of 

Cristina Escofet. 

INTERTEXTUALITY OF FAIRY AND FOLK TALES 

The heroines of fairy and folk tales, such as Snow 

White, Sleeping Beauty, Little Red Riding Hood, and 

Cinderella, appear in nearly all aspects of popular 

culture. Kolbenschlag theorizes that they persist in 
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culture because they resemble human personality in its 

struggle to encounter its identity: 

The omnipresence of myths and fairy tales in so 
many aspects of culture-speech idioms, poetry, 
music, dance, painting, sculpture, drama, 
fiction, film - suggests that these stories 
describe and narrate the structures of a 
collective as well as individual experience. The 
fairy tale, especially, may be emblematic of 
predisposing conditions of a particular social 
milieu. The fact that most fairy tales embody 
elements associated with the archetypal 
"feminine" points to the possibility that they 
recapitulate a view of reality that is rooted in 
the determinism of sex roles. (4) 

Escofet, like Kolbenschlag, maintains that fairy tales are 

an essential element in woman's formation. She states that 

fairy and folk tales are a 

metafora de un aspecto de inconsciente femenino, 
los cuentos de hada como tambien algunos cuentos 
populares como los mitos representan el 
inconsciente, el inconsciente colectivo a veces y 
a veces el individual. No podria decir que 
siempre representan lo mismo, pero evidentemente 
representan ciertas zonas: lo prohibido o lo 
permitido; lo dicho y lo no dicho; lo que se 
muestra lo que se oculta. (1 April 2000) 

As an archetype of feminine identity the images of fairy 

and folk tale heroines are very pertinent to the 

determination of sex roles and to the idealization of the 

women as well. They represent the female prototype. In 

most instances, Escofet presents the fairy tale heroine as 
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the "perfect woman" who establishes a standard of 

measurement for all behaviors. However, Escofet develops 

her heroines' sexuality; which, in turn, is not always 

socially acceptable. 

Escofet is not unique in this sexualized depiction; 

the modern day fairy tale heroine is depicted as a sexual, 

sensual woman. Another example from popular culture is the 

Little Red Riding Hood at the costume party in the 

contemporary Mexican film 5exo, pudor y lagrimas (1999). 

Her breast and buttocks exposed, she flees screaming with 

desire and glee from a man disguised as a caveman. Once he 

catches up with her, she is mauled and practically 

penetrated right there at the costume party. In addition 

to the images projected in film, there are numerous 

examples of contemporary fairy tale heroines in Latin 

American literature as well. Little Red Riding Hood is 

raped in Gabriela Mistral's Capuzecita Roja and the poetic 

voice in Daizy Zamora's Cuento de hada warns the reader of 

the dangers in believing in fairy tale myths. 

These images of modern day fairy tale heroines are 

precisely why Cooper maintains that fairy tales were never 

cute, innocent, infantile stories but rather "tema de un 

serio estudio antropologico, psicologico y metafisico" 
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(10). In addition, it is my observation that fairy and 

folk tales represent part of the formation of the female 

psyche and thus constitute a serious object of study in 

regards to the development of female identity. As Cooper 

illustrates: 

La relacion entre el hombre y la mujer es uno de 
los elementos fundamentales del cuento de hadas. 
Cada uno de ellos aparece asociado con el otro. 
El desarrollo del caracter, el despertar de un 
poder latente, el paso de la ninez a la madurez, 
de la inocencia a la experiencia, avanzando entre 
tentaciones que fortalecen y purifican, es el 
motivo central, que abarca toda la gama de 
relaciones humanas y familiares. El matrimonio 
es la nota clave del relato, en realidad, mas del 
setenta por ciento de los cuentos giran en torno 
al matrimonio.(88) 

In other words, one of the main purposes of fairy and folk 

tales is to prepare women and men for marriage. This 

observation is very important in the analysis and 

interpretation of Escofet's theater. 

Not only do fairy and folk tale heroines have a strong 

enduring impact upon young girls and even women, these 

stories have been told and retold for generations by women. 

It is significant that women have perpetuated these images. 

Kolbenschlag emphasizes, 

approximately one third of the original Grimm 
collection came from a single old nurse, "alte 
Maria", and that the Grimms were the first to 
attempt to retell the fairy tales as they had 
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first been told by mothers and female caretakers 
of children. (4) 

Like in the first retellings of these fairy/folk tales, 

Escofet' s women protagonists personify and perpetuate their 

images. Nigro notes that this is perhaps a perplexing 

aspect of Escofet's theater: 

Lo curioso [ ...] es que Escofet sugiera que la 
manera de hacerse la mujer completa este 
precisamente en aquello que le ha condenado a una 
sujetividad falsa: los cuentos de hadas y las 
fantasias. ("No tan solas en la madriguera: El 
humor como companera en el teatro de Cristina 
Escofet") 

Why would Escofet purposefully perpetuate the image of the 

fairy and folk tale heroine if their images have done 

nothing but subjugate women to her reign of servitude, 

solutide, and perpetual beauty? In order to move beyond 

the image these heroines, one first has to confront it and 

perhaps listen to its voice. 

Female storytellers every since Scheherazade, if not 

before, have been the voice of both women's history and 

imagination. The use of female storyteller with and in 

Escofet's work is quite revealing especially after 

considering the following observation: 

Snow White is carried off by the prince, inert in 
her coffin; it is by chance that she coughs up 
the poisonous piece of apple stuck in her throat 
and thus comes back to life. Sleeping Beauty 
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awakens only because her lover kisses her. 
Cinderella's time of degradation ends when the 
slipper fits her. In each of these stories-as in 
so many others- the rescuer demonstrates his love 
for his future bride in some form. We are left 
in the dark about the feelings of the heroines, 
however. (Bettelheim 276) 

By employing the intertextuality of fairy and folk tales, 

Escofet, then, is simply providing their heroines with a 

more representative and complex voice. Her heroines 

explore their sexuality, their relationship with other 

women, and their martial relations or their ideas about 

martial relations. The heroine has a voice. At times, 

perhaps Escofet does not completely invert the traditional 

roles of these heroines nevertheless their roles are at 

least analyzed or confronted. Escofet's work enlightens 

the reader's awareness about the female's reaction to 

herself as well as to her hero. 

IDENTITY CRISIS: Nunca usaras medias de seda 

The intertextuality of fairy and folk tales is evident 

in all of Escofet's plays, however, it is most apparent in 

Nunca usaras medias de seda. The play opens with Maria, 

the main protagonist, sending her husband and children off 

for the day. Exhausted from her morning duties, she falls 

into a "Alice In Wonderland" state of sleep where instead 
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of waking to Wonderland, she finds herself conversing with 

Maria Bonita, the ten-year-old version of herself, in an 

elementary school. Immersed in the environment that formed 

her feminine identity, Maria questions patriarchal 

stereotypes and authorities as she is judged and punished 

for kissing a little boy. The piece concludes with Maria 

trapped inside of her dream yearning to awake however the 

reality from which she escaped has not changed and her 

monotonous life as a housewife continues. Nevertheless, 

the reader/spectator is left with the hope that Maria will 

at least be more conscious of her identity. As Maria 

traverses the images from her past, there are three main 

characters from folk and fairy tales that are of great 

importance: Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood and Snow 

White. 

As previously mentioned, the play opens with Maria 

seeing her family off for the day. The stage notes 

indicate that she is a modern day Cinderella and like 

Cinderella she is so exhausted from her chores around the 

house that she cannot even speak a coherent sentence. She 

says good-bye to her family in the following manner: 

Si, si, el desayuno esta en las zapatillas. Tu 
calzoncillo ya tiene azucar, querido. No crucen 
al mirar. Regresen rapido, lo mas tarde posible. 
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Claro, mi amor, estoy harta de ser tan feliz. 
{Teatro completo 92) 

I would assume that the only logical statement out of this 

fragment is when Maria experiences a Freudian slip by 

saying "tarde" instead of "pronto". Of course, like most 

Freudian slips, Maria really means "tarde" even if she does 

not say it intentionally. 

This opening scene demonstrates Maria's disenchantment 

with her role as "housewife". However, as Bettelheim 

explains, "without having first been forced to become a 

'Cinderella,' the heroine would never have become the bride 

of the prince" (274). That is, working among the ashes or 

knowing how to perform household chores is a condition for 

finding the perfect man and living happily ever after. 

Unfortunately, as Maria has discovered, this is not the 

case in reality. She has more than fulfilled this equation 

for eternal bliss but yet finds herself miserable. 

Maria' s family departs and she immediately falls 

asleep. Subconsciously, she questions and grapples with 

the academic institution and stereotypes that eventually 

lead her to believe in the Cinderella myth. In her dream, 

Maria is compared with Little Red Riding Hood primarily 

because she is caught kissing a little boy who is referred 
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to as a "lobo". The scene is not as innocent as it may 

appear; their kiss is not just a little peck on the cheek 

and the protagonist's vocalization of animal sounds 

represents the sexual undertones. The action occurs in the 

following manner: 

(Comienza una secuencia de seduccion y celos 
entre Juan, Maria Bonita y Maria. Es como un 
dibujo animado.) 
LOBO.- (Seduciendo a Maria.) Mm... 
MARfA.- Ho la... 
MARfA BONITA.- (Celosa) Br... 
LOBO . - (Oliendo a Maria.) Snif... 
MARfA BONITA.- (Muy celosa.) Br... Br... 
MARfA.- Yo...Tic-tac... 
LOBO. - Tic-tac... 
MARfA BONITA.- Bua... [Teatro completo 100) 

The wolf then dances "un baile de seduccion" with Maria 

before Maria Bonita cuts in passionately kissing and 

touching the wolf "descaradamente" . 

To just what can this display of sexuality be 

attributed? As Bettelheim theorizes, either the mother or 

grandmother, mother once removed, of Little Red Riding Hood 

abdicates her own attractiveness to males and transfers it 

to Little Red Riding Hood in the form of an attractive red 

cloak (173). The sexuality associated with the color is 

totally inappropriate for a girl of her age. Nevertheless, 

the heroine appropriates these sexual attributes and is no 
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longer an innocent little girl. Bettelheim, in his analysis 

of Perrault's version of Little Red Riding Hood rightly 

observes that 

Perrault makes everything as explicit as 
possible. For example, when the girl undresses 
and joins the wolf in bed and the wolf tells her 
that his strong arms are for embracing her 
better, nothing is left to the imagination. 
Since in response to such a direct and obvious 
seduction Little Red Riding Hood makes no move 
to escape or to fight back, either she is stupid 
or she wants to be seduced. (169) 

Maria moves from being a prepubertal heroine to a sexual 

one. She turns to her wants and desires. As a version of 

Little Red Riding Hood she is free to act out her desires; 

this heroine did not have to slave over ashes and tend to 

step-mothers or sisters in order to be rewarded with her 

prince, the wolf is simply attracted to her outward display 

of sexuality. Maria, like Little Red Riding Hood, wants to 

be seduced. 

Since women have been traditionally forced to hide and 

mask their sexual desires, Maria is consequently punished 

for her actions. She is believed capable of committing the 

most unspeakable crimes if she publicly displays her 

sexuality. She is condemned to the house until marriage 

and is instructed to emulate Snow White: 
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OBRERA.- No te olvides de Blancanieves y te va a 
ir bien, porque Caperucita bien que sedujo al 
lobo, pero jamas cuido un enano, ̂ y alguien sabe 
si Caperucita se caso? (Teatro completo 122) 

Snow White was lacking nothing, she had a warm safe place 

to stay as long as she took care of the seven dwarfs' 

household, cooked, made the beds, washed, sewed and 

knitted, and kept everything clean and in proper order. 

Snow White, in turn, became a good housekeeper and was 

apparently happy. Cooper speculates that reason for her 

contentment is because 

En el cuento de hadas, a nivel popular, las 
heroinas como la Bella Durmiente o Blancanieves 
no han entrado aun en la edad femenina adulta y 
todavia no han despertado al amor. (117) 

Maria, then, evolves from Cinderella to Little Red Riding 

Hood to Snow White. Snow White, like Cinderella, 

eventually finds her prince primarily due to the hardships 

she has had to suffer. The images of those two heroines, 

in contrast to Little Red Riding Hood, are of innocent 

adolescent girls who dutifully wait on others. The title 

now takes on more significance; Nunca usaras medias de seda 

condemns Maria to the role of an innocent asexual caregiver 

who will never use silk stockings because she will never be 

sexually mature. 

The play concludes with Maria proclaiming "No quiero, 

no puedo, no puedo... No quiero." {Teatro completo 126) . She 

does not want to embrace any of these heroines as part of 
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her own identity. Unfortunately, then, in the course of 

the play neither Maria, the dramatist, the spectator nor 

the reader encounters a positive image of women liberated 

from cultural stereotypes. However Maria's final words 

give hope that in her refusal she will wake to a new level 

of consciousness and find fulfillment in a new image for 

women and not in some fairy tale. 

MAN HUNTING: Solas en la madriguera 

In Solas en la madriguera the vignette entitled Las 

caperucitas addresses the reader with a monologue on how to 

properly prepare the picnic basket to take to grandmother's 

house. According to the text, besides delicious snacks, 

the essentials include a pipe, slippers, a newspaper and a 

pillow that an aside explains as necessary for "just in 

case". The reader is left with impression that the pillow 

could possibly be used for a nap in the sun after enjoying 

the food or perhaps she was going to offer it to her 

grandmother. However, this is not the case; as the text 

precedes to explain the basket is merely a prop for 

attracting boyfriends. "Just in case" the boyfriends 

decide that they really are not prepared for marriage, the 

pillow is to be placed over the stomach thus feigning 
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pregnancy, which will then convince the boyfriend 

otherwise. 

Solas en la madriguera ends with the vignette entitled 

Armemos el amor where the actresses who previously 

interpreted multiple roles, including that of fairy tale 

heroines, are presented as such - actresses. Stripped of 

their roles they are free to reflect upon the previous 

action and dialogue in which they participated. One of the 

actresses responding to a comment about a "principe azul" 

and the color of hair dye states 

ACTRIZ.-No compres mas por el color. La proxima 
raspalo un poquito para verle el color original. 
ISe te rompe el encanto como Cenicienta y se te 
notan las canas? No llores llamando al hada 
madrina que es agente de la CIA. {Teatro completo 
85) 

Following this comment another actress adds that women 

deserved to be loved as they are with their wrinkles, gray 

hair and even perhaps with one less breast. The play 

concludes with the four characters chanting in unison a 

poem that ends with "y al que no quiera amarnos, [que se 

muera!" (86). Once given a chance to analyze their roles, 

it is interesting to note that the actresses reject the 

beautiful image of the fairy tale heroine for the image of 

the common woman who does age and who may experience 
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problems such as breast cancer but who is at least 

recognizable and more typical of women's experience. 

MOTHER - DAUGHTER CONFLICT: Senoritas en concierto 

In Senoritas en concierto fairy tales play an 

important role. In one short act three Little Red Riding 

Hoods transform into Sleeping Beauty, Snow White's 

stepmother and Alice in Wonderland. The three Little Red 

Riding Hoods simultaneously appear on the stage dancing to 

a rap song. One by one they break out of the dance to 

speak about their experiences as Little Red Riding Hood. 

The first actress states that her mother practically threw 

her out of the house instructing her not to return until 

late. Disobeying her mother's orders, she returns home 

early only to discover that her mother will not unlock the 

door. The second Little Red Riding Hoods explains that her 

grandmother, although widowed, is fairly young and enjoys 

living far away from her mother. Sometimes, she too locks 

her door and does not answer. The last representation of 

Little Red Riding Hood confesses to her mother what 

happened between her and the wolf and her mother in 

apparent disbelief sends her out yet once again. 
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Between these three characters' lines the chorus 

chants about the wolf, "Que tendra, que tendra, que tendra 

el lobo, que tendra ..." {Teatro completo 224) suggesting 

that the wolf, that is, men, are the underlying cause of 

conflict between mothers, daughters, and grandmothers. It 

is interesting to note, however, that neither men nor 

wolves are mentioned the dialogue between the Little Red 

Riding Hoods. One possible reading/interpretation of this 

section is that the Little Red Riding Hoods are locked out 

of their houses on purpose because their mother or 

grandmother is engaged in sexual acts and does not want to 

be interrupted by her daughter/grandaughter. Escofet 

mentions this tension between the generations: 

En el caso de la Caperucita, este cuento es una 
metafora bastante clara de cierta hipocresia 
entre la relacion de rol tradicional de la madre 
y la hija. madre manda a su hija ir al otro 
lado del bosque con una Caperucita con la faldeta 
corta que se ve las bombaches sin advertirle de 
los peligros de algun lobo? iQue abuelita vive 
al otro lado del bosque, en medio del monte a 
merced de los cazadores? Evidentemente estamos 
hablando primero de una madre que quiere 
liberarse muy rapidamente de su hija y por otro 
lado de una abuela que tambien quiere liberarse 
de su hija y de una nina entre dos mujeres que no 
saben exactamente lo que quieren o no quieren 
contener. Entre los cuentos de hada este cuento 
representa una de las tantas formas de orfandad 
de nuestro inconsciente. (1 April 2000) 
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This particular scene demonstrates the negative 

consequences that a mother* s negation of her traditional 

role has on little girls. They feel neglected, abandoned 

and even orphaned. 

In the following scene the Little Red Riding Hoods 

that have just shared their personal experiences about 

their mothers and grandmothers transform into different 

fairy tale characters that have lost their mothers thus 

reflecting these feelings of abandonment. After all, 

according to Cooper, it is precisely in fairy tales where 

one "se enfrenta con el lado oscuro de la Gran Madre" (23). 

The first Little Red Riding Hood doubles over into the role 

of Sleeping Beauty who has just awakened confused demanding 

to know her whereabouts. Bettelheim elaborates about the 

significance and connotations of the prolonged sleep of 

fairy tale heroines. He states that 

If we do not want to change and develop, then we 
might as well remain in a deathlike sleep. 
During their sleep the heroines' beauty is a 
frigid one; theirs is the isolation of 
narcissism. In such self-involvement which 
excludes the rest of the world there is no 
suffering, but also no knowledge to be gained, no 
feelings to be experienced. (234) 

Similarly, Kolbenshlag claims that 

at the universal level of meaning. Sleeping 
Beauty is most of all a- symbol of passivity, and 
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by extension a metaphor for the spiritual 
condition of women - cut off from autonomy and 
transcendence, from self-actualization and 
ethical capacity in a male-dominated milieu.(5) 

Therefore, it is very significant that Esofet's Sleeping 

Beauty is conscious and inquisitive and that she was not 

awoken by the kiss of a prince. She is ready for change 

and the subversion of the traditional ending indicates that 

this change will positively affect her feminine identity. 

She is no longer passive and will not succumb to the 

desires of others. 

Another Little Red Riding Hood transforms into 

Cinderella begging for permission to attend the ball, while 

the third becomes Snow White's step mother adoring herself 

in a mirror. A forth actress converts into Alice in 

Wonderland while the other three become queens. Alice lost 

her way while dreaming and is consequently sentenced to 

decapitation by the queens because "jSi se perdio mientras 

sonaba, seguro que es mujer!" [Teatro completo 227). Even 

though the queens themselves are women they view the state 

of a dreaming woman as dangerous or perhaps powerful. They 

do not carry out their sentence. Instead they all three 

abandon Alice and the vignette concludes with Alice on 

stage alone begging for her mother. 
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La Bella COMES TO SELF-REALIZATION 

Las que aman hasta morir revolves around its only 

nameless female protagonist who plans to give a talk about 

feminism in a conference held exclusively for women. On 

the way to her presentation the protagonist encounters an 

acquaintance from a previous symposium and the play 

presents the character* s side of the conversation that 

ensues between the two women. At first, the character 

complains about a lack of solidarity between women and she 

appears to be reluctant to speak at the event while about 

half way through the piece she notably changes; she finds 

strength in her womanhood and speaks more forcefully. 

Interestingly, the protagonist identifies more closely with 

Sleeping Beauty during the first half of the play and with 

the heroine from Beauty and the Beast the second half. In 

Spanish there is a much more noted connection between these 

two heroines - they are both named Bella; Sleeping Beauty 

is la Bella Durmiente and Beauty is simply la Bella. 

The protagonist explains to her friend that she has 

been undergoing a process of self analysis based on the 

teachings of Batik Anayamanda who theorizes that in order 

to free one's karma that one must rid herself of the fairy 
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tale heroine that has taken over her spirit. The actress 

then specifies which heroine currently haunts her: 

Me toco la Bella Durmiente... Aqui me ves... 
petrifie, completamente petrificada, tiesa... 
dormida desde hace siglos... ̂ Quien sino no una 
mujer puede dormirse cien anos esperando un beso 
despertador? {Teatro 28) 

Psychologically Escofet's character is comatose or perhaps 

catatonic, incapable of presenting a paper at the 

convention; her state does not allow her to speak let alone 

reason. Kolbenschlag observes that 

at the universal level of meaning, Sleeping 
Beauty is most of all a symbol of passivity, and 
by extension a metaphor for the spiritual 
condition of women - cut off from autonomy and 
transcendence, from self-actualization and 
ethical capacity in a male-dominated milieu. (5) 

Similarly Bettelheim states that 

The long sleep of the beautiful maiden has also 
other connotations... If we do not want to change 
and develop, then we might as well remain in a 
deathlike sleep... there is no suffering, but also 
no knowledge to be gained, no feelings to be 
experienced. (234) 

As a version of Sleeping Beauty the protagonist is not able 

to assert herself or her feminist ideology - she is 

silenced; her mouth is sealed and her lips puckered forever 

awaiting a kiss. 

Subsequently, Escofet plays with words in Spanish by 

stating that the protagonist converts into the Bella 
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paciente. Not only does it rhyme with durmiente, paciente 

can refer to both the patience that la Bella has developed 

waiting for over a century however it also refers to the 

state of being a patient inferring that she must be 

physically or emotionally sick from waiting so long. 

In this first section the actress speaks about her 

failed previous relationships. She details one 

relationship in particular that appears to have been taken 

directly out of a fairy tale. The protagonist was living 

in Europe when she met her "prince" and he invited her to 

live with him in a castle with lush flowering gardens and 

she, in exchange for such lavish accommodations, made him 

feel like a man. However while she was expecting to live 

happily ever after, her prince ran off with another man and 

she was left waiting for him to return. 

Approximately halfway through the play the actress 

identifies herself with Beauty from Beauty and the Beast. 

This heroine is portrayed in a positive manner; she is 

depicted as strong since she accepted the beast as he was 

La Bella pudo verlo tal cual era y por eso, el 
luego se transform© en un ser hermoso... Aceptarse. 
Aceptar al otro, sin quererlo cambiar. Que 
dificil,£,no? (Teatro 43) 
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Once the character mentions acceptance she does not 

identify herself again with another fairy tale heroine- not 

even la Bella. If she accepts then hypothetically she 

should be able to accept not only the Beast but her 

identity as well. In addition, the actress no longer 

speaks of failed relationships, instead, she recites a 

series of poems that debunk the importance of men in 

women' s lives and that celebrate womanhood. 

FILMIC INTERTEXTUALITY 

Film and literature enjoy an extremely complex 

relationship- one that often sparks disagreement among 

scholars and one that raises numerous questions. Can film 

be considered a genre of literature? Should film classes 

be taught in literature departments? Is the relationship 

between film and literature two-sided or only one 

directional with literature influencing movies? Carolyn 

Anderson's study of this unique and complex relationship 

rightly observes that: 

Process and product, verb and noun, indefinite and 
definite, the word "film" appears uncomfortably, but 
not infrequently, in tandem with "literature." As a 
medium, the cinema's true equivalent is not 
literature, but print; as a narrative art, film can be 
considered a form of literature; as commercial 
entertainment, movies seem something else entirely. 
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Despite its lack of symmetry, the phrase "film and 
literature" strikes a chord of recognition strong 
enough and invites comparisons sensible enough to 
merit its continued use. (97) 

Despite the complexities of the connection between film and 

literature, it cannot be denied that Latin American 

literature in particular enters into a very special 

relationship with film. For example, the Argentine 

novelist Manuel Puig (1932-90) epitomizes the relationship 

between film and literature with his works such as El beso 

de la mujer arana (1983), originally a novel that has been 

adapted for the theater and cinema. His work has not only 

had a filmic adaptation and a Broadway musical but the film 

industry including Hollywood stars enter into almost all of 

his novels. Manuel Puig is not alone, several Latin 

American authors have turned their written work into box 

office hits. Laura Esquivel's Como aqua para chocolate 

(1989) was released with the same title in 1992 under the 

direction of Alfonso Arau and Esquivel wrote the 

screenplay. Maria Amparo Escandon wrote the screenplay for 

the movie Santitos (2000), directed by Alejandro Springall 

and based on Escandon's Spanish translation of her novel 

Esperanza's Box of Saints (1999). Carlos Fuentes, (1928) 

in collaboration with Argentine scriptwriter and playwright 
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Aida Bortnik, wrote the screenplay for Old Gringo (Luiz 

Puenzo 1989) based on Fuentes' novel Gringo Viejo (1985). 

The Mexican playwright Antonio Serrano directed the filmic 

adaptation of his play Sexo, pudor, y lagrimas: Delirio 

Zen en dos actos; El Milagro (1992) which was released in 

1999 with the title Sexo, pudor, y lagrimas. 

Adding to the complex relationship between film and 

literature are the similarities between the two mediums. 

Anderson theorizes that both film and literature use common 

narrative techniques and that they both "share and help 

shape attitudes and patterns of cognition- ways of thinking 

about time, space, and being" (120). In addition, they 

both also greatly influence and perpetuate the image of 

women. Judith Butler explains how gender is 

representational in nature and that the very concept of 

gender coupled with any type of performance augments its 

complexities. This is precisely why the female playwright 

or film director such as Cristina Escofet, Sabina Herman, 

Aida Bortnik or Maria Luisa Bemberg renew representations 

of gender questioning stereotypes. 

The relationship between literature and film is not 

exclusively unilateral with literature providing material 

for film. Ideas flow in both directions; while it is true 
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that novels are adapted into film, many movie scenes and 

big screen actors are incorporated into literature. 

Furthermore, the novel is not the only genre that is 

influenced by or that exercises influence on film, the 

connections between theater and film are particularly 

strong due to the performative nature of them both: 

In the diverse, diffuse field of film's symbiotic 
relationship with other arts and other twentieth-
century media of communication, no single process 
of interaction has been more widely discussed and 
is more significant than film's ongoing 
interaction with theater. (Waller 135) 

Waller then outlines seven categories of concern and 

research in the relationship between the stage and the 

screen. The majority of these areas have to do with filmic 

representations of plays; however. Waller does list 

the image of the world of the theater and of 
theatricalism in general in film, and, conversely, the 
representation of the movies and of Hollywood in stage 
plays. (135) 

Cinema as an industry and particular movie stars influence 

and provide material and characters in literature as well. 

This phenomenon is evident in works such as Zona sagrada 

(1967) and Orquideas a la luz de la luna (1982) by Carlos 

Fuentes. Therefore, Cristina Escofet is not alone, nor 

unique in her use of movie stars in her theater. She does. 
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however, differ from Fuentes in her use of Hollywood movie 

stars. Fuentes glorifies and deifies two of Mexico's most 

consecrated actresses, Maria Felix and Dolores del Rio, 

while Esofet incorporates United States movie stars such as 

Marilyn Monroe and Greta Garbo. 

SUPEE^MAN COMPLEX: Nunca usaras madias de seda 

Escofet rarely creates or incorporates male characters 

into her theater. However, on the unique occasion when 

they do make an appearance, their image, like the female's, 

is greatly affected by popular culture. Specifically, the 

image of Superman constitutes the male standard of 

perfection in Nunca usaras madias de seda and it 

exemplifies how men, similar to women, can also be 

repressed by patriarchy and a patriarchal discourse. 

Juan changes into his superman costume after having 

played the role of the big bad wolf from Little Red Riding 

Hood. The previous section establishes and details the 

intertextuality of fairy tales in Nunca usaras medias de 

seda where Maria is punished for having kissed the lobito, 

or rather, Juan. Consequently, after having consummated 

their relationship with said kiss, Maria and Juan are 

condemned to marriage. For the wedding ceremony, the stage 
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notes indicate that Juan sports a superman costume instead 

of the traditional suit or tuxedo {Teatro completo 116). 

Juan, who only moments before played with miniature lead 

soldiers, does not fully comprehend his situation and 

behaves in a rather childish manner, especially for 

Superman, and he is immediately reprimanded: 

INSPECTOR.- iQue va! [Hagase hombre, vamos que lo 
que prohibe en la infancia es el ABC del adulto. 
Vamos, Superman de bolsillo, hagase hombre. 
{Teatro completo 119) 

Juan fails miserably as Superman and transforms into a 

soldier himself so that he can become a "real" man. Real 

men, unlike Superman, know how to handle a gun, defend 

themselves, and they know how to kill where as Superman 

only rescues those in need. Juan, disguised as Superman, 

does not appropriate superman's bravery nor his heroism but 

rather retains his own childishness therefor representing 

an impotent man. 

While the female character in Nunca usaras medias de 

seda transforms from one fairy or folk tale heroine into 

the next, it is interesting to note that after Juan's 

failed attempt at Superman, he changes into a soldier and 

not, say, into Rambo. Superman, then, is the only famous 

male role model offered to Juan and his image is promptly 
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debunked through Juan's failure. Superman represents what 

a perfect man should be; however, like most images 

projected on the silver screen attaining such perfection in 

real life is next to impossible. Furthermore, the 

underlying base or ideology supporting Escofet's work does 

not encompass the development of a male identity. The male 

characters are flat and their importance is secondary 

therefore it is not surprising that Juan does not evolve. 

In addition, Escofet's female protagonists are not in need 

of Superman's rescuing services, they may be searching for 

their identity, however Superman in this case would be of 

essentially no use. Escofet is not alone in her depiction 

of a failed or childish Superman.^ 

RELATIONSHIP WOES: Solas en la madriguera 

Chau flaco, one of the central vignettes in Solas en la 

madriguera, revolves around the intertextuality of Woody 

^ The contemporary American pop song entitled "Superman" 
performed by the group America Town also dismantles Superman's 
super hiiman powers depicting him in an infantile manner as well, 
"I am only a man in a silly red sheet". These lyrics repeat 
numerous times in the duration of the song almost forcing the 
listener to visualize a man, or rather a little boy, with a sheet 
tied around his neck pretending that he can fly and save heroines 
in distress. 
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Allen's Annie Hall (1977) Allen has offered his viewers 

well over thirty films that present complex moral issues 

dealing with creation, religion, stereotypes and human 

relationships. The most predominant theme in this 

particular movie is the male/female relationship or rather 

the Annie Hall/Alvy Singer relationship. Consequently, 

these two characters greatly influence the protagonists in 

Chau flaco. In one of the opening scenes of the movie, it 

is revealed to the viewer that Annie and Alvy no longer 

enjoy a healthy sexual life and that consequently they both 

seek professional counseling on this matter. The movie 

then precedes with a series of flash backs and flash-

forwards that document the relationship between Annie and 

Alvy from inception to separation. 

Although the movie was named after its female 

protagonist, Annie Hall, it is Alvy Singer who remains at 

the center of the narrative and of the action. 

Furthermore, the film's narrative is told from Alvy* s point 

of view. In my opinion, Alvy Singer would have been a much 

more appropriate title for the film. This discrepancy 

^ Annie Hall won "Best Picture" in 1977 and actress Diane Keaton 
received the "Best Actress" award that same year for her role of 
Annie Hall. 
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between title and lead character did not go unnoticed, for 

example, the film critic Sam B. Grigus notes that: 

Critics of Allen recognize the importance of 
narrative desire to his work but see it as 
operating in the service of sexism and as 
perpetuating patriarchy. (29) 

Even though the movie may originally intend to explore a 

heterosexual relationship equally presenting both views, as 

Girgus indicates, the movie perpetuates patriarchy by 

focusing solely on the male protagonist. 

Knowing that Annie Hall influences Chau flaco, the 

reader or spectator may erroneously expect Escofet, being a 

feminist, to invert the importance of the characters giving 

preference to the female protagonist. However, after a 

close reading it is evident that this is not the case. 

This scene opens with a female protagonist who has just 

left her analyst's office and broken the heel on her shoe. 

After purchasing a new pair of shoes that make her walk 

like a duck, she runs into the male protagonist who remarks 

"Vas o venis de analisis que caminas en una nube?" {Teatro 

completo 81)• The female character immediately thinks: 

[Joder! Para mi, que en mi barrio solo escuchaba: 
"Que culo, mamita!" esto era increible. [Un 
intelectual! [Teatro completo 81) 
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Like in the movie Annie Hall, both of the characters (who 

up until this point remain nameless) consider consulting a 

psychologist a highly intelligent activity/ To undergo 

therapy is a source a pride. They decide to continue their 

conversation in a near-by coffee shop where a debate ensues 

on topics such as Marxism and video clubs. Vocalizing his 

contentment, the male protagonist names the female, " [Vos 

SOS Annie Hall!" {Teatro completo 81). The female somewhat 

shocked responds, "Yo, con un aire de distanciamiento 

metafisico, murmure: 'lAl fin te encontre. Woody Allen!'" 

{Teatro completo 81). From that moment on, the two 

protagonists are referred to as Annie and Woody. 

Annie Hall, the movie, as well as Annie Hall the 

character, are both fictitious inventions of Woody Allen 

while Woody Allen is, of course, a real person. Therefore, 

it is extremely significant that the male character names 

the female "Annie" while she names him "Woody." Yet once 

^ According to USA Today* s online travel guide, Buenos Aires has 
more therapists than any other country, "this population of 3 
million portenos ... is so anxious and melancholic that it 
supports what supposedly is the largest number of psychoanalysts 
per capita of any city in the world" . They report that economic 
recession, 14% unemployment, tax cheating, spouse cheating and 
the search for identity are among the top problems for which they 
seek counseling. In addition to my findings in the USA Today 
report, my search on the internet on July 18, 2001 for "Buenos 
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again. These names regulate the female to fiction and 

fantasy whereas they elevate the male to the real and the 

concrete. Escofet then, in this case, perpetuates 

patriarchal views as well where the female is viewed as an 

extension of male's desire. If the roles were to be 

reversed, or if Escofet intended to treat the male and 

female equally in this vignette, then she would have also 

named her male character his male protagonist counterpart 

from Annie Hall. 

Like Annie and Alvy's sexual relationship in the 

movie, Annie and Woody do not enjoy great sex; in fact, 

they are not even capable of intimacy. After having 

finished their coffee they both agree that they would like 

to consummate their relationship however, they cannot 

return to either one of their apartments because they are 

both currently living with their partners. Their hormonal 

drives lead them to a local motel whose rooms are rented 

specifically for sexual encounters either hourly or 

nightly. Annie, infuriated by Wood/ s choice to rent the 

room for one hour decides to return home for a glass of tea 

with lemon. Escofet only slightly reverses traditional sex 

Aires and Therapy" resulted in literally hundreds of web sites 
offering help and advice for the troubled individual. 
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roles in this vignette. Woody prefers an hour instead of 

an entire night whereas men are traditionally depicted with 

insatiable sex drives and while Annie is liberal enough to 

entertain the idea of casual sex, she leaves frustrated. 

Movie stars also figure into other vignettes in Solas 

en la madriguera as well although not to the extent as in 

Chau flaco. In Rubia, me piante the main protagonist 

agonizes over the late arrival of her lover as she slowly 

comes to the realization that she has been "stood up." 

Defeated and depressed she watches The Wizard of Oz in 

order not to think about her boyfriend nor their 

relationship, "Pero ella sabe: tiene que concentrarse en 

algo interesante y no pensar" (Teatro completo 16). In 

Rubiaf me piante the intertextual emphasis is placed on 

the actress and not her role of Dorothy in the feature 

film. This is made evident through the mention of Judy 

Garland's name in the text, "A las diez se engancha a mirar 

El mago de Oz® con Judy Garland" (76) . Dorothy was one of 

the youngest and most virginal characters that Judy Garland 

played. In fact it was rumored that Judy Garland' s peasant 

dress, braided hair and subdued makeup, downplayed 

® The title of the movie is not italicized nor underlined in 

Escofet's text. 
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Garland's sensuality therefore creating Doroth/ s innocent 

image. Perhaps Escofet's character, too, attempts to 

undermine the importance of her sensuality as her desire to 

spend a romantic evening with her man dwindles. 

Solas en la madriguera concludes with the act Armemos 

el amor where the characters reflect upon the dialog and 

action from the previous vignettes. One of the actresses 

directly confronts Hollywood's image of women, "^.Que nos 

hiciste, Marilyn siempre joven desde el poster?" {Teatro 

completo 85). The possible answers to this question or the 

analysis of the effect of movie star imagery on women, are 

not explored in this piece. The question is rhetorical 

with numerous answers that vary for each spectator or 

reader. Escofet herself offers one possible response in 

her play Ritos del corazon where the intertextuality of 

Marilyn Monroe is much more explicit. 

ANNIE HALL RETURNS 

Subsequent to Solas en la madriguera, Escofet writes 

yet another monologue. Las que aman hasta morir, which can 

be considered the continuation of Solas... Among the opening 

lines, the female protagonist alludes to Solas... and bridges 
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the connection between the two pieces when she reminds the 

reader and spectator that 

Lo ultimo que vos sabes de mi, es el episodic 
aquel con Woody Allen... El que me confundio con 
Diane Keaton... La de Annie Hall, te acordas? 
(Teatro 27) 

It is interesting to note that Escofet never once mentions 

the actress' name in Solas... while she states it here before 

the name of the character Annie Hall. The female 

protagonist then reflects upon her experience with her 

Woody Allen, "Por supuesto, lo de Woody fue una de mis 

tantas ilusiones opticas..." (Teatro 27). Classifying her 

encounter with Woody as a mere optical illusion negates the 

importance of their meeting and even questions the 

sentiment behind her actions. She must have not really 

been attracted to Woody but to the image or idea of him. 

Later on in the monologue the actress dismisses the 

Encounter once again and states that in comparison to other 

horrific experiences that she has had with men that this 

one was like a fairy tale. 

SEARCH FOR FEMALE IDENTITY: Ritos del corazon 

In contrast to the specific filmic intertextuality in 

Solas en la madriguera, in Ritos del corazon the 
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intertextuality originates from the image of actresses and 

not of particular films or roles that they have 

interpreted. Escofet, in response to a question about the 

incorporation of Hollywood actresses in her plays explains 

that 

Emblematicamente para una generacion, asi como 
ahora lo es Madonna, presentan emblemas y nos 
ayudan atravesar mascaras, digamos que son el 
mensaje de lo iconico. Un icono es un cuento de 
hadas, otro icono es el idolo y bueno uno mirando 
mas alia de la mascara, atravesando ese arquetipo 
ese modelo es probable que nosotros desentranemos 
parte, o de la traba de nuestro deseo o en nombre 
de nuestro deseo o en nombre de nuestro tabu 
mirar mas alia de las mascaras, de los iconos, de 
los idolos. { 1 Abril 2000) 

Only after having examined Hollywood idols are we able to 

honestly examine what remains of the image of women. 

From the onset of Ritos del corazon, the main 

protagonist, Laura, intends to write a play about the 

insignificant "deaths" that women continuously suffer. The 

action begins as Laura rents an abandoned theater in which 

she will live while she writes plays about women's daily 

struggles. She discovers the place by responding to an ad 

that says "paraiso alquilo" [Teatro completo 132). At 

first she is unimpressed by the decrepit state of the 

theater however Juanita, the owner and tenant of the place, 

convinces Laura that what is really available for lease is 
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a paradise of imagination. Not being able to resist such 

an offer Laura hastily signs an agreement which she later 

regrets due to some technicalities in the contract. 

Nevertheless, the setting does in fact stimulate Laura's 

imagination providing her with sufficient inspiration and 

writing material through the appearances of several ghastly 

images such as Marilyn Monroe, Greta Garbo, Laura' s mother, 

grandmother, and a much younger version of herself. Laura 

ultimately directs these phantoms in different scenes in a 

play within the play but she never physically writes 

anything during the representation. At the end of Ritos del 

corazon Laura simply indicates that she will begin writing 

as she is now mentally and emotionally prepared; yet, she 

continuously fails to create anything in the course of the 

drama. 

When Marilyn Monroe appears on stage, Laura directs 

her into her infamous pose: hands on her knees, derriere 

elevated, mouth slightly opened and skirt flying up. 

Ultimately, Laura only accomplishes the perpetuation of the 

stereotype that she was so longing to dispel. Laura II, 

the much younger version of Laura and one of the several 

visions that appear to Laura, becomes furious at Laura's 

failure to create a new image for- women and takes over the 
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direction. Laura II envisions Marilyn Monroe as a pregnant 

woman yelling to her man Beto, who is not necessarily the 

father of the child, that dinner is ready. It is a simple 

task that is supposed to capture one of the numerous and 

monotonous daily routines that slowly kill women, Escofet 

herself states that this play is about "El esfuerzo 

constante de renacer, de sobreponernos a las muertes 

repentinas y continuas" (Teatro completo 129) . 

Consequently, there is nothing sensual about Marilyn's 

lines or role, nevertheless, she acts out the scene in the 

following stereotypical manner: 

Beto . . . (Muy sensual.) Beto ... el puchero . 
. . Beto ... Oh ... el puchero . . . (Se baja 
el escote.) Se te enfria, amor . . . (Baja de la 
escalera y corretea como si Beto la persigiera.) 
Beto . . . no, no, amorcito, se te enfria . . . 
zonzo . . . {Teatro completo 111) 

Laura II immediately cuts the action chastising Marilyn for 

her interpretation of the role. They attempt the scene 

once again only to end it with Marilyn in tears. She is 

not capable of changing her image in the play just as she 

was never able to be anything else but a sex toy in real 

life, or rather in Hollywood. Marilyn was not created to 

be a pregnant slouchy woman yelling at a man. She is a 

simulacrum, a product of the golden age of Hollywood - from 
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that land of glitz and glamour. Simulacra and its relation 

to Escofet's work is explored in detail in the following 

chapter, however, it is important to mention at this time 

due to the nature of the filmic intertextuality. 

Marilyn is not the only figure from Hollywood that 

appears in the play; Greta Garbo also makes an appearance. 

From the onset Juanita believes herself to be la "Jreta" 

acting out imaginary scenes with Mr. Duval and speaking of 

"Jollivud". Later, Greta Garbo enters the stage at the 

same time as Marilyn does - just as the three original 

phantoms appeared together. Greta is a bit insulted when 

Laura II decides to work with Marilyn first, however, when 

it is her turn she refuses to act the part of a servant. 

Unlike Marilyn, she does not even want to attempt to leave 

her traditional role. Greta states that eternity is filled 

with great directors and that there is no way they would 

accept her as a servant - they would immediately restore 

her to her rightful glorious character. Consequently, 

Marilyn initiates a fight about which one of the two is the 

perfect myth. Escofet plays with the stereotype of the cat 

fight that ensues between women when they are in direct 

competition with one another either for men or for 

attention. Once again, Laura is forced to analyze her 
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concept of women and her inability to change the past. 

Although it can be argued that Marilyn Monroe and Greta 

Garbo are still contemporary figures given that their 

images are forever preserved on screen. 

Hochberg's theorizes that female narrative 

intertextuality intending to valorize a feminine or 

feminist ideology often becomes invaded by the male other 

thus representing and valorizing the complete opposite - a 

patriarchal ideology. This phenomenon manifests itself in 

Escofet's work. For example, Escofet does not invert the 

patriarchal sexism evident in Annie Hall nor does she 

consistently alter the fate of the fairy tale heroine. Her 

Cinderella may not be satisfied with her prince however her 

Little Red Riding Hood suffers, as in the traditional 

versions, as a result of her sexuality. In addition, even 

though the intertextuality of films and of fairy and folk 

tales provides Escofet's characters with mediums of 

expression and her heroines do have a representative voice, 

their image often revolves around its connection to the 

male other. Nevertheless, as Escofet's protagonists 

appropriate the heroines' images as their own, they explore 

the status and identity of the contemporary woman. It is 

precisely through this exploration process where the female 
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protagonist takes control over the traditional stereotypes 

perpetuated in film and literature and in turn, these 

stereotypes, even if they are not overcome, inverted or 

reversed, are no longer oppressive. Thus the female 

characters, empowered through their exploration, continue 

to be complex and contradictory being at the same time 

liberal and conservative, feminists and traditional, sexual 

and asexual or frigid, secure with their identity and yet 

at the same time lost or searching for a new one. In short, 

they cover the gamut of the kaleidoscope. 
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CHAPTER THREE; ON SIMULACRA AND FEMININE IDENTITY 

The images of women including those of Hollywood 

actresses and fairy and folk tale heroines explored by 

Escofet stem from their performative gender roles. Judith 

Butler, parting from Simone de Beauvior's assertion 

proclaiming that one becomes a woman as opposed to being 

born a woman, theorizes that gender is performative, there 

is no original gender identity and any gender construct is 

neither true nor false: 

Because there is neither an 'essence' that gender 
expresses or externalizes nor an objective ideal 
to which gender aspires; because gender is not a 
fact, the various acts of gender creates the idea 
of gender, and without those acts, there would be 
no gender at all. Gender is, then, a 
construction that regularly conceals its genesis. 
(273) 

Butler later states that in theater it is easy to 

distinguish between reality and fiction, that is, between 

performative gender acts and reality but in every day 

situations one is blind to the performative nature of 

gender. According to Butler it is indeed an act, or rather 

a creation of society. However, the act is so common that 

it has been transformed into reality. Butler explains that 

this act is taken very seriously, in fact "performing one's 

gender wrong initiates a set of punishments both obvious 
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and indirect" (279). To mistake or misinterpret the act 

for the real to the extent that one is sanctioned for a 

poor performance is a direct consequence of simulacra. The 

act is now mistaken for, and interpreted as, the real. 

At the onset of this new millenniiam, images or 

performative acts have engulfed the sign as well as the 

rest of the world. Jean Baudrillard outlines the phases 

through which the image has passed in order to reach its 

current state of simulacrum: 

Such would be the successive phases of the image: 
it is the reflection of a profound reality; 
it masks and denatures a profound reality; 
it masks the absence of a profound reality; 
it has no relation to any reality whatsoever: it 
is its own pure simulacrum. (6) 

Baudrillard then speculates that society has not yet 

advanced out of the fourth phase of the image into the 

next, and as a consequence it is impossible to predict what 

comes next. 

Baudrillard' s idea of pure simulacra, a copy without 

an original, is crucial for the understanding of Escofet's 

drama because it is an essential element in almost all of 

her play texts. Simulacra represent a radical negation of 

the sign as value. Simulacrum substitutes the signs of the 

real for the real, consequently, the real ceases to exist 
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and all referentials are liquidated. Thus, the image, the 

surface effect or rather simulacra in its endless 

proliferation becomes all powerful. Simulation, as opposed 

to the real, is more dangerous than the real for it 

questions the very nature of our being. We all may only be 

pure simulacra. 

Escofet, conscious of the nature of signs in today's 

society, presents the problems that arise out of the 

performative nature of gender, or rather, out of simulacra 

in relation to female's identity as her protagonists search 

for some definitive stable sign or image of women. In her 

critical work Arquetipos... Escofet, like Baudrillard, 

theorizes about a situation that approximates Butler' s idea 

of the simulacra while describing its effects on Argentine 

women at the beginning of the twenty-first century: 

^Como llegamos? Androginas. Maravillosamente 
hegemonizadas, androginizadas. Hasta los 
maniquies son anorexicos. El sexo se ha 
bulimizado. La figura se ha hecho mas que 
eterea, volatil. Lo femenino, sin curvas. 
Pelado. Sin culo, ni tetas. Y si hay culo. 
Plastico. Y si hay lolas, de siliconas. Los 
*90. Las mujeres ya no pueden poner el cuerpo. 
Lo han perdido. Cupido ha guardado su carcaj . 
Cerrado por Sida. Pero ya no importa. La 
realidad es virtual. La linica realidad es la 
virtualidad. Y al cuerpo hay que buscarlo alii... 
Esqueleticamente asexuado. Eternamente joven. 
Las madres y las hijas tienen la misma edad. 
(147) 
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According to Escofet, women have lost their bodies to 

simulacra. This is particularly the case in Buenos Aires 

where women walk on the streets wearing their facial 

bandages from plastic surgery and boasting about their 

scares from plastic surgery. In fact, plastic surgery is 

such a common place in Buenos Aires that when I performed 

field research there for a month the hotel's maids where I 

stayed did not understand that I personally was not 

undergoing any procedures.^ The majority of the hotel's 

guests with extended stays were indeed receiving a variety 

of medical treatments including plastic surgery. In 

addition to plastic surgery Escofet mentions that the 

female body is lost to Anorexia and rightfully so being 

that it is a serious illness aflicting hundreds of 

thousands of women in Buenos Aires.^ After the body is lost 

The Website Zonalatina.coiti cites the September 1998 issue of 
The Atlantic Monthly, " Portenos are equally artful with their 
bodies. They're wild about plastic surgery and brag of their 
tummy tucks, breast implants, and reformed noses. Even the 
nation's President, Carlos Menem, proudly announced that he has 
had his hairline moved and his cheekbones touched up. Cosmetic 
surgery is only the latest manifestation of portenos' self-
absorption." For a detailed discussion of Plastic Surgery in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina please consult this Webpage. 
^ Clarin, one of the two major newspapers in Buenos Aires 
reported on July 5 1995 that "El porcentaje de bulimia y anorexia 
triplica el de los Estados Unidos y probablemente sea el mas alto 
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either to extreme dieting or plastic surgery, it is 

replaced by its image. Escofet later explains (193) that 

this virtual image becomes the only valid one and this 

substitution greatly affects how we view women particularly 

in Argentina. 

Escofet's plays explore the effects of simulacra to 

different degrees. Ritos del corazon and Eternity Class 

simulacra can be read as one of the plays' main themes 

while in other spectacles it manifests itself either 

through language, staging or through the multiple layering 

of the characters' identities. For example, in Te de tias, 

Nunca usaras medias de seda, and Ritos del corazon much 

younger versions of the protagonists confront their 

contemporary aged image. They are not merely 

hallucinations or vocalized memories. These younger 

characters appear in the list of characters and indeed are 

separate protagonists and the stage notes indicate that 

these characters should be interpreted by different actors. 

In Te de tias there is a Bebe I and II as well as a 

Negrita I and II. In Nunca usaras medias de seda, Maria 

Bonita is the adolescent version of Maria and Laura II in 

del mundo." The report then mentions that in Argentina one out 
of every 10 young women suffer from either anorexia or bulimia. 
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Ritos del corazon is the 20 year-old revolutionary version 

of Laura. Furthermore, in Solas en la madriguera, 

Senoritas en concierto and Ritos del corazon the characters 

undergo a complete and sometimes multiple identity 

metamorphosis. In Solas en la madriguera there are a total 

of thirteen small acts; each one calls for a distinct image 

of women and sometimes a woman's image changes drastically 

within one act. The characters in Senoritas del concierto 

are extremely fluid, they change from one identity to the 

next without any change in scenes or acts and in many cases 

even without any stage notes. 

Ritos del corazon lists a total of ten characters; 

however Escofet states that "Por razones de distribucion 

escenica esta obra puede ser representada por no mas de 

cinco actrices" [Teatro completo 131). Zatlin names the 

complex layering of roles within roles the Russian nesting 

doll effect where each unmasking reveals yet another mask. 

In Zatlin's analysis of Ritos del corazon she rightly 

observes that 

The ten roles may be played by five actors; in 
the original production (directed by Eduardo 
Pavelic), two performers doubled in three roles 
each, while a third took on two roles. With a 
change of costume, an actor can be Marilyn Monroe 
one minute and a ten-year-old girl or an 
eighteenth-century country woman the next. Only 
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the actor playing Laura has a single role [ ... ] 
The mature Laura, however, is doubled in the form 
of Laura II, the ghost of what she was in her 
militant youth. For other characters there is 
also a layering of roles within roles. Juanita 
the caretaker of the abandoned theater where 
Laura seeks a home, at times parodies the role of 
Greta Garbo in her famous movie portrayal of 
Camille. When the "real" Greta Garbo emerges 
from behind the costume rack, we are reminded by 
Laura II that Greta Garbo herself was a 
construct, no less a fiction than the mythical 
Marilyn Monroe (a professional identity adopted 
by Norma Jean Baker) . ("Feminist 
Metatheatricalism: Escofet's Ritos del corazon") 

Consequently, the female character, lost in her various 

masks or layers, searches, if not for an original identity, 

for a new one. It is interesting to note, particularly in 

Ritos del corazon, that the nesting doll reveals images of 

images, or rather, of movie stars; instead of uncovering an 

authentic woman beneath the masks the de-layering reveals 

simulacra. Escofet's plays, then can be characterized 

through the multiple and varied image of the characters and 

their loss of an original identity and search for new one. 

The layering and masking of images is just one of 

simulacra's effects. First of all, if two Lauras, like in 

Ritos del corazon^ appear on the stage, which one is the 

original? Which one is real? Which one is trying to 

achieve the image of the other? Furthermore, who is 

Juanita if she masquerades as Greta Garbo who in turn was a 
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creation or invention of Hollywood? Secondly, when the 

women fluidly change their identities, like in Senoritas en 

concierto, that translates into a loss of original identity 

where the character can be a gypsy one minute, a famous 

movie star the next and change yet again into a fairy tale 

heroine. If there is no original identity, returning to 

Butler, it does not matter what mask the character wears; 

she can assume any role for none of them are authentic and 

yet all are. 

Simulacra manifests itself at the level of staging as 

well (I would like to reiterate that I am analyzing 

Escofet's written texts and that the staging could 

drastically change in a performance text). For example, in 

Te de tias there are three oval pictures of deceased family 

members hanging on the wall. Throughout the course of the 

play, these three family members come to life and emerge 

from the frames. The photographs, mere images or copies of 

the deceased characters, come to life and are interpreted 

as the real life family members. In addition, the action 

in Ritos del corazon occurs in an abandoned theater; so 

there is a play within a play or depending on the set 

design, even a theater within the theater. Generally, 

theater set designs disguise the fact that the action is 
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talcing place in theater whereas in this case it is 

highlighted. It forefronts its own existence as simulacra. 

In Eternity Class one of the few stage props is a 

mirror in front of which the plastic protagonists dance and 

admire themselves. Traditionally, the mirror's symbolism 

in literature has been ambivalent since it reflects 

reflections of images and not realities (Cirlot 211). 

Reflection has from its Latin and Greek roots an optic 

connotation joining together the concepts of reproduction 

and images to that of reflection. Thus reflection can be 

referred to and conceptualized by "a beam of light thrown 

back upon itself after impact with a reflecting surface" 

(Gasche 16). This indicates that reflection gets caught up 

in the continuous play of reflection. Just as the child 

loses himself in the house of mirrors in the amusement park 

because he is unable to identify his original reflection, 

the original reflection gets lost in the interplay of light 

and mirrors. In this case the reflection of a reflection 

underscores the importance of simulacra in the play. 

Ritos del corazon: SEARCH FOR AN ABSENT SIGN 

With the insertion of female voice into the past, the 

present, and the future Escofet's drama, Ritos del corazon. 
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strives to offer the public and the literary world new and 

unexplored visions of women. Laura, the main protagonist 

of Ritos del corazon, can be interpreted as the literary 

representation of the author herself as she, too, is a 

dramatist and intends to write a play without resorting to 

mythical or historical women. However, Laura's desperate 

search for identity or rather for a sign that signifies the 

woman of future history fails. She sets out on a journey 

that is ended from its very conception because of the 

episteme on which it is grounded. That is to say Laura 

seeks a sign of identity in a world in which signs do not 

faithfully represent what they are signs of, moreover, it 

is a world of pure image and of surface effects. Escofet 

presents the problematic of the sign through Laura's search 

for a definitive sign that represents women. 

What would it mean to create a new sign for women? Is 

this task even possible? If a sign can indeed be created, 

how will it be incorporated into knowledge? In the play, 

Laura desperately grapples with and attempts to answer 

these questions; for her, the new sign is a rupture with 

reoccurring stereotypes traditionally attributed to and 

imposed upon women throughout history. Laura says: 
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Quiero escribir sobre una mujer que se niega a 
atarse a recuerdos que la sofocan y no la dejan 
crecer y quiere renacer con conciencia nueva... 
Quiero escribir sobre una mujer nueva que habita 
en mi... {Teatro completo 153) 

She defines her new sign through negation, that is in 

opposition to that which it is not. To begin with, her new 

image is disconnected from the past. From the onset, she 

rejects a trio of phantoms that begs her to represent their 

voices in the present {Teatro completo 149) . Although the 

three phantoms originate in different epochs they appear 

simultaneously suggesting that the signs of women from the 

past have been connected to one another. Since Laura 

refuses to lend her voice to these women they consequently 

vanish. Laura realizes that her search is not historical 

in nature, it is not something she can go back and trace 

chronologically, instead, she must analyze what is 

contemporary. The very nature of sign which she is seeking 

has not always been present, hence she finds it 

inappropriate for her to impose it on women from the past. 

Furthermore, unlike Rosario Castellano's Lupita in Eterno 

femenino, Laura is not satisfied with resurrecting 

historical figures; she moves towards the future. 

Subsequently, the images that Laura evokes belong to 

the twentieth century: Marilyn Monroe, Greta Garbo, the 
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representation of her mother and grandmother and a much 

younger version of herself. Nevertheless, Laura refuses to 

accept any of them and she even goes as far as to threaten 

to kill the infantile representation of her mother, if the 

figure does not promptly remove itself from the stage 

{Teatro completo 152). Laura does not enjoy a healthy 

relationship with her mother and her infantile 

representation stating that she does not want to have 

children when she grows up adds to Laura's rejection of her 

mother. 

Laura discovers numerous shortcomings in the images 

these women offer to her. None of them accurately 

represents what she envisions a woman to be. Her 

grandmother, for example, suggests that she write a play 

using the chair as a symbol for women because in her life 

she has done nothing but sit and wait. Laura rejects this 

suggestion because her desire is to create a new sign for 

women and not to merely use some never-before-thought- of 

symbol, 

Vos te crees que yo me mate revisando dentro de 
mi y voy a terminar en esa estupidez? Vos te 
crees que yo estudie los significados y los 
significantes para elegir una silla como simbolo 
de mujer? {Teatro completo 154) 
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Laura is very articulate when it comes to stating what her 

sign is not and she does not even entertain her 

grandmother* s idea for a moment. Nevertheless, she still 

has not yet given any indication about the nature of her 

new coveted sign. Laura struggles in her search because she 

finds herself encircled by the simulacra. Although Laura 

is aware that something prohibits her from creating a new 

sign, she, unlike Escofet, is not conscious of the effects 

of simulacra. However, its presence in the play is 

masterfully executed by the appearance of Marilyn Monroe. 

Marilyn Monroe was, in her time period, and continues 

to be, the epitome of feminine beauty. However, Marilyn 

Monroe's allure and popularity do not reside in Norma Jean 

and her life as a common human being. Instead we are 

fascinated by her appearance. Marilyn Monroe, as we know 

her, was a creation of Twentieth Century Fox; behind the 

image of the sexy, dumb blonde the real Norma Jean 

disappeared. All of her attempts to break out of her 

typecast role failed, and the image triumphed, outliving 

the person to whom it was attached. Thus Marilyn Monroe 

remains, even in her death, nothing more than a pure 

simulacrum. Just like Princess Diana, Marilyn Monroe 
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continues to be featured on the covers of magazines, in 

fact 

She (Marilyn Monroe)is on the cover of the August 
1992 McCall's, the issue commemorating the 
thirtieth anniversary of her death. Inside the 
magazine they've printed a computer-generated 
image, called "What She'd Look Like Today" - if 
she'd aged, then had a face lift. (Cohen 263) 

Could this possibly be an example of metasimulacra? The 

photo from which they performed the computer-generated 

image constitutes the first layer, the aged photo the 

second, the fact that they performed a face-lift the third 

and then cycle of simulacra is closed with the photo on the 

cover of the magazine. Which image, then, is the real 

image? Not only has Marilyn Monroe been artificially aged, 

she has been immortalized in numerous shrines in cyber 

space. This brief meditation about Marilyn Monroe 

facilitates the comprehension of Escofet's play in regards 

to both Laura's and Laura 11' s failure to shape Marilyn 

Monroe into a new role. 

Eternity Class: THE STRUGGLE WITH SIMULACRA 

Simulacra, the proliferation of the image, and the 

resistance to or acceptance of the effects of simulacra are 

the predominant themes in the spectacle Eternity Class. 
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Escofet selfcensors this piece by including a disclaimer at 

the beginning of the play advising those readers/viewers 

who find themselves encircled by simulacra that 

reading/watching the play could be hazardous to their 

health and that they should choose something else to read 

or watch. 

Even the title of the play, which is obviously in 

English while the play in written in Spanish, analyzes, 

criticizes or critiques simulacra. Escofets states that 

the title 

de una manera expresa el cambio en el imaginario 
argentine; todos quieren ser norteamericanos 
porque ser norteamericano es salvarse, es estar 
en el primer mundo, es acceder a la clase que no 
va a perder sus privilegios. Creo que esta muy 
bien que se llame Eternity Class. Hoy saber 
ingles es una Have importante y poder acceder a 
los Estados Unidos es, entre comillas, salvarse. 
Todos quieren ser norteamericanos. El titulo 
viene de un juego que ya estaba dentro de la obra 
originalmente. Tiene que ver con el leitmotif de 
la obra. (1 Abril 2000) 

Just like the way Spanish speakers usually say "high class" 

instead of "la clase alta," "eternity class" is a social 

classification aligned with the upper classes who would, 

incidently, speak English. The use of English, as Escofet 

explained, stems from the Argentine's mental image of what 

the high/eternity class would be like in the United States. 
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Furthermore, the eternity class appears to be an invention 

of a Mr. Edward Evans, "personaje siniestro que como a 

Godot, se le espera sin que llegue nunca, aunque sea 

invisiblemente" (Nigro, "Filling the Empty Space" 12), who 

is assumed to be North American. 

The title, however, can take on another interpretation 

as well. It could refer to the required classes and 

preparation that the protagonists must complete in order to 

be admitted to the Eternity Class. One must learn how to 

be an immortal plastic being. Either interpretation 

indicates the theme of simulacra. Nigro underscores the 

pla/ s cultural relevance in terms of simulacra and 

technological advances: 

En Quedar para siempre^ la compleja sujetividad 
humana, tanto femenina como masculina, es 
reemplazada con pilas, cables, "chips" y "blips." 
Nos reimos de esto, claro, pero luego, al darnos 
cuenta que ya no es ciencia ficcion, que la 
vision del Sleeper "WoodyAllenesco" de solo hace 
unas decadas atras, bien puede ser realidad en 
Unas pocas en el futuro: el cloning; los 
experimentos geneticos, el desarrollo y mercadeo 
constante de drogas que nos permiten vivir mas y 
mas anos - todos son maneras de hacer que lo 
antes imposible sea posible. ("Filling the Empty 
Space" 10) 

^ Quedar para siempre was the ocginal title of the play before 
publication. 
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Nigro warns that even though the reader/public may laugh at 

Escofet's extreme representation of simulacra, that the 

consequences of simulacra are serious and that they are 

affecting our world. 

Eternity Class acts out the story of an upper class 

Argentine family that undergoes the national plastification 

treatment.^ Upon completion of the program the family will 

be completely converted into immortal beings; their brains 

will be replaced by rechargeable batteries, their blood 

with silicone and their body parts will be replaced by 

plastic, removable pieces (one personage even requests 

removable nipples) that can be ordered as if from a fashion 

catalog. The individual family members are at different 

stages of plasticfication, Maricarmen, the wife, is all but 

finished while Gualberto, her husband, cannot memorize the 

Eternity Class creed - prerequisite for future treatments. 

The family is assisted by an Eternity Class representative 

who supervises their progress and development. The 

assistant, like the other Argentineans who do not have 

^ Escofet is not alone in her preocupation about the effects of 
simulacra on the female body. The September 17, 2001 issue of 
Time magazine reports that New York's author of The Vagina 
Monologues, Eve Ensler, is currently writing a play entitled The 
Good Body that explore the effects of liposuction and breast 
implants (67), 
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enough capital to participate in the program, will be 

placed in an ecological reserve, or rather, a zoo for the 

Eternity Class' enjoyment. 

Eternity Class opens with Gualberto, the only male 

character, conducting international business transactions 

on the telephone and it becomes obvious that he imports 

pornographic films. He negotiates the purchase of an x 

rated version of Lady Macbeth recorded in Japanese with the 

Italian exporter, Gianni {Obras argentinas 124). Later on 

in the play, while conversing with Lina, the medical 

assistant, Gualberto reveals that he met his wife, 

Maricarmen, when she was a porno star and he confesses that 

Le juro que mi mujer de la unica manera que me 
calienta, es en una porno... Prefiero verla jadear 
en una pelicula y no escucharla en carne y hueso. 
Con mis amigos decimos lo mismo, si tenes una 
mina y despues la convert is en esposa, cagaste... 
Perdiste mina, y esposa. {Obras argentinas 128) 

Gaulberto's disinterest in his real wife and his 

fascination with the porno queen is a direct consequence of 

simulacra. This is precisely what contemporary French 

philosopher Paul Virilio, who follows the same line of 

thinking as Baudrillard, theorizes about in his book Open 

Sky (1997). Virilio explains that as cybersex, long 

distance sexual relations and porn industry thrive and 
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increase in popularity human beings become increasingly 

more disgusted with actual physical contact and copulation. 

He states that 

To prefer the virtual being - at some remove - to 
the real being - close up - is to take the shadow 
for the substance, to prefer the metaphor, the 
clone to a substantial being who gets in your way, 
who is literally on your hands, a flesh - and blood 
being whose only fault is to be there, here and 
now, and not somewhere else. (104) 

The actual sexual experience disappoints when compared to 

the virtual sexual experience; real sex has much less to 

offer and consequently no longer satisfies sexual desire. 

In fact, real sex may even become irritating. Maricarmen's 

panting in real life repulses and annoys her husband while 

on video, most certainly accompanied by mood lighting and 

music, it is so exciting that other men actually pay to 

hear her pant. It is the only manner in which she arouses 

her husband. 

In today's society where virtual sex is literally one 

mouse click away and in which the representation of sexual 

intercourse is common even in daytime television soap 

operas, one becomes almost numb to any feelings of personal 

sexual excitement. Gualberto's business suffers these 

effects; he complains that "El sexo ya no circula... Ya nadie 

se exicta..." (Obras argentinas 158) . His reduction in sales 
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resulted in a change of lifestyle for the entire family. 

Mamie, the grandmother, only traveled to Brazil last year 

instead of her usual trip to to Europe and she is also 

excluded from the family* s process of plastification 

because it would be too pricey to pay to remove all of her 

wrinkles. Gualberto explains to her that they charge by 

the centimeter to remove wrinkles and that "Habia que optar 

entre tu plastificacion y la de toda la familia ... Ademas, 

no puedo poner en riesgo mi capital" {Obras argentinas 

150). Mamie, who has recently let her apartment to Edward 

Evans, blackmails her son by threatening to report him to 

Mr. Evans and emphasizes that even though she is 86 years 

old she wants to look as if she were twenty once again so 

that she can shake her culo wearing a bikini (Obras 

argentinas 151). If she were to be included, then 

Maricarmen, her daughter Pia Maria, and Mamie, three 

generations of women, would all look and behave as if they 

were all the same age. 

Even the immediate family members suffer from the 

economic cutbacks; Maricarmen and her adolescent daughter, 

Pia Maria, received the standard ass instead of the top-of-

the-line personalized models due to the standardized family 

plastification package that Gualberto purchased. When Pia 
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Maria discovers that she has the exact same rear end as her 

mother she questions why she would want to be inmortal if 

she has to tolerate an average bottom for all eternity. 

She exaggerates her disappointment, like most typical 

teenagers, to such an extreme that she attempts suicide 

{Obras argentinas 134). Pia Maria has almost completed the 

Eternity Class program and Lina simply adjusts her battery 

in order to boot up Pia Maria's system once again. 

Maricarmen, notably disturbed with the standard ass as 

well, scrutinizes her bottom in a mirror while she asks, 

"c.Lo ves muy standard?..." {Obras argrentinas 136). Later on 

in the play, in a rare display of sexual excitement, 

Gualberto accidentally caresses his daughter's butt 

mistaking it for his wife's. The escapades involving the 

plastic ass do not end there; Pia Maria's butt falls off in 

the last act of the play and her mother reacts: 

iQue? iComo que se te cayo? Escondelo...Quedate 
sentada, yo que se, move el coxis, disimula... No 
podemos reprobar el examen mensual de integracion 
familiar. Fijese si mi culo esta fijo... (Obras 
argentinas 172) 

Since the image has totally replaced everything real, 

Maricarmen only concerns herself with the appearances of 

the family and, of course, with her own rear end. 
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BETTE DAVIS: SIMULACRA PAR EXCELLANCE 

iQue paso con Bette Davis? questions to what extent 

the Hollywood image is tied to the actress. Its title 

alludes back to the film What Ever Happened to Baby Jane 

(1962), starring the mature actresses Bette Davis and Joan 

Crawford. This film also explores the image and the 

importance of youth and beauty and it literally represents 

what happens to Hollywood actresses as they age and "lose" 

their beauty. In an interview with Whitney Stine Bette 

Davis describes her witch-like appearance in the movie 

achieved by the application of a white pasty makeup that 

showed every wrinkle in her face. While she unwillingly 

allowed herself to be filmed as such an horrific character, 

she mocks Crawford's desperate attempts to cling to her 

beauty and youth in the filming: 

Crawford wanted to look prettier. She had given 
up the Crawford mouth makeup, and the long 
polished fingernails and the false eyelashes, and 
the shoulder pads, but she wouldn't give up the 
boobs. [ ...] She is dying, lying on the sand. [ ...] 
When a woman lies down, her breast flatten out, 
but there they were, sticking up like twin 
Matterhorns. (28) 

For the two superstars from Hollywood's golden age, it was 

extremely difficult to interpret old, wrinkled, and sagging 

characters. The viewing public in- general tends to forget 
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about aged actresses and asks itself years later "what ever 

happened to...?" however the wrinkles, the illnesses and 

death of actors are not a part of their allure and one 

almost never knows the answer. In fact, neither the play 

nor film answer the question they pose in their titles; the 

film even warns the viewer that she will not witness the 

response "the answer is total suspense!" 

In Escofet's play Bette Davis has just recently died 

and her life is being judged in order to determine if she 

will enter into heaven. Instead of being judged for her 

qualities and demeanor as a human being, she is mistaken 

and condemned for the numerous roles that she interpreted 

in a career that spanned nearly sixty years in a total of 

eighty films. Bette states that she died free of sin; 

however, the angel replies that he charges her with 

espionage, seduction, rebellion, and kidnapping among other 

heinous crimes. 

Bette Davis was typecast as a strong defiant woman; 

therefore, a number of her characters did in fact commit 

such crimes. Shocked at the accusations Bette defends her 

honor by stating "Pero si cualquiera sabe que han sido 

personajes... Fingir ha sido mi oficio..." (Teatro 120) . The 

angel accuses her yet once again but this time adds her 
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profession to the list of crimes, "bruja, asesina... Actriz" 

(Teatro 122) he further explains that acting is indeed a 

sin: 

Por la propia definicon de actuar: extasis de 
penetrar en lo prohibido... Y lo prohibido, esta 
absolutamente prohibido. Incito a los hombres al 
lado oscuro del paraiso. Su madre fue un sucubo... 
{Teatro 122) 

The angel does not distinguish between actually committing 

crimes and feigning to commit them; both acts are 

punishable. 

Bette Davis, now deceased, begins to lose contact with 

her body. She mentions that she can only see or feel 

portions and the stage notes indicate that 

Aparecen en un vaho neblinoso: Erzebeth, 
Maitagarri, Ana Bolena, Juana de Aero y Trinidad 
Guevara, Betanzos pasa por detras y la va 
nombrando. (Teatro 124) 

The text does not clarify the appearance of the above named 

women however it can be interpreted that they represent the 

roles that Bette Davis acted in her career. For example, 

she played numerous martyrs even though she never 

represented Joan of Arch; and, while Bette Davis was never 

cast as Erzebeth Maitagarri, she most definitely 

interpreted many malicious, "blood thirsty" characters and 

Davis was known as a cut throat herself in her career. 
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Even though Davis did not act as Ana Bolena, she played 

several royal roles in films such as Juarez (1939) or The 

Virgin Queen (1955). Nevertheless, these four characters 

that appear to Bette Davis are indeed very similar to Bette 

Davis as well as to her Hollywood characters - in the play 

they, too, are defiant and strong-willed women. 

The action then turns to these specters; each woman, 

beginning with Joan of Arch and proceeding in chronological 

order, voices her opinion about her own life. They unmask 

certain mystery that surrounds their life and death and at 

times admit that struggles for youth, beauty, stardom or 

martyrdom were not worth their personal sacrifice. Bette 

Davis does not figure into these scenes, however, as each 

act concludes she and the angel remark about what they have 

witnessed. After having witnessed the testimonies of these 

five ghastly figures, Bette turns to herself and questions 

"He sido mas mujer o mas actriz...?" {Teatro 159) to which 

the angel replies 

Confundiste ilusion con realidad como cualquier 
bruja. Has sido solo una actriz. Tu mujer no ha 
nacido nunca. {Teatro 159) 

As Baudrillard explains, "simulation threatens the 

difference between the ^true' and the *false,' the 

* real'and the 'imaginary'" (3). Therefore there is no 
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difference between the flesh and blood Bette Davis and the 

roles that she simulated for she appropriated those roles 

in the simulation; they became an inseparable part of her 

and consequently she is condemned for her image. 

THE PLAYFULLNESS OF SIMULACRA 

The sign itself is a simulacra; it does not directly 

refer to anything in the world. Therefore the freedom that 

representation enjoys that has allowed the world to be 

overtaken by simulacra should not be thought of as a force 

condemning us to only know the superficial for it is the 

exact same force that permits the emergence of literature 

as we know it today. Literature is ludic, it playfully 

creates language that returns back or rather doubles over 

back onto itself. It represents nothing other than itself, 

"it has nothing to say but itself, nothing to do but shine 

in the brightness of its being" (Foucault 300). Modern 

drama comes out of this as its synonym play, in English, so 

masterfully captures. Escofet herself states in an 

interview with Proano-Gomez: 

La palabra mia tiene que ver con la imagen, con 
la ruptura, poner y sacar de contexto, que para-
los profesores de filosofia es algo alucinante, 
nos encanta eso, sacar, poner, crear universos 
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ad-hoc, hacer desaparecer, somos medios magos 
ino? (218) 

Naturally, Escofet toys with language and the idea of play 

in her spectacles as well. As Escofet states in the 

interview, she is very conscious of this phenomenon in her 

texts. Consequently, they should be taken as such; as a 

condition or state of play, they could never provide a new 

stable sign for women. 

If language has no direct relationship with the 

physical world, then it most certainly can enter into 

relationships with itself and open up endless possibilities 

of creativity. The filmic and folk and fairy tale 

intertextuality detailed in Chapter Two is just one way in 

which Escofet creates or manipulates language. In fact, 

she experiments with language and the idea of play in all 

of her published dramas to date. As part of her literary 

game, Escofet includes numerous tongue-twisters, her 

characters sing and manipulate poems and Argentine tangos, 

and her characters engage in absurd conversations. 

Language's ludicity, a simulacra itself, is related to the 

concept of feminine discourse in the respect that both 

break with the severity of patriarchal discourse. To poke 

fun at and to play with language and to operate outside of 
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established patriarchal domains questions, undermines and 

debunks patriarchal control of language. 

TONGUE TWISTERS AND WORD GAMES: Te de tias 

Proano-Gomez in her analysis of the use of humor in 

Escofet's texts notes that 

En Nunca usaras medias de seda aparecen al igual 
que en otros textos, el coro y los juegos de 
palabras para apuntar al problema de la identidad 
femenina. (164) 

In Te de tias, such tongue twisters and plays on words are 

a constant throughout the play. However, according to 

Proano-Gomez they form an essential part of the exploration 

of female's identity; therefore, they must be analyzed in 

that light and not just dismissed as a simple language 

manipulation or literary technique that Escofet employs. 

The Mucama has the first lines that substantially play 

with words. The last of the family ghosts, Negrita II, has 

just made her entrance on stage crying. She joins the 

other spectors and they dance about in a circular fashion 

as if they were on a carrousel. The maid, who is of no 

relation to the family, enjoys a third party perspective 

and sings the following lines thus providing the musical 

accompaniment to the carrousel: 
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Muertan los muertos la muerte (que a los muertos, 
la muerte merodea) al que merece la muerte que lo 
maten, y al que no muere en la muerte, [que se 
muera! (Teatro completo 33) 

Upon completion of her lines, the maid exits the stage and 

the action continues between the "living" and "deceased" 

characters. Four of the six dead protagonists are women 

and one of the two ghosts is also a woman. The deceased 

and the ghost have returned to life in order to claim their 

rights to the house in which they lived and died given that 

Bebe I is currently planning on selling the house in order 

to liquidate his personal debts. Tartalina, Bebe I's 

deceased mother, clarifies that "iMientras este muerta no 

me muevo de aqui!" {Teatro completo 27). Perhaps, then, 

the maid's song is a message to the nagging deceased women 

that they should know how to die and to quit bothering the 

living. 

Neither the deceased nor the ghosts take heed of the 

message in the song and they insist on staying in the world 

of the living. Three of the dead characters, Lala, Tulita 

and Dr. Z., taking advantage of their recovered life, 

converse with one another: 

TULITA.- Y a mi, ino me dice nada? 
DR. Z.- Acerquese, quiero verla desde lejos. 
LALA.- (Emocionada.) Oh... 
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DR. Z.- Rubia, ratona, remolona, riente y roana, 
rincon por rincon... {Teatro completo 52) 

Lala and Tulita never married, this may explain why they 

dote over Dr. Z. Dr. Z., however, does not seem to share 

nor enjoy their affection. Besides his absurd and 

contradictory line, his line with the aliteration of the 

sound "rr" besides being comical, ridicules the two 

deceased women. One might expect the doctor to recite 

poetical lines about the women's beauty or kindness, 

"ratona" shocks the reader or spectator and completely 

inverts the situation. Even though the male personages 

play with language they do so within patriarchal domains; 

he belittles and undermines women with language. 

Later on in the play while two of the living 

characters, Bebe I and Negrita I, reach their sexual 

climax, the deceased characters and the ghosts participate 

in an absurd heated discussion that parallels in volume and 

excitement with the sexual act: 

Negrita II.- Papacote... 
SATURNO. - Bang... bang... 
BEB6 II.- Ra-ta-ta-ta... 
TULITA.-Pim... 
TARTALINA. -Pam... 
NEGRITA II.- Aia...aia... 
TARTALINA. -Punch... 
SATURNO.-Uj... 
TULITA.-Zacate... 
BEBfi II.- Zum... 
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LALA.- iSanto Cielo! 
SATURNO. -Poing...poing... 
TARTALINA. -Au..Au... 
LALA.-Santo Cielo... 

(Los contrincantes, exhaustos, inician 
conversaciones de paz.) 

TULITA.-Tarti...c Sabes que encontre? La tela de tia 
Ticornia para la tunica tukistani turquesa.. 

BEBE II.- Tutankamon tambien tenia tunicas 
tenidas... 

SATURNO.- (A BEBfi II.) Granuja, Tutankamon era 
marica, si no no hubiera usado tunicas tenidas... 
{Teatro completo 47) 

The stage notes that appear in this section indicate that 

the sexual act has concluded as well; the true rivals are 

Bebe I and Negrita I. As first cousins their intercourse 

is an incestuous act. 

These three quotes from Te de tias exemplify how 

Escofet plays with language and they demonstrate the 

different manners in which the play on words communicates a 

message in regards to female identity. 

PLAY ON WORDS AND POETRY: Solas en la madriguera 

The word game starts at the title of Solas en la 

madriguera. Nigro observes that: 

The title is not easily translated because the 
word "madriguera" can mean an animal den or lair, 
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or figuratively, a refuge. Both of these 
translations can work for the play, so the two 
possibilities are "Alone in the Lair" or "Alone 
in the Refuge." The Spanish title is an 
intertextual play on another title, of the movie 
Solos en la madrugada "Alone in the Early 
Morning" about a very well-known Spanish actor, 
Jose Sacristan, who as a daring all night radio 
announcer, let loose the gag that the Franco 
regime had once tied on generations of Spaniards, 
for whom any "talk" about certain topics was 
absolutely taboo. ("Filling the Empty Space" 256) 

Nigro then explains that the actress in Escofet's play, who 

is also a radio announcer, was denied permission to adapt 

Sacristan's text and finds herself alone not only in the 

madrugada but also in the madriguera. The actress/radio 

announcer complains: 

Y asi me quede. [Sola en la madriguera! Sola 
por querer adaptar el monologo de un hombre. 
Solita y sin mi programa de radio. Ah, pero no, 
mujeres de Radio Argentina Mujer. Sola si, muda 
jamas. (Teatro completo 68) 

The intertextual connection between the movie and these 

monologues does not end with these lines - the actress 

initiates a very long monologue with herself about topics 

concerning women's sexuality that were long considered 

taboo. Therefore she, like Jose Sacristran, is also a 

daring radio announcer. 

In contrast to Te de tias, Solas en la madriguera does 

not include absurd conversations or tongue twisters but 
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rather plays with language in the form of poetry. The 

short act entitled La mujer del nuevo romanisticismo is a 

poem composed of three stanzas. This first stanza happens 

to be the first stanza of Pablo Neruda's poem Me gusta 

cuando callas: 

Me gusta cuando callas porgue estas como ausente... 
Y me oyes desde lejos y mi voz no te toca. 
Parece que los ojos se te hubieran volado 
y parece que un beso te cerrara la boca... {Teatro 
completo 73) 

The stage notes indicate that the actress "evoca", that is, 

she recites the lines without reading them however, she 

does not place a lot of emotion or emphasis on her recital 

of the stanza. This can most likely be attributed to the 

silencing of women in Neruda's poem. In this particular 

section, the woman is an object of desire that can be 

contemplated by the male gaze and as the poetic voice 

states, he prefers her when she is silent and appears to 

not even comprehend the masculine voice. 

In the second stanza the stage notes state that the 

actress "convoca". She invites and she is much more 

excited about what she recites. This is noted by the 

exclamation points in the text and most certainly would be 

indicated by a more excited tone of voice in a performance. 

The actress expresses her passion' towards romantic poetry 
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and she alludes once again to Pablo Neruda by stating, 

"Quiero escribir los versos mas tristes esta noche" [Teatro 

completo 73). This phrase is an alteration of the first 

line of Poema XX which reads "Puedo escribir los versos mas 

tristes esta noche"(Neruda 90). 

In the last stanza the actress "se desboca", she lets 

the reigns go, she frees her voice composing a very modern 

love poem: 

Yo, que adoro el vivir en casas separadas, 
la invasion matrimonial ya no podia ser, 
no quiero estar frustrada... 
Y si te prometi un hogar de ensueno, 
fue antes de saber que mi sexualidad, 
no tiene dueno.. 
Ya se, no me digas nada, 
ese muchacho que a veces te visita, 
me odia. 
Y es mas, el quiere ser tu novia... 
Se bisexual, amor mio, 
o hetreosexual sin normas, 
o antimatrimonial empedernido, 
pero no seas monogamico en chancletas, 
[no seas aburrido! 
Amame conflictuada, dialecticamente metafisica, 
historicamente contrariada, 
y si no eras capaz de amarme asi, 
major, no me ames nada. {Teatro completo 73) 

In this stanza there is a complete role reversal from the 

first stanza. Here the male is silenced, "no me digas 

nada", and the opinionated, strong female poetic voice 

practically demands how she should be loved while in the 
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first stanza by Neruda the woman is contemplated from afar 

and the reader has no idea what she may be thinking. With 

each stanza, besides the incrementing emotion noted by 

"evoca", "convoca", "se desboca", woman encounters her own 

voice and her image becomes more realistic. The last 

stanza is also the longest one of the three; it has 

nineteen lines while the first and second stanzas have only 

four and three respectively. 

The play ends with Armemos el amor where the 

characters from the previous twelve short acts fuse 

together forming the often absent solidarity between women. 

They find strength in one another and compose a poem 

playing with the noun "amor", love, and the verbs "armar", 

to put together, and "amar", to love, as if love or loving 

was something that one could put together and take apart: 

Armemos el amor que se arma, 
desarmemos el amor que se duerme, 
durmamos con el amor que amordaza, 
amordacemos el amor que desama... 
Desandemos el amor que no anda 
y anudemos el amor que desangra... 
Y dejemonos sin desaires, 
y desairemonos sin desastres... 
Ay Rosi, Rosi, ay Paco, Paco, 
que madrugada de amor no es madriguera, 
sino una forma sutil de madrugarse... 
Y si per amarte tanto te machucas, 
no te mortifiques, Susi, motivate, 
ique otro motive que el amor nos amartela? 
Malditos, maledicentes que no nos aman 
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y masoquean sus amaneceres y los malgastan, 
amemonos sin mantas, abramos las madrigueras... 
Y al que no quiera amarnos, Rosi, 
y al que no quiera amarnos, Pepe, 
y al que no quiera amarnos, ique se muera! 
{Teatro completo 86) 

Like the other poem in this play, the poetic voice is a 

female's voice that again expresses how to love and be 

loved. Furthermore, it communicates the message that women 

should be strong enough to walk away from bad relationships 

and that they should not try to change themselves in order 

to please a man. 

In addition to the feminist themes in this poem, the 

word play invoked by the title continues in this poem, "que 

madrugada de amor no es madriguera" (8 6). It is the first 

time since the opening short act that the terms madrugada 

and madriguera are even mentioned in the play therefore 

they bring the play to a circular conclusion. Or perhaps it 

suggests that women will continue to be alone in the 

madrugada as well as the madriguera as long as they search 

for their identities within a masculine discourse. 

Senoritas en concierto: SIMULCARA' S CONCERT 

The term concert generally conjures up images of live 

rock band concerts that are on tour or maybe even of the 
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local symphony that has been rehearsing their musical score 

for months. Escofet's concert in Senoritas en concierto, 

however, differs drastically from these types of concerts; 

even though the play includes excerpts of Argentine tangos, 

it is considered a concert due to its cooperative, 

collective nature. Five or six women protagonists bond 

together for the purpose of exploring and celebrating the 

images of women. In their concert they play with language 

in several different manners. First of all, they insist on 

repeating the term senoritas throughout the entire play. 

Secondly, the senoritas recite their own poetry as well as 

the poetry of others. And lastly, the senoritas sing, 

manipulate and listen to Argentine tangos. 

The term senoritas stands out from the onset; it is 

the first word in the title, it is repeated eleven times in 

the prologue as well as eleven times in the very first 

lines spoken in the play. Hiber Conteris notes the 

following about the use and repetition of the term: 

Me refiero al empleo del termino senorita, que esta 
ya en el titulo de la pieza, y que se repite 
insistentemente en el prologo. Ya sabemos cual es 
el uso que el lenguaje convencional le ha dado al 
vocablo senorita, y que se distingue (por no decir 
se opone) al uso dado al termino senora. Para 
Cristina, es obvio, la senora no existe, y esto por 
una simplisima razon: la senora es la mujer que ha 
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adquirido ese titulo legal al vinculare a un hombre. 
(4) 

Therefore the insistent repetition of senoritas throughout 

the entire play underscores the importance of woman's 

identity in relation to herself and to other women but not 

to men. 

In this play, as in others, the actresses continuously 

evolve from one character to the next however the age, 

profession, marital status, or number of children that the 

protagonist has does not affect her status as a senorita. 

Escofet's characters never, not even once, refer to 

themselves as senoras. In fact, the play concludes with 

the senoritas praising in unison their status: 

Aleluya, aleluya, 
cosa suya, cosa suya... 
la que quiera una respuesta 
que la busque, que la encuentre, 
que le cueste lo celeste, 
lo celeste que le cueste... 
Aleluya... Aleluya... 
no me lloren, mujercitas, 
que no es de senoritas 
que se juntan a tocar... 
Aleluya... 
Seftoritas prolijitas, 
calladitas, tapaditas, 
cansaditas, golpeaditas, 
jovencitas, maduritas, 
senoritas, pasaditas, 
senoritas... 
Aleluya... Aleluya... 
Sefioritas... 
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Aleluya... (Teatro completo 235) 

Ironically, this song of praise speaks of issues that 

normally do not affect single women. Nevertheless, the 

chant glorifies the simple, or perhaps complex, act of 

womanhood; that is to say that women should be celebrated 

simply for being women. 

This concluding and original poem drastically differs 

from the poem Exvoto (1920) by the Argentine poet Oliverio 

Girondo, which Escofet cites in its entirety earlier in the 

text. An exvoto traditionally hung near by an altar, prays 

in honor of something or someone. In this respect, 

Girondo's poem, like Escofet's, could also be interpreted 

as a celebration of women since Girondo dedicated this poem, 

to the Flores girls. However, this is not the case; the 

poetic voice scrutinizes, degrades, and objectifies women's 

bodies. It pokes fun of the aging process, "Las chicas de 

Flores, viven en la angustia de que las nalgas se les 

pudran, como manzanas que se han dejado pasar" (81) and 

criticizes women's frigidness, "si alguien las mira en las 

pupilas, aprientan las piernas, de miedo de que el sexo se 

les caiga en la vereda" (81). The four senoritas who 

listen to the recital of the poem act out their 

interpretation as if they were the Flores women at the 
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beginning of the twentieth century. When the reading 

concludes the four state in unison "Buenos Aires de 

Girondo, 1920" {Teatro completo 220) and the stage notes 

instruct them to exit the stage. Their laxity or non-

response quickly dismisses the content of the poem as if it 

were no longer of any importance. Nevertheless, the 

central themes in the poem are essentially the same 

underlying ones found in the play. Its inclusion 

juxtaposes the previously quoted poem and underscores the 

distance and proximity between the two. There is an 

obvious time distance of approximately eighty years yet the 

image of women in Girondo's poem is still pertinent in 

Argentine society. This is precisely why Escofet explores 

the exact same themes as part of her concert; however, in 

stead of objectifying women she glorifies and celebrates 

womanhood. 

Escofet continues with her celebration and concert 

with the singing of two Argentine tangos: "El panuelito" 

and "Que le va chache." In the metropolis of Buenos Aires 

perhaps there is nothing more Argentine than the Tango 

itself; consequently, it, too, affects the formation of the 

Argentine feminine image. Marta E. Savigliano in her study 

on the political marketing and economy of passion 
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associated with the Argentine tango, indicates that tango 

does indeed affect woman's image: 

At first glance, tangos seem to offer women two 
positions. They can be either the object of male 
disputes or the trigger of a man's reflections. 
In either case, it is hard for a woman to 
overcome her status as a piece of passional 
inventory. The difference is that in the first 
position, the woman is conceived as an inert 
object of passion, whereas in the second she is a 
living one. (48) 

Savigliano explains that tango's lyrics do not exclusively 

depict women as lovers however the ones that do reflect the 

Argentine masculine ideal of feminine gender and 

sensuality. Interestingly, although the tango 

traditionally speaks to feminine identity, it is not 

representative of the female's voice. Proano-Gomez notes 

that Escofet's characters take control of the tango's 

lyrics manipulating the feminine image: 

La voz del compadrito tradicional del tango es 
reemplazada por la de las mujeres del burdel. La 
re-escritura del texto' responde a las imagenes 
que el tango ha perpetuado. Son ellas, las 
"milonguitas", las que ahora afirman 
ironicamente, apropirandose del discurso 
masculino, ser al mismo tiempo, "brujas sin 
caretas" y "senoras sin libreta" . (174) 

Unlike the radio announcer in Solas en la madriguera, the 

senoritas successfully appropriate the traditional 
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masculine discourse, represented in this case by the tango. 

They find solidarity and enjoyment in their appropriation. 

Whether it be through word games or plays on or with 

language as in Solas en la madriguera or Senoritas en 

concierto, or through the analysis of the image of women as 

in Eternity class^ Escofet unmasks and reveals the effects 

and prolific nature of simulacra. And returning to the 

ideas of Butler presented at the beginning of the chapter, 

in doing so Escofet also reveals' the performative nature of 

gender, breaking down what is known as the "fourth wall" in 

theater terms. Escofet aims to raise the consciousness of 

her readers and/or spectators so that they become aware of 

the performative acts of gender. As Butler mentioned, this 

is easier to accomplish in the theater where one expects to 

see masquerades and acts however Escofet's texts speak 

directly to women and present them with a mirror in which 

they can see themselves and their images reflected back at 

them. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE DISCURSIVENESS OF SEXUALITY 

The previous two chapters covered the theme of women's 

sexuality in Escofet's plays. Chapter Two, for example, 

outlines how Escofet's sexual representation of Little Red 

Riding Hood in Nunca usaras medlas de seda is punished for 

her outward display of sexuality. In addition I explained 

how Escofet's version of Annie Hall in Solas en la 

madriguera entertains the idea of a casual sexual encounter 

with her newly found Woody Allen even though the experience 

leaves her frustrated. The discussion of simulacra in 

Chapter Three discusses the effects that simulacra have on 

women's bodies and on male and female sexuality. Simulacra 

erase and negate the female body and replace physical 

coitus. Nevertheless, woman's sexuality is such a key 

element in Escofet's exploration of identity and it is such 

an integral part of feminine discourse connecting the body 

to the voice that its presence and importance in her work 

requires further and more detailed elaboration. 

Escofet is not alone in the sexualization and 

exploration of the sexuality of her characters. Ronald 

Burgess studies role reversals between the traditional 'bad 

boys" and "good girls" in the Latin American theater of the 

1990s. Burgess, equating bad with sexual liberation. 
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states that "women are strong enough to be bad" (70) . This 

stronger, more independent female character explores her 

sexuality and desire even in nontraditional sexual 

relations. Burgess traces this role reversal in Mexico to 

Sabina Berman (1956) . Whether it be a homosexual identity 

as in her novel Amante de lo ajeno (1997) or a heterosexual 

one as in the play Entre Villa y una mujer desnuda (1994) 

the interrogation of traditional relationships and the 

expression of sexuality is a constant in Barman's work. In 

Entre Villa y una mujer desnuda, Gina, the main 

protagonist, is a divorced successful businesswoman. She 

maintains a long sexual relationship with a married man. 

Eventually, she terminates this relationship, too, and 

starts another with her much younger business associate, 

Ismael. Using Burgess' terminology, Gina is *bad" on four 

levels: first, Gina is divorced; second, her encounters 

with her married lover are purely sexual; third she ends 

the relationship when it is no longer satisfying her 

personal needs; and lastly, Gina initiates a relationship 

with a man nearly half her age. 

Burgess restricts his analysis almost exclusively to 

Mexico and in particular to Sabina Berman although he 

indicates that the liberated sexual female character is a 
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notable phenomenon in all of Latin America in the 1990s. 

His insights are certainly applicable to Escofet's work. 

The theme of sexuality emerges in all of her plays and her 

female characters are equally bad, if not worse, than Gina. 

How does this role reversal and the portrayal of 

women's sexuality that Burgess addresses manifest itself in 

feminine discourse? Michel Foucault's study The History of 

Sexuality (1978) traces how sexuality translated into 

discourse (11). According to Foucault the seventeenth 

century Christian pastoral practices initiated the 

discursiveness of sexuality where followers of the church 

were encouraged and practically forced to confess, or 

rather, verbalize their un-pure thoughts as well as their 

sins of the flesh. They transcribed their desires into 

discourse (22). Subsequently Foucault notes a parallel 

discursiveness of sexuality in the state and in medical 

practices. Sexuality became institutionalized and 

medicalized and there was a finite set of expressions used 

to speak about sex and sexuality. Sex became 

not only a secular concern but a concern of the 
state as well; to be more exact, sex became a 
matter that required the social body as a whole, 
and virtually all of its individuals to place 
themselves under surveillance. (Foucault 116) 
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As a result of this political discursiveness of sexuality, 

the state and medical institutions analyzed alternate or 

subversive forms of sexuality: 

What came under scrutiny was the sexuality of 
children, mad men and women, and criminals; the 
sensuality of those who did not like the opposite 
sex; reveries, obsessions, petty manias, or great 
transports of rage. (38) 

Consequently, feminine sexuality was problematized and 

regulated to the list of sexual abnormalities in need of 

medical attention and treatment. Women were systematically 

denied their right to express themselves in a healthy 

sexual discourse. Women, as well as homosexuals and 

children, were at the mercy of the power of a patriarchal 

society. This is precisely why feminists such as Toril Moi 

claim that 'Woman's form is repressed by patriarchal 

phallocentrism, which denies woman access to her own 

pleasure" (143) and why feminists such as Teresa de 

Lauretis extend Foucault's theories to gender in order to 

encompass and incorporate women. 

Foucault indicates that those who challenge the 

institutionalized sexual discourse in essence challenge the 

very authority of those individuals or institutions: 

If sex is repressed, that is, condemned to 
prohibition, nonexistence, and silence, then the 
mere fact that one is speaking about it has the 
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appearance of a deliberate transgression. A 
person who holds forth in such language places 
himself to a certain extent outside the reach of 
power; he upsets establish law; he somehow 
anticipates the coming freedom. (6) 

Interestingly, Foucault includes women under the 

"universal" heading of man. This statement would have been 

even more radical if he would have stated *A woman who 

holds forth in such language places herself..." "she upsets 

established law" and "she somehow anticipates the coming 

freedom." It is one thing for a man to challenge 

patriarchal discourse and another thing entirely for a 

woman to do so; man questions from within the discursive 

domains while a woman questions from outside of those 

borders. Just as society systematically denied women their 

sexuality, Foucault limits his discussion of women's 

sexuality to a few pages where he briefly mentions the 

hysterization of women's bodies (104, 121, 146-47). In 

fact, there is no mention whatsoever of how women in 

particular transcribe their sexuality into discourse. 

The theories of women's sexual discourse developed by 

Foucault's female contemporaries have some points in common 

with Foucault (Lauretis 13). For example, Butler's concept 

of the performative nature of gender described in the 

previous chapters adheres to Foucault's proclamations on 
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the relationship between power and sex: power regulates 

sex, and sex, in turn, regulates power. Butler's theory 

reflects this power relationship in the sanctions imposed 

upon those who poorly perform their gender. This is 

precisely why the Little Red Riding Hood described in 

Chapter Two is punished for kissing the wolf - she poorly 

acted out her gender role. Nevertheless, Foucault's work 

on sexuality does indeed deny women the right to their 

sexuality. Teresa de Lauretis rightly observes: 

For sexuality, not only in the general and 
traditional discourse but in Foucault's as well, 
is construed not as gendered {as having a male 
form and a female form) but simply as male. Even 
when it is located, as it very often is, in the 
woman's body, sexuality is an attribute or 
property of the male. (37) 

Even if feminist critics and theorists share a common 

ideological ground with Foucault, they seek to discover 

their sexuality, which has been systematically erased. 

Helene Cixous speaks of an insurgent writing in which 

women write their bodies and their sexuality thus creating 

their own discourse: 

By writing her self, woman will return to the 
body which has more than been confiscated from 
her, which has been into the uncanny stranger on 
display - the ailing or dead figure, which so 
often turns out to be the nasty companion, the 
cause and location of i^ibitions. (*The Laugh 
of the Medusa" 880) 
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The process of writing the body returns to women their 

rightful claim to their sexuality. Cixous further explains 

that the female author is erogenous "for her joyous 

benefit" ("The Laugh of the Medusa" 889). It is joyous 

because women celebrate their recovered sexuality in their 

texts. 

Theater critic Jeanie Forte underscores women's 

sexuality in theater: 

For women performance artists, the assertion of 
female drives and sexuality is crucial, and their 
work reclaims the female body from its 
patriarchal textualization through "writing the 
body," borrowing the term from French feminist 
Helene Cixous. (259) 

Women reclaim their sexuality in their exploration of a 

feminine voice - women's discourse and sexuality fuse into 

one another uniting body and voice. This is precisely why, 

as Burgess notes, the boom in female participation in 

almost every aspect of theatrical productions is 

accompanied by the emergence of 'bad" or sexual female 

roles. Sue-Ellen Case, primary disseminator of feminism in 

theater, reiterates that the feminist movement articulated 

into "the sexualisation of women on stage" (113) in 

theater. 
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Amy K. Kaminsky's study of feminist literary theory 

and its ramifications in Latin America warns the critic 

that: 

The apparently politically neutral 
psychoanalytical and semiotic criticism that has 
been called French feminism is useful only up to 
a point in creating a Latin American feminist 
analysis. The emphasis on being embodied, and 
even "writing the body," can be liberating for 
women as writers and readers, but what can happen 
to women's bodies in politically repressive 
regimes is hardly the jouissance Helene Cixous 
had in mind. (23) 

For Kaminsky, it is more appropriate to search for a 

presence of sexuality in Latin American texts by women than 

for the erogenous pleasure associated with Cixous' theories 

of writing the body. Kaminsky explains that presence 

counteracts dominant forces that deliberately and 

systematically deny said presence, in this case sexuality; 

*It is presence in the face of erasure or silencing" (25). 

Kaminsky's quote suggests that it may be more painful 

for Latin American women to "write" their bodies due to the 

violence performed against the female body in the various 

oppressive military governments that have terrorized Latin 

America since the conquest. Argentine women, in 

particular, suffered the most horrific acts of torture 

during what is known as the Dirty War (1976-83): 
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Women were annihilated through a metonymic 
reduction to their sexual "parts": wombs, 
vaginas, breasts. Abducted women were raped as a 
matter of course. Testimonies repeatedly allude 
to guns shot into vaginas and wombs, to breasts 
being pounded, to buttocks and mouths being 
ripped open. Women in concentration camps were 
paraded naked in front of guards. (Taylor, 
Disappearing Acts 84) 

Escofet, in a rare moment, briefly writes about her 

own personal experience during this military regime: 

Y me callo, sobre mi espanto de mujer joven 
huyendo con una nifia en brazos (mi hija). Me 
callo, sobre el terror medieval de llamarle 
justicia a una sigla anonima y canibal A.A.A. que 
cerceno vidas y copulo con los paridores de un 
imaginario colectivo, en un pais donde pocos se 
animan a atravesar sus propias mascaras. 
Escribir desde el genero. Consciencia de a que 
se ha sobrevivido. Y luego, la pequena libertad 
de elegir que modelos atravesar. {Arquetipos... 
34) 

Even though Escofet states that to be an Argentine woman 

author is to write about the experiences that she has 

survived, she routinely silences the period of the Dirty 

War in her texts. Even in Te de tias, which debuted during 

Teatro Abierto where the central theme uniting all of the 

representations was a debunking of the military regime, 

does not directly explore the Dirty War. When questioned 

about this silence Escofet responded: 

El lugar de sufrimiento no es uno solo y el lugar 
del cuerpo no es uno solo. Habria que hablar 
mucho sobre esto. Seria como un simplismo 
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reducir el lugar de la biisqueda o el lugar del 
sufrimiento al lugar de la persecuci6n politica; 
es uno de los lugares y no es la totalidad. Hay 
otros espacios en los cuales la mujer esti 
igualmente dolida o herida o marginada. Son 
lugares a los que yo, por lo menos, me he 
atrevido. (1 Abril 2000) 

In both of these instances Escofet mentions that she 

indirectly explores the effects of the Dirty War by 

deliberately and consciously analyzing and writing about 

different avenues of women's identity or suffering. 

Consequently, one of the * lugares de sufrimientcf' and the 

most important *modelcf' that Escofet unmasks is that of 

women's sexuality. Through this exploration Escofet 

returns the female body to her rightful owners; it is no 

longer a torturer who controls women's body but the women 

themselves and they are freed to act out their sexuality as 

they please. 

Escofet's texts can be situated between Cixous' and 

Kaminsky's theories; a celebration of woman's sexuality 

does not have to mutually exclude the concept of a presence 

of sexuality and vice versa. Escofet's characters embrace 

and celebrate their sexuality yet in many instances it 

appears to be a source of discord and tension between them-

they do not discover solidarity in their intimate 

conversations. As with the image of the fairy and folk tale 
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heroines or that of the Hollywood actress, Escofet does not 

always invert sexual roles. Although Escofet addresses 

women's sexuality, this does not indicate that her plays 

are erotic or that her characters always enjoy healthy sex 

lives. Incest, desire, frustration and stereotypes are a 

few of the sexual problems and issues that Escofet's 

characters must confront and overcome. 

ESCOFET'S DRi\MATIC SEXUALIZED WORKSHOP 

Escofet maintains that in order to truly comprehend 

women's sexuality one must enter into her imaginario 

femenlno and explore the constructs of what constitutes 

sexuality. This is such a key concept in Escofet's work 

that in a theater workshop held as part of the GETEA 

conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina in August 2001, she 

divided the participants into two groups, culos and tetas. 

Once she made the divisions, Escofet instructed the 

participants to freely move about the stage shaking, 

touching or moving the appropriate assigned body part. 

When the participants successfully expressed themselves 

corporally, Escofet distributed lines to each person. Four 

of the group culo lines read "me encanta mover el culo,"' "a 

ml me dicen jqu^ culo mamital'^ "no me toque el culo, eh," 
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and "tus promesas, me las meto en el culo'^ while three of 

the lines from the teta group read "son todas mias," 

^chupaselas a tu hermana," and ̂ mis pezones son como dos 

pStalos de rosas." 

Again, borrowing Burgess' term, Escofet instructed her 

workshop participants how to be "bad" while wearing a T-

shirt that read "Well behaved women rarely make history." 

Under Escofet's guidance, each participant rehearsed her 

lines accompanied with the corporal movement that she had 

just practiced, then Escofet directed the entire group in a 

sequence of scenes in which they only exchanged the above 

mentioned lines. All of the lines celebrated womanhood and 

woman's sexuality; however, with a slight modification of 

the context, they also perpetuated patriarchal stereotypes 

of women's sexuality. For example, the exchange of "me 

encanta mover el culo" with "a mi me dlcen ique culo 

mamital" underscores sexual rivalry between women. However 

the line 'me encanta mover el culo" contested with "mis 

pezones son como dos petalos de rosas" emphasizes women's 

freedom to express their sexuality, even in the presence of 

other women. 

Understanding, or at least recognizing, such obvious 

contradictions in the exploration and expression of women's 
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sexuality is crucial for the comprehension and 

interpretation of Escofet's texts; her female protagonists' 

sexuality cannot be easily described - it is as complex as 

her discourse. In fact, this complex, at times 

contradictory, sexual identity is a common phenomenon among 

women. Psychoanalyst Karen Horney, who writes feminist 

responses to Freud's theories, siimmarizes her data on 

women's sexuality: 

We have: reports of powerful vaginal orgasm going 
with frigidity in subsequent coitus; spontaneous 
vaginal excitation without local stimulus, but 
frigidity in intercourse; reflections and 
questions arising out of the need to understand 
the whole content of early sexual games, dreams, 
and anxieties, and later fantasies of rape, as 
well as reactions to early sexual observations; 
and finally, certain contents and consequences of 
the anxiety produced in women by masturbation. 
If I take all the foregoing data together, I can 
see only one hypothesis that gives a satisfactory 
answer to all these questions, the hypothesis, 
namely, that from the very beginning the vagina 
plays its own proper sexual part. (157) 

The concept of a multifaceted feminine sexuality noted 

by Horney reverberates throughout feminist literary theory. 

Toril Moi explains that 

Woman's sex is not one; her sexual organs are 
composed of many elements (lips, vagina, 
clitoris, cervix, uterus, breasts)and her 
jouisance is therefore multiple, non-unified, 
endless. (143) 
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Therefore the obvious contradictions apparent in Escofet's 

character's sexuality should not be mistaken as flaws in 

her writing but as adequate representations of female 

sexuality; her characters exemplify women's complex sexual 

nature. 

Eager to record Escofet's explanation of her 

character's sexuality and to take note of her workshop 

techniques, the academic participants in the workshop were 

a bit reluctant to participate in the various 

consciousness-raising sexualized activities. However, it 

turned out to be a truly positive and educational 

experience after they all overcame their shyness and after 

Escofet strictly prohibited note taking. It provided the 

participants with the opportunity to speak and act in 

harmony with the female body and inside of a feminine 

discourse instead of merely theorizing about sexuality and 

feminine discourse. Consequently, the women in the group, 

at first only acquaintances or complete strangers, 

transformed into a cohesive intimate group capable of 

sharing a creative space and of confessing their most 

intimate secrets. In fact, Escofet mentioned her plans to 

write an article about this particular workshop where 

corporal work on the female body united participants 
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emotionally. The solidarity discovered in this feminine 

discourse supports Irigaray's concept of ^womanspeak' that 

'emerges spontaneously when women speak together" (Moi 

144). Subsequent to the initial "culo" and "teta" 

activity, Escofet directed the participants in other scenes 

where sexuality was a key component including an act from 

her play Senoritas en concierto. 

THE 'WOMANSPEAK" SEX TALK IN Senoritas en concierto 

Sexuality is one of the main components in the 

feminine discourse of Senoritas en concierto. Escofet, 

commenting on her female character's sexuality in this 

particular play, states that 

En Senorita en concierto esta presente la gama 
absoluta de todo lo que ocurre, la loca, la 
sexopata, la megalomana toda la fantasia en acto 
con todas las exacerbaciones del imaginario 
femenino. No es una obra hipersexual pero el 
tema esta muy presente en este concierto de 
senoritas. Hay partes del texto donde la 
sexualidad es explicita; donde se recuerda con un 
sentido de recuperacion desde el genero la 
sexualidad, o con una mirada critica tambien 
desde el genero. (1 April 2000) 

The female characters, at ease in the presence of other 

female characters, share their honest, innermost feelings 

concerning their sexuality. 
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The opening short act depicts three generations of 

women conversing about marital relations where the elder 

woman advises the younger two, to always voluntarily walk 

on thorns in preparation for enduring the pains of 

heartbreak. The youngest responds, almost as an act of 

defiance, "Cuando todos duermen, me toco aqui" (Teatro 

completo 185) . There are no stage notes accompanying this 

line so the reader must safely assume that the character 

either grabs her breasts or her vagina. Similarly, in one 

of the last cuadxos the representation of the young Ann 

Frank, indifferent to the Holocaust, states "Adoro mis 

tetas" {Teatro completo 228) . Again, the absence of stage 

annotations leads the reader to envision the actress 

perhaps lifting her breasts in admiration while speaking 

her line. Yet another young woman from a different cuadxo 

asks 'Que es fornicar?" [Teatro completo 222). These 

incidents demonstrate how adolescent girls, no matter what 

their political situation may be, have a need and a desire 

to explore their bodies and their sexuality. Furthermore, 

they search to connect with other mature female characters 

seeking approval, guidance, or real advice about their 

sexuality. 
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By allowing her yoiong female characters to touch 

themselves or verbalize their satisfaction with their 

bodies, Escofet debunks patriarchal views that deny young 

women the right to their sexuality. Nevertheless, despite 

the radical statements made by the adolescent characters, 

they still did not directly mention the vagina nor did they 

ask about, for example, female orgasm instead of 'Que es 

fornicar?" Even though these female characters do not 

completely break with patriarchal standards they do indeed 

begin to rupture the mold. This must be an extremely 

challenging avenue for adolescent girls to explore. In 

fact, Horney explains that 

Girls have a very special difficulty in 
overcoming masturbation because they feel that 
they are unjustly forbidden something that boys 
are allowed to do on account of their different 
bodily formation. (41) 

Escofet's characters' exploration of their sexuality grants 

the reader or viewer permission to masturbate or to find 

enjoyment in her sexuality and sexual organs. 

In another small act in Senoritas en concierto Escofet 

unmasks the sexual stereotype of the religiously devout 

woman and that of the saint/slut dichotomy. In this scene, 

one five gypsies nicknamed the "Virgin" admits that she 

lives up to her name "todavia nadie me lo metio" (Teatro 
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completo 188) . However/ the use of "todavia" instead of 

•ya" indicates that the virgin entertains the idea of 

possible sexual activity in the future. To use the 

alternative, 'ya," on the other hand, would have given the 

connotation that it was already too late for sex and that 

she was decisively against participating in sexual acts. 

The other five gypsies poke fiin at the virgin praying for 

her well being and the well being of other virgins: 

GITANA II. - Virgen Morena 
GITANA IV. - Virgen Santisima 
GITANA III.- Que Dios las tenga en la gloria y 
Satana en las cobija. {Teatro completo 189) 

Although recent trends in contemporary art sexualize 

the representations of virgins, especially of La virgen de 

Guadalupe^ Escofet sexualizes her virgin to the next level; 

while art undresses the virgin revealing a sensual body, 

Escofet uncovers her sexual thoughts. For example, Alma 

Lopez's 'Our Lad/' depicted on the front cover of Puro 

Teatro Completo: A Latina Anthology (2000) dressed in a 

bikini made of flowers and supported by an angel with 

butterfly wings sprouting from her breast very well may be 

soliciting sexual attention; nevertheless, her painting is 

mute. However, saint-like women even if they have been 

clad in scanty clothing usually dp not speak of being 
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penetrated. Escofet, then, through the creation of her 

virgin, unites the role of the godly woman with that of the 

slut; the women are religious and pray for God to watch 

over them yet at the same time they ask for Satan to watch 

over them in bed. They seek sexual pleasure on earth. 

While some of the cuadros in SeHoritas en concierto 

explore sexuality in a positive manner, it becomes a source 

of discord and tension between mothers and daughters in 

others. For example, in one scene a mother eager to find a 

respectable suitor for her daughter urges her to sleep with 

an international airline representative. When the daughter 

returns home after her date with the executive the mother 

questions her about their physical contact to which the 

daughter responds that she is not interested in the man: 

HIJA.- Buneno, yo me negue. 
MADRE.-Pero le habras dado a entender. 
HIJA.- Que en la reputa vida. 
MADRE.-iQue en la reputa vida que? 
HIJA.-[Que en la reputa vida me vas a coger, 
baboso! 
MADRE.-Pero mi amor. Si le has dejado la puerta 
abierta. Lo que diga una mujer no tiene ninguna 
importancia. Lo que importa de una son los 
modos. Ahora mismo va y me le dice... (Adopta un 
aire sensual.) En la reputa vida me vas a coger, 
baboso. iEntiende, mi amor, entiende que el 
impetu con un poco de astucia se hace caricia? 
[Teatro completo 206) 
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In this scene Escofet plays with the stereotype that a 

woman who says no during sexual contact really desires the 

opposite; yes means yes and no means yes. Interestingly, 

the mother takes on the role of the date pushing the 

daughter's limits. The daughter, in turn, becomes 

increasingly more frustrated and yells at her mother as if 

she indeed were the man, *;Que en la reputa vida me vas a 

coger, baboso!" The use of the second person as well as 

the masculine noun directs the daughter's line to the man. 

While the mother's expectations for sexual contact between 

her daughter and her suitor are indeed inverted, most 

mothers would take pride in their daughters' prudence, the 

fact that she is only interested in 'marrying her off" for 

financial security follows patriarchal standards. 

Nevertheless, the daughter appears to be strong willed 

enough to disobey her mother's wishes, unfortunately, the 

cuadro concludes before the reader witnesses the daughter's 

reaction. 

INCEST AND Te de tlas 

Sexuality in Te de tlas is of a very different nature 

from that evident in Escofet's other play texts; it 

explores incest on two different levels and reveals 'Lo que 
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no debe decirse sobre las relaciones familiares" (Escofet, 

Teatro completo 15). In this *tea party", two adult 

characters, Bebe I and Negrita 1, are visited by the 

spectors of their dead friends and family members and by 

the adolescent representations of themselves, Bebe II and 

Negrita II. The reader witnesses the incestuous 

relationship between Negrita II and her uncle Saturno and 

between the first cousins Bebe I and Negrita I. 

Upon seeing herself as a child Negrita I realizes that 

she was never happy; she even cried at her birthday party. 

Interestingly, no one showed compassion for her, in fact, 

the other characters blame her for her troubles. The 

appearance of her dead uncle criticizes Negrita II's 

behavior, *SATURNOUna criatura que bien sabia bajarse 

los calzones sin que se lo pidieran!" (Teatro completo 48) . 

Shocked at her uncle's accusations that she had practically 

invited him to molest her, Negrita I confronts her mother 

and aunt, 'NEGRITA I.- lY ustedes que hacian que no me 

protegian?" (Teatro completo 49). They, in turn, defend 

themselves by stating that Negrita II was a sinner and 

mature for her age. 
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When Negrita II emerges pregnant from the bathroom, 

site of the molestation, Saturno again blames her for what 

has happened: 

SATURNO.- Tenia sus manos ahi, bajo el 
monte de Venus. Y los deditos infantiles jugaban 
mientras ella entregaba su cara al pecado. 
iDominus dedit...dominus abstenit! [Teatro completo 
59) . 

He further explains that: 

SATURNO.- Quise saber entonces, adonde llegaria 
el deseo de esta pecadora y, simulando ser su 
complice, la tente como la serpiente a Eva 
mostrandole la manzana. Muerde, le dije, muerde 
el objeto de tus desdichadas noches en tu lecho. 
Muerde, le dije, y poniendola de rodillas, quise 
que hundiera su desfachatez en mi vergiienza. Y 
entonces le dije: Tantum muerdem, tantum 
pecam... (Teatro completo 59) 

Of course he does not admit his guilt nor does he confess 

that he impregnated her. 

Obviously the pregnancy, material evidence of 

Saturno's sexual offense, had to be terminated; the family 

doctor and family members perform an abortion. Although 

the abortion occurs on stage, there are no speaking parts 

interpreting the scene; the stage notes describe the action 

in the following mannar: 

(El Dr. A aparta a Negrita II y comenzara la 
escena del aborto. La coloca sobre una mesa. 
Las tias operaran como instrumentistas. El Dr. Z 
sacara un embarazo de vendas que durara lo que la 
"misa" oficiada por Saturno. En el proscenio la 
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mucama hace mediciones astrologicas con compos. 
Negrita I impide la huida de Bebe I y Bebe II con 
el cartel.) {Teatro completo 59) 

No one mentions the procedure afterwards either. In fact, 

Negrita II does not speak again in the play and when the 

other characters lift her off of the operating table she 

embraces Negrita I. The text does not indicate if she 

remains attached to Negrita I, if she fuses with Negrita I, 

or if she exits the stage. The abortion and incest are 

perhaps two of the most painful events in Negrita II's life 

however she is not granted a voice to speak about her 

emotions or reactions. Negrita II is so scared by the 

incident that as an adult Negrita I willing has sex with 

her first cousin Bebe I. This scene was discussed in 

detail in my analysis of simulacra in Chapter Three. 

THE NEUROTIC NEED FOR LOVE IN Solas en la madriguera AND 
Las que aman hasta morir 

In Solas en la madriguera and Las que aman hasta morir 

Escofet explores how women assuming the role of masculine 

desire repress their own sexual desires and manifest a 

neurotic need for attention from the opposite sex. Horney 

theorizes that this phenomenon is extremely common among 

women: 
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Women have adapted themselves to the wishes of 
men and felt as if their adaptation were their 
true nature. That is, they see or saw themselves 
in the way that their men's wishes demanded of 
them; unconsciously they yielded to the 
suggestion of masculine thought. (57) 

According to Horney, once women have systematically 

programmed their desires and thoughts to match masculine 

models and once they have completely repressed their sexual 

needs, they need constant re-affirmation from males that 

their newly found adjusted wishes are being fulfilled. 

Women's sexual needs, however, can correspond to masculine 

models making it just as simplistic, dogmatic as well as 

oppressive to make such a bold statement like the previous 

quote from Horney. In fact, Escofet's plays explore this 

particular issue where at times female sexuality 

corresponds to male sexuality and at others is repressed 

and denied by male sexuality. Given either case, a need 

for attention can easily transform into a neurotic need for 

love. Horney explains that: 

Among all the manifestations of the neurotic need 
for love, I want to emphasize one that is very 
common in our culture. It is the overvaluation 
of love. I refer particularly to a type of 
neurotic women who feel xinhappy, insecure, and 
depressed as long as they do not have someone 
devoted to them, who loves them or somehow cares 
for them. (245) 
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Similarly, Esocfet's characters lose themselves to this 

neurosis they feel unhappy and insecure both in and outside 

of intimate relationships and eventually lose the very 

object that they originally sought - attention and 

companionship. 

Escofet, conscious of her character's lost sexual and 

individual identities and of their neurotic need for love 

alludes to these problems in the title of Las que aman 

hasta morir; she states: 

Las que aman hasta morir proviene del libro Las 
mujeres que aman demasiado de Robin Norwood. 
Trata especificamente de las adicciones a los 
afectos. Ese libro me hizo comprender en una 
determinada edad cuan adicta de los afectos era y 
cuanto del mito del principe azul y de la 
adiccion de la mujer a buscar la perfeccion del 
amor o buscar la pareja sonada cuanto tenia que 
ver con la adiccion a los afectos. Yo misma en 
algun momento de mi vida me di cuenta que era una 
adicta a los afectos y la mayor parte de las 
mujeres que conocia y que estaban en mi entorno 
eran adictas de los afectos tambien. Este 
espectaculo plantea uno de estos puntos 
vulnerables que es la adiccion a los afectos, la 
dependencia al otro. Y Las que aman hasta morir 
es un titulo analogo de Las mujeres que aman 
demasiado. (1 April 2000) 

The connection between the theme of the play and the title 

is not quite as obvious in Solas en la madriguera, however, 

it is significant that the characters are indeed both alone 

and lonely and appear at times to,be desperately seeking a 
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male companion. In fact, in the opening act the radio 

announcer complains about being alone and airs her sexual 

frustrations asking the listeners: 

cde que nos sirve el bonito acondicionador de 
aire en verano, cuando en realidad lo que una 
necesita es alguien que le de calor? Y al diablo 
con el calefactor en invierno, cuando lo que de 
verdad nos hace falta es alguien que nos saque 
las s^anas y nos deje tiritando de frio? 
(Teatro completo 67) 

This act establishes the sexual tone for the entire play; 

as the title suggests and the radio announcer proclaims the 

female characters are alone. 

In Solas en la madriguera Escofet juxtaposes the 

vignette La esposa del esposo que salla en viaje de 

negocios with La mujer del heroe. In both short acts the 

woman character dutifully waits for her husband to return 

home. The female character in the former completely 

changes herself and represses her own desires striving only 

to please her husband, while the woman protagonist in the 

latter, although she, too, is waiting, does not alter her 

identity. She even dares to occasionally engage in sexual 

activity with other men for her own enjoyment. 

Interestingly, both of the female characters are identified 

solely through their male counterparts; in the text they 
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are both referred to either as ̂ ella" or 'ia mujer de" or 

*Ia esposa de". 

La esposa del esposo transforms herself into the most 

beautiful and comforting pieces of home accessories or 

furniture in order to please and accommodate her man upon 

his arrival home after long business trips. At first she 

takes on the appearance of a hand painted porcelain pitcher 

decorated with flowers with which she quenches her 

husband's thirst both literally and sexually: 

Le acaricio el asa, le bebio el agua fresca, y le 
paso sensualmente la lengua por los petalos de 
rododendros recien arrancados del jardin. {Teatro 
completo 71) 

Here Escofet demonstrates how women's sexuality and needs 

complement masculine desire. With the passage of time, 

however, she transforms herself into more comfortable 

objects such as a hammock, a sofa and eventually the family 

room rug and with every transformation her sensuality and 

attractiveness diminishes and her personal sexual needs are 

neglected. Her efforts to satisfy her husband are useless, 

he never returns from his last business trip: 

La devota, como una reina de felpa verde y tupida 
se tendio a esperarlo en vano, porque el no 
regreso. Desde hacia dos meses que el senor 
salia con la senorita jarra del departamento de 
enfrente y habian partido en viaje de placer 
rumbo al Brasil. {Teatro completo 72) 
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The small act concludes with these words suggesting that 

the female character as a rug will not be able to 'pick 

herself up" from the separation and if she were to do so, 

more than likely she would no longer know how to satisfy 

herself. 

The short act La mujer del heroe directly follows La 

esposa del esposo que salla en viajes de negocios. La 

mujer del heroe trapped behind the bondage of her sighs and 

tears, waits for her hero to return. However, unlike her 

female equivalent in the preceding vignette, this woman 

character does not loose contact with her sexuality; 

La mujer del hereo llora ante las armaduras, pero 
se emociona hasta el orgasmo cuando un arlequin 
en bicicleta la viene a buscar para desnudarla en 
los campos llenos de margaritas. {Teatro 
completo 12) 

The role of the infidel is inverted in this small act as 

well; in the previous cuadro the husband runs off with 

another woman, a different, younger jarrita, while in this 

case la mujer del hSroe escapes with other men. 

The wife of the hero is not the only sexually 

liberated woman in the play. The woman represented in the 

small act La mujer de la desfachatez grabs and scratches 

her genitals in public and boasts about her sexual 
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conquests - apparently she has had sex with equal numbers 

of men and women. Nevertheless, her sexual conquests do 

not bring her joy and she depends on alcohol and marijuana 

in order to go to sleep. 

[Que linda pareja! immediately follows La mujer de la 

desfachatez and even though the female character appears to 

be much happier than the previous one, her sex life 

literally devours her. This cuadro narrates the wedding day 

and night of a young couple. Eleven of the thirteen 

paragraphs in this short act commence with *;Que linda 

pareja!" converting the phrase into a refrain that becomes 

increasingly ironic with every repetition. At first the 

refrain is representative of the type of comment generally 

made at weddings. However, as the couple's actions become 

violent and as they eat one another, the refrain 

drastically contradicts the subsequent action. The 

paragraphs, then, lose their coherency if read and 

interpreted as a logical statement: 

;Que linda pareja hacian devorandose el uno al 
otro! Estaban tan enamorados que se comieron 
mutuamente, sin dejar una sola miguita, ni de 
carne ni de hueso. {Teatro completo 70) 
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It is ironic that the only female character who happily 

enters into matrimony is consumed during sex on her wedding 

night. 

Kristen Nigro's study detailed in Chapter One suggests 

that the female characters in Solas en la madriguera serve 

as ventriloquists speaking the lines or voicing the ideas 

of males. I would like to add to Nigro's hypothesis that 

Escofet's characters also act out and interpret masculine 

desire. This phenomenon can be attributed to the 

characters' unhealthy fixation on receiving attention from 

males or in some cases from other females. 

The neurotic need for love is more obvious in the 

monologue Las que aman hasta morir where the voice of only 

one character, in comparison to the thirteen in Solas en la 

madriguera, speaks directly to the reader or audience. In 

the sixteen pages that comprise the monologue, the female 

protagonist speaks of more than half that number of failed 

relationships with men - nine to be exact. Her 

conversation flows from one man to the next without 

distinguishing between them. In fact, she often mentions 

at least two men per paragraph and repeatedly mentions some 

throughout the entire play. The protagonist, conscious of 

her somewhat endless rambling about broken relationships. 
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confesses her dependency on men and admits that although 

she needs therapy she has not found anything adequate: 

cvos te psicoanalizas? cQue tipo de terapia? No 
me vengas con lo de la envidia al pene. Bueno, 
menos mal...Porque me parece estoy como estoy, por 
eso de creerme la envidia al pene...Y mira que no 
soy envidiosa. ^Ves? Me escapo por el humor. 
[Teatro 29) 

The protagonist/ similar to the female characters in 

Solas en la madriguera had always altered her desires or 

changed her beliefs with every new relationship. In one 

instance she mentions that in order to gain the attention 

from an intellectual man during the years of the Argentine 

Dirty War that she feigned a hatred of materialism while 

all along she continued fantasizing about forming a nuclear 

family and living in the suburbs. One day she snapped and 

admitted to eating desserts- a luxury not permitted to left 

wing liberals. The actress comments the following 

regarding this experience: 

Desde mafiana como postre... Creo que si le hubiese 
dicho que desde maftana me empapo con champagne 
con un abogado del Ku-Kux-Clan, no hubiese puesto 
esa cara...Lo del abogado hubiese sido una de mis 
tantas contradicciones, pero lo del postre...Lo del 
postre era frivolidad...Frivolidad pur a... (Tea tro 36) 

Even though expressing her true desires terminated the 

relationship, this monologue marks a notable change in her 

attitude about relationships. From this section on, she 
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turns more towards herself and her wants and desires and 

eventually totally denounces the neurotic need for love; 

Es exceso de madre 
o ausencia del gran padre 
o acaso un Dios perverso, 
nos regalo este verso 
de amar hasta ... morir... (Teatro 49) 

FRIDA KZ\HLO: THE WRITTEN BODY 

The chapter entitled Mirando a traves... in Escofet's 

collection of essays Arguetipos, modelos para desarmar: 

Palabras desde el genero speaks for twenty-one of Frida 

Kahlo's paintings dating from 1932 to 1954. Escofet first 

randomly lists them by their titles (they are not arranged 

in chronological order) and then she describes them in 

great detail highlighting the elements that are most 

relevant to her subsequent dramatic and poetic 

interpretation of these paintings. I employ the adjectives 

dramatic and poetic to describe this response because what 

started as a scholarly inquiry into Kahlo's representation 

of the female body transformed into a play 

Estos textos luego se convirtieron en una obra de 
teatro. Justamente por la mirada desde Frida Kahlo y 
desde la escritura, como si Frida Kahlo hubiese 
escrito estos poemas. (1 April, 2000) 

I am purposely including my analysis of Escofet's 

dramatic response to Frida Kahlo's artwork in my discussion 
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of sexuality because if feminine discourse writes the body, 

feminine painting would, then, paint it. In fact, in Frida 

Kahlo's career "the visual recreation and reinterpretation 

of her body became the focus of her work as an artist" 

(Chedgzoy 455). According to Chedgzoy, Kahlo's artistic 

representations of the female body visually communicate 

what language cannot: "In Kahlo's paintings, what eludes 

language ... is made visible: the representation of the body" 

(460). Nevertheless, Escofet attempts to give these bodies 

a voice, which speaks, or rather writes, the body. The 

body-voice connection is paramount throughout the entire 

work; the first phrase reads *Alfileres en el cuerpo" 

(162). The voice speaks not only of the pain inflicted 

upon the woman but also includes an erotic sensual 

discourse as well. Chedgzoy notes that Kahlo's work 

borders on erotic: 

Her paintings represent the moment of abjection 
which institutes a flickering in and out of 
existence of the frail, permeable boundaries 
between inside and outside, pleasure and pain. 
(460) 

Of Escofet's twenty-one artistic responses to the 

paintings, women's sexuality is explicit in eleven where 

the body or things like female orgasm are directly 

mentioned and implicit in the remaining ten. 
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Escofet explains in the introduction to this chapter 

that the female gender harms women in their bodies and that 

Frida Kahlo's exposed, and in many instances, damaged body 

best represents feminine suffering. She further notes that 

Kahlo's work exemplifies womanhood in all of its 

complexities: 

Lo femenino es la gran fuerza generadora, como 
mujer, como madre universal, como impulse 
caotico, como la noche que convive en igualdad de 
condiciones con el dia, como muerte y 
resurreccion... (157) 

Reproduction, mothering, death and rebirth are all 

intrinsically tied to the female body in Kahlo's work and 

consequently in Escofet's artistic response. 

Escofet's artistic voice expresses feminine sexuality. 

The voice of Autorretrato con collar de espinas fuses the 

fecundity of foliage with that of her desire, 'Detras, el 

follaje para recordar que mi deseo no se ha secado" (163). 

She later mentions that *Yo, como siempre me dejo ir mas 

alia del cuerpo, que que ocultarlo? (163) . In this 

cuadro the female protagonist proudly demonstrates and 

identifies her desire and exposes her body. Escofet 

relates female desire with nature in other cuadros as well. 

The protagonist in Flor de vida speaks of converting into a 

tree however in this case the foliage does not reflect her 
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sexuality. Instead, upon her metamorphosis she abandons 

her body and desires. Interestingly, the text specifically 

mentions the abandoned ovaries and vagina (167). 

El sol y la vida also relates the female body to 

trees. In this case the tree symbolizes feminine 

excitement: 

Tengo tanto sexo. 
tengo tanta savia. (172) 

The abundant tree sap represents women's vaginal fluids. 

The text underscores this connection three stanzas later: 

Tengo tanto de todos 
los orgasmos... 
Tengo tanto 
de todos los placeres... (173) 

Yo y mis pericos also boldly speaks of female excitement 

and bodily fluids: 

Ellos hablaran por mi. Por supuesto que se 
exactamente lo que diran. Que tiemblo. Que el 
corazon se me escapa. Que me mojo apenas te 
respiro. (170) 

Feminine desire and sexuality do not mask themselves in 

nature or symbols in this particular cuadro. However, the 

protagonist does not speak for herself, she cannot vocalize 

her own sexuality, she merely states or repeats what "they" 

will say about her. Nevertheless, she must communicate her 

sexuality in such an obvious manner so that others would be 
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able to speak about it. Autorretrato con el cabello 

suelto intensifies the crudeness in the description of 

sexuality. The protagonist wants to paint herself as a 

savage beast, an animal following its sexual instincts that 

later leaves the surface of the canvass in order to 

consummate the sexual act (171). 

Such self- assurance or celebration of women's 

sexuality is not evident in all of the cuadros. In El 

abrazo del amor del universe^ la tierra (Mexico, Yo, Diego 

y el senior Xdlotl) the poetic voice acknowledges that she 

is her desire; however, she cannot place, identify, or 

specify this desire: 

Yo, apenas 
soy 
mi propio deseo 
que a veces se me parece 
y casi siempre es diferente. (170) 

The mention of different desires echoes the concept of 

women's multiple sexual identities mentioned at the 

beginning of this chapter. However, in this case, feminine 

desire appears to be elusive even to the holder or 

generator of said desires. The poetic voice in Lo que yo vl 

en el agua, o lo que el agua me dio describes herself 

emerged in the waters of a bath tub. Even though she 

envisions representations of female lovers she refers to 
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herself as a mermaid - a sexless being that cannot 

consummate her desires. Female desire, then, is 

iinattainable as well in this cuadro. 

In several sections, female sexuality is overt and 

central to the cuadro while in others it appears to be 

hidden or always located elsewhere. Some cuadros depict it 

as an inexplicable natural force uniting women's sexuality 

to the earth - that great mother earth, the woman earth and 

the earth woman. In Mi nana y yo, o Yo mamando the 

character describes being nursed by a beautiful mountain, 

the mother of stones. Dos desnudos en un bosque o La 

tierra misma o Mi nana y yo claims that there are certain 

things, like embraces, that cannot be explained because, 

according to the text, it would be like explaining roots or 

nakedness. They simply are and they are the givers of 

life. This cuadro grounds female sexuality once again in 

nature and it communicates that one should simply accept, 

that is, embrace this sexuality as it is. 

The kaleidoscopic nature of Escofet's feminine 

discourse manifests itself in her female character's 

sexuality. The incest in Te de tias or simply the pain 

inflicted upon the women characters as a result of their 

sexuality represents the darker colors in the spectrum 
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while the celebrations of womanhood and sexuality symbolize 

the lighter, brighter colors. Borrowing Burgess' term yet 

once again, Escofet's characters are *bad" or perhaps 

illegal border crossers that have wandered beyond the 

patriarchal phallocentric set boundaries for discussions on 

sex and sexuality. Either way, "bad" actions and illegal 

immigrants are reprimanded across the board when 

discovered. If a woman manifests her sexuality does that 

necessarily make her bad, or maybe even a slut? Escofet's 

depictions of women's sexuality cannot be classified as 

either *bad" or "good." Nor do they constantly celebrate 

women's sexuality or focus exclusively on the pain 

inflicted on the female body in Argentina during the years 

of the military dictatorship. Escofet's description of 

sexuality can be characterized by its kaleidoscopic nature; 

it adequately represents some of women's sexual beliefs, 

attitudes and experiences. Cixous' concepts show that 

Escofet writes the body. 
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CONCLUSION 

French philosopher Gilles Deleuze theorizes about the 

nature of literature in relationship to life. He proposes 

that literature is a becoming and that it is the space in 

which one approximates identity: 

To write is certainly not to impose a form (of 
expression) on the matter of lived experience. 
Literature rather moves in the direction of the 
ill-formed or the incomplete...Writing is a 
question of becoming, always incomplete, always 
in the midst of being formed. 
To become is not to attain a form, 
(identification, imitation. Mimesis) but to find 
the zone of proximity, indiscernibility, or 
indifferentiation where one an no longer be 
distinguished from a woman [...] (1) 

Because it is in the process of formation, literature 

cannot be classified, compartmentalized, nor can it be 

neatly or nicely described. In the light of Deleuze's 

theory, then, a feminine discourse in literature could be 

conceived as a becoming within a becoming. Feminine 

writing is always evolving and coming into its being inside 

of a genre that also is in the process of coming into its 

being. Cixous speaks about the becoming of feminine 

discourse and she addresses its elusiveness: 

At the present time, defining a feminine practice 
of writing is impossible with an impossibility 
that will continue; for this practice will never 
be able to be theorized, enclosed, coded, which 
does not mean it does not exist. But it will 
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always exceed the discourse governing the 
phallocentric system; it takes place and will 
take place somewhere other than in the 
territories subordinated to philosophical-
theoretical domination. It will not let itself 
think except through subjects that break 
automatic functions, border runners never 
subjugated by an authority. But one can begin to 
speak. Begin to point out some effects, some 
elements of unconscious drives, some relations of 
the feminine Imaginary to the Real, to writing. 
('Sorties," original emphasis, 233) 

Critics like Slavoj Zizek celebrate Delueze, but reject 

Cixous even though they theorize about very similar issues. 

Cixous anticipates rejection suggesting that women *can 

begin to speak" ('Sorties" 233) and, in fact, that they 

should speak and continue to write their bodies. 

Discussions within feminine discourse, the certainty of its 

existence and the feeling of identifying with feminine 

discourse are sufficient for those who embrace its 

existence; critics such as Cixous do not demand that 

feminine discourse strictly adhere to a philosophical or 

theoretical ideology. Nor do they expect it be accepted in 

a philosophical or theoretical discourse. 

Escofet, according to Cixous' statements on feminine 

discourse, begins to speak women's experience and begins to 

write women's body. In fact, Escofet's plays can be 

characterized by their feminine discourse. To state that 
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this is the single-most-important element in Escofet's work 

does not indicate that it has clearly defined or mutually 

exclusive s\ab-categories that can be easily and neatly 

subdivided, organized and analyzed. The dramatic voice and 

body present in Escofet's work has many tones, contours, 

and textures and similar to the kaleidoscope, they too are 

constantly changing. Escofet's plays invite the public to 

look through the kaleidoscopic lens and enjoy the many 

colors of women and womanhood. The attentive reader or 

viewer will appreciate the constant metamorphosis that the 

characters undergo while others may simply remain fixated 

on one. 

Chapter Two of this dissertation, Jn Their Image 

Heroines and Actresses, details the intertextuality of 

fairy and folk tale heroines and of Hollywood actors and 

actresses in Escofet's plays. Little Red Riding Hood, 

Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White and Marilyn Monroe, 

Bette Davis, Greta Garbo, the character Annie Hall and 

Woody Allen influence the both image of women and their 

actions. At times Escofet's plays simply explore these 

feminine identities while at others they destabilize and 

reinvent their images. In either instance, the images of 

Hollywood actors and actresses and of fairy and folk tale 
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heroines stem from their performative gender roles and 

leads into the discussion of simulacra in its relation to 

female identity. 

Chapter Three, On Simulacra and Feminine Identity, 

relates Judith Butler's concept of performative gender 

roles/acts to Jean Baudrillard's theory of pure simulacra. 

According to Butler gender is an act that, with time, has 

mistaken and taken for an authentic identity. To mistake 

the act for the real is a direct consequence of simulacra 

where signs and images of the real have no relationship 

whatsoever to the real. Escofet's plays explore the 

problems that arise out of simulacra and performative 

gender roles in relation to female identity. The 

exploration of the image of women and the effects of 

simulacra on feminine identity continue in Escofet's 

characters' exploration of sexuality. The Discursiveness 

of Sexuality, Chapter Four of my dissertation, opens with a 

theoretical discussion between French and Latin American 

feminists on feminine literary expression of sexuality. As 

a result of this exchange of ideas I conclude that 

Escofet's character's sexuality can be characterized in the 

middle ground between the two theories and that they 
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adequately represent women's sexual beliefs, attitudes and 

experiences. 

As for Escofet's work, there are still several 

fruitful avenues of scholarly inquiry that remain to be 

investigated: the analysis of the influence of the Tarot 

cards in her theater and criticism, specifically in Te de 

tias and Arquetipos modelos para desarmar: Palahras desde 

el genero; the assessment of perfomance texts, both the 

representation of Escofet's plays and the plays that 

Escofet directs; the assessment of her play text Los 

fantasmas del hereo; the unraveling of her feminine 

discourse in her novel Primera piel and in Arquetipos 

modelos para desarmar: Palabras desde el genero; and the 

comparative analysis of Escofet's work with her 

contemporaries. I am quite certain that Escofet will gain 

more critical recognition in the United States in the 

coming years; her recent literary prize awarded to her in 

New York and the anthology Obras Argentinas premladas en 

New York have circulated both her name and her work. In 

addition, Osvaldo Pelletieri in his most recent anthology 

of contemporary Argentine literature names Escofet as an 

important emerging feminist dramatist in the country. 
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In the words, once again, of Cixous, I am only 

beginning to speak about feminine discourse both in the 

works of Escofet and in my academic career. I am positive 

that it will remain an area of study and interest that will 

develop and unfold as women continue to relate their 

identity to literature and write their bodies. Perhaps the 

preoccupation with feminine discourse masks a deeper 

concern of the search for feminine identity. The 

affirmation of its existence underscores the importance of 

women and women writers. It is a question a being and 

coming into being. I hope that The Dramatic Feminine 

Discourse of Cristina Escofet has cast light into the 

chamberbox of her discourse. 
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Mirando tras las mascaras: 
Una entrevista con Cristina Escofet 

Cristina Escofet es una de las dramaturgas argentinas 
contemporineas m^s celebradas. Sus obras teatrales para 
adultos son: T4 de tias (1994), Solas en la madriguera 
(1994), Nunca usaras medias de seda (1994), Ritos del 
corazon (1994) , Sefioritas en concierto (1994) , Los 
fantasmas del heroe (2000), <iQue paso con Bette Davis? 
(2001), Las que aman hasta morir (2001), y Eternity Class 
(2000). Sus obras se han representado en la Argentina, 
Uruguay, Paraguay, Cuba, Puerto Rico, y los Estados Unidos. 
Escofet ha ganado premios en su pais y tambien en el 
extranjero. Esta entrevista fue realizada en dos sesiones: 
la primera en Lawrence, Kansas el primero de abril del ano 
2000 y la segunda en Buenos Aires, Argentina el diez de 
agosto de 2001. 

JR: Ahora que celebramos veinte aiios de Teatro Abierto en 
Buenos Aires, ipodria hablar sobre su experiencia personal 
en este evento en el 85? 

CE: Yo habia participado en Teatro Abierto en dos 
iniciones anteriores en el 82 como actriz y en el 83 como 
actriz y tambien como dramaturga haciendo los textos de una 
creacion colectiva de teatro danza que se llamo J^untes 
sobre la forma. En el 83 como actriz en una obra de 
Osvaldo Dragun, Hoy se comen al flaco y en el 85 por el 
pedido del mismo Dragun que habia hecho el prologo de mi 
novela Primera piel. El me pidio que escribiera teatro y 
que participara en los talleres de teatro que hacia Teatro 
Abierto. Al principio no queria demasiado dedicarme a la 
escritura teatral sino mas bien ser actriz y seguir 
escribiendo novela- que era lo mio. Sucedio que participe 
en ese taller, escribi una obra que se llama Te de tias y 
tuvo mucho exito y desde entonces me dedico practicamente a 
la escritura teatral. Mi padre personal teatral ha sido 
Osvaldo Dragun que casualmente tambien es el padre de 
Teatro Abierto. A pesar de ser feminista le debo una 
paternidad artistica a un hombre muy especial, una 
paternidad entre comillas porque ideologicamente tengo 
otras fuentes, otras vertientes. Pero creo que no es 
casual, Dragun fue un hombre muy amplio con mucho 
horizonte, mucha perspectiva, y si bien discutiamos y 
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polemizabamos siempre tuvimos muy buenos puntos de 
encuentro. 

JR: iCuiles son sus madres artisticas? 

CE: Las madres artisticas son muchisimas mds. Eleanor 
Cavera es una que es una gran feminista argentina, es una 
mujer a quien admiro mucho, es la mujer que m^s ha 
profesado el feminismo argentine. Tiene una obra 
emblem^tica que se llama G4nero mujer. Ha sido mi faro en 
cuanto al feminismo. Luego, yo participe en los 
movimientos de los afios ochenta que claro el feminismo era 
muy activo. Y bueno, sin lugar a dudas, muchas feministas 
desde Simone de Beauvoir en adelante; todas, absolutamente 
todas son mis madres; padres, uno solo tengo. 

JR: Ya que menciono la argentina Eleanor Calvera, ipodria 
elaborar sobre la situacion actual de la mujer argentina? 

CE: La Argentina esta viviendo un momento muy particular 
en el sentido de que esta viviendo practicamente una 
situacion del pais terminal; economia terminal. Esto seria 
el planteo general de todo. La mujer ha retrocedido mucho 
en Argentina porque al no tener ya espacios laborales, al 
haber desaparecido la posibilidad de trabajar, digamos que 
aquellas consignas que eran validas en los afios sesenta y 
ochenta igualdad de tratamiento en los trabajos. Ahora se 
modifica porque no hay trabajo; ahora no podemos pedir 
igualdad porque no tenemos trabajo. Eso llega a todo un 
replanteo y por supuesto siempre el cuerpo femenino se 
renegocia en terminos desventajosos. Hoy la situacion de 
la mujer es doblemente peligrosa primero porque no hay 
trabajo y segundo porque en la~Argentina en particular se 
discrimina por edad asi que las mujeres mayores no tienen 
trabajo, no obtienen trabajo, y no pueden ingresar en el 
mercado laboral. Esta situacion que estamos viviendo tan 
dramatica empezo a tocar en los noventa y esto lo digo en 
mi libro Arquetipos, modelos para desarmar: palabras desde 
el genero. Creo que en este sentido es una mirada muy 
actual sobre generos, sobre nuestra condicion de mujeres en 
la Argentina y en el resto de America Latina. 

JR: Ud. tambien es profesora de filosofia y los filosofos 
por lo general no han incluido a la mujer. Por lo tanto. 
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Ud. como feminista, icomo incluye a la mujer dentro de la 
filosofia? 

CE; Ahora yo no estoy dando cursos de filosofia. Hago 
talleres de creatividad literaria. Si diera un taller 
teorico lo haria exclusivamente sobre mujeres. Yo cuando 
me recibi como profesora de filosofia ignoraba cuan 
importante era filosofar en el g6nero. Yo soy.profesora de 
filosofia occidental y por supuesto donde la corriente de 
genero ni sospechaba que podia existir como una 
perspectiva, como una mirada. Quiza la informacion 
filosofica me permite abordar el genero con una base y una 
resolvencia de conocimientos previos importantes. Pero no 
se me ocurriria jamas ya mirar desde otro lugar ni la 
literatura, ni la filosofia ni la vida mas que del genero. 
Las mujeres somos filosofas. 

JR: cUd. cree que existe un discurso femenino dramatico? 

CE: No creo que haya un discurso femenino en oposicion a 
un discurso masculino. Hay xina cultura hegemonica 
masculina por cuanto nosotras somos el sujeto fluido, eso 
es verdad. Hay un imaginario que ha relegado a la mujer al 
lugar de partener. Quiz^ no es eso lo que mas importa sino 
la mirada, de donde se mira. No importa quien mira sino 
desde donde. Woody Allen es importante por su punto de 
mira - mas alia de que si es hombre o mujer. Esto es el 
punto mas importante. El hecho de que una mujer escriba no 
quiere decir que su discurso tenga una mirada interesante. 
Se puede reproducir el modelo de la cultura o se puede 
traspasar ese modelo y la mirada interesante es la que 
traspasa la mascara que el modelo propone, sea hombre o 
mujer. En el caso de las mujeres, a traves del feminismo 
hemos tenido acceso, desde luego, y tenemos acceso a darnos 
cuenta de que filosoficamente no estamos comprendidas en el 
discurso o los discursos que comprenden el devenir del 
universo. Ni siquiera somos el sujeto; somos excluidas de 
la historia. Al recuperarnos como sujetos y al recuperar 
nuestra capacidad de esto que se llama el genero, nuestro 
lugar en el mundo, recuperarnos una mirada. Lo que es 
importante es hablar de la mirada, desde que lugar se mira 
y de que consciencia de g§nero se tenga. La literatura de 
mujeres sera interesante si su mirada lo es. 
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JR: Hablando del concepto de un discurso femenino, en su 
libro ArquetipoSf modelos para atravesar: Palabras desde el 
gSnero, menciona que la escritora argentina escribe desde 
el lugar de todo lo que ha sobrevivido en la historia 
argentina. Sin embargo, no veo ni la mencion de la Guerra 
Sucia en sus obras. 

CE: El lugar de sufrimiento no es uno solo y el lugar del 
cuerpo no es uno solo. Habria que hablar mucho sobre esto. 
Seria como un simplismo reducir el lugar de la busqueda o 
el lugar del sufrimiento al lugar de la persecucion 
politica; es uno de los lugares y no es la totalidad. Hay 
otros espacios en los cuales la mujer esta igualmente 
dolida o herida o marginada. Son lugares a los que yo, por 
lo menos, me he atrevido, como lo es el humor, la 
desacralizacion, y la palabra desde otro lugar. Desde un 
lugar mas suelto, mas libre. Con el dolor me he atrevido, 
por supuesto, Ritos del corazon y Fantasmas del tieroe son 
dos obras escritas desde una conciencia de esta mujer que 
soy que en su juventud fue una militante muy activa, hasta 
padeci persecucion politica. Pero no es exactamente que me 
dedico solamente a este tema. La identidad, con suerte, es 
mucho mas compleja que victima victimarios, es una trampa 
falaz. Yo no he querida quedarme atrapada en la imagen de 
ser perseguida politica, yo lo fui por la Triple A y 
prohibida en mi universidad. La identidad es mas rica. 
Este tema es mas vasto, mas largo. Quiza, hay que 
comprender que si uno se queda pegado a la imagen de ser 
victima, mi pregunta es, icuan importantes han sido los 
victimarios? No me siento victima, no quiero ser victima 
porque la victima eterna finalmente se convierte en 
victimario tambien. Quiero correrme de este lugar y creo 
que la identidad es mucho mas amplia. 

Sobra la construccion de su obra... 

JR: Aunque dice que no est^ de acuerdo con la idea del 
discurso femenino, es evidente en sus obras que esta muy 
consciente del juego de las palabras; intenta romper 
esquemas, crear nuevos signos y disfrutar el estado ludico 
del lenguaje. ^Tambien juega con los limites del genero -
teatro? 

CE: Si, vivo alrededor de todas mis reflexiones, la teoria 
de la desconstruccion me permite construir permanentemente 
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formas nuevas, formas escenicas/ formas de interaccion y 
formas verbales para decir lo no dicho. Eso me permite 
jugar con un lenguaje muy rico, el espafiol es xina lengua 
que permite infinidad de juegos y matices. Me gusta mucho 
el idioma y lo manejo. Para mi es como componer musica. 

Yo no hablo del lenguaje, hablo de palabras y el manejo 
de las palabras porque el lenguaje es tambien un 
constructo. En este manejo de palabras las mujeres estamos 
encontrando nuestro lenguaje. Por eso juego tanto con las 
palabras porque el lenguaje tal como esta no me representa 
tampoco. A partir de la palabra la mujer puede encontrar 
una voz propia. 

JR: Us ted ha dicho que pertenece a xin genero inacabado, 
c,por que? 

CE: Por ser mujer. Ser mujer es un genero acabado en 
cuanto a ser definidas como el otro del varon, como la 
parte que le falta al varon. Desde el punto de vista de la 
cultura de la neutralidad, no hemos sido definidas, de modo 
que partimos con una tarea que es la de construirnos, en 
este sentido estamos inacabadas. Cada busqueda es un hito, 
no tenemos la necesidad de decir que eso es la respuesta 
final, no la sabemos. 

JR: lY lo dijo tambien por el hecho de escribir teatro en 
transito? 

CE: Es una relacion, no es que escriba teatro en transito. 
La propuesta del teatro semimontado es una propuesta de 
montaje escenico que yo siento que es una especie de 
transito. Permite transitar por el texto dramatico sin 
comprometerse con todos los gastos y los costos de una 
produccion y con los creditos de la comunicacion de una 
representacion. Es una manera alternativa interesante de 
hacer teatro. Entonces, junte las dos cosas: teatro 
inacabado y teatro en trinsito, como si fueran dos buenas 
conjunciones porque estamos inacabadas, solemos pensar que 
una propuesta de teatro semimontado es una propuesta menor. 
Pero si ya nos han dicho a nosotras que eramos un genero 
menor y demostramos que no lo eramos, entonces si el codigo 
teatral funciona, si el actor leyendo con un papel convence 
de la misma manera que todo pintado, con las letras arriba, 
el hecho es el mismo, diferente, pero el mismo. 
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JR: La mayoria de sus obras cuentan con por lo menos diez 
personajes sin embargo en sus sugerencias al director 
siempre aconseja que use no m^s de cinco actores. Esto 
tiene que ver con el teatro semimontado o,c.a que se debe 
tal metamorfosis por parte del actor? 

CE: El proposito es uno simple, facilitar al director a 
que la obra pueda ser puesta. Es simplemente esto, es 
tecnico. 

JR: Sus obras tampoco requieren grandes escenografias, 
c,esto tambien es cuestion tecnica? 

CE: Eso tiene que ver con que para mi el teatro es una 
excusa que a mi me permite tener un lugar donde se puede 
tener una apropiacion simbolica de la accion. Me permite 
apropiarme una parte de la realidad y elaborar, a traves de 
la ficcion, discursos. No me mareo mucho con las 
escenografias o con el decorado. Me fascino mas con la 
posibilidad de estructurar mundos humanos. 

JR: Peter Brooks ha dicho que lo que necesita para hacer 
teatro es un espacio disponible sin embargo las mujeres no 
tienen el mismo acceso a los espacios. 

CE: Ya basta con cualquier espacio, la escenografia seria 
como un artificio. A mi, en lo personal, me basta ya con 
el escenario. Es mas, ni siquiera un escenario, puede ser 
una vereda, la calle, el living de una casa, el hall de 
teatro, para mi es lo mismo. Esta mesa de cafe es un 
escenario. Esto es un escenario. Para mi el escenario es 
todo lugar donde yo puedo estructurar mis practicas y mis 
significados, de una manera u otra. Yo soy una militante 
feminista del pensamiento de la accion. Entonces esto es 
un escenario, entre nosotras hay un escenario. Es el 
escenario del dialogo. Tampoco tenemos mucho espacio para 
el escenario del dialogo; las mujeres en general y las 
feministas en particular, y las artistas feministas en 
particular. 

Sobre sus obras... 

JR: iPor que cambio el titulo de la obra Quedar para 
siempre a Eternity Class? 
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CE: "Eternity class" de \ina manera expresa el cambio en el 
imaginario argentine; todos quieren ser norteamericanos 
porque ser norteamericano es salvarse, es estar en el 
primer mundo, es acceder a la clase que no va a perder sus 
privilegios. Creo que esta muy bien que se llame Eternity 
Class. Hoy saber ingles es una Have importante y poder 
acceder a los Estados Unidos es, entre comillas, salvarse. 
Todos quieren ser norteamericanos. El titulo viene de un 
juego que ya estaba dentro de la obra originalmente. Tiene 
que ver con el leitmotif de la obra. 

JR: iComo afecta el simulacro a los personajes de Eternity 
Class en cuanto a su plastificacion? 

CE: En Gualberto Pomales estan depositados los valores del 
hombre de barrio que se resiste perder pertinencia. El 
barrio es una imagen muy fuerte en la Argentina. Si bien 
accede a todos los acontecimientos, se resiste desde otro 
lugar. Se refugia en el barrio; no quiere dejar de ser 
nifio de barrio. Maricarimen, su mujer, representa el 
arquetipo de la clase del sector que esta bien 
economicamente y que tiene acceso a ciertos beneficios que 
en la Argentina son las mujeres que hacen dietas extremas y 
que se eternizan haciendo "liftings". Representa esta 
mujer, es muy prototipica, seria la mujer con su mista de 
la belleza que vive para su cuerpo. Lina, la asistente 
terapeutica, ni siquiera tiene acceso, la madre que es 
una vieja y que tiene una consciencia diferente y la nifia 
chica, Ayelen del Valle, se niegan y se resistan ser 
tratadas como de plastico. Tanto Maricarmen como Pia 
Maria, su hija adolescente, arquetipizan ese modelo 
impuesto de los medios donde ser flacas y eternamente 
jovenes es tener el pasaporte del exito. Las que puedan 
llegar a tener otra mirada son Lina, Mamie y la nena. 

JR: iDe donde viene el titulo de la obra Las que aman 
hasta morirl ^Alude a las mujeres que nunca llegan a 
encontrar su identidad? 

CE: Las que aman hasta morir pro viene del libro Las 
mujeres que aman demasiado de Robin Norwood. Trata 
especificamente de las adicciones a los afectos. Ese libro 
me hizo comprender en una determinada edad cuan adicta de 
los afectos era y cuanto del mi to del principe azul y de la 
adiccion de la mujer a buscar la perfeccion del amor o 
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buscar la pareja softada cuinto tenia que ver con la 
adiccion a los afectos. Yo misma en algtin momento de mi 
vida me di cuenta que era una adicta a los afectos y la 
mayor parte de las mujeres que conocia y que estaban en mi 
entorno eran adictas de los afectos tambien. Este 
espectaculo plantea uno de estos puntos vulnerables que es 
la adiccion a los afectos, la dependencia al otro. Y Las 
que aman hasta morir es un titulo analogo de Las mujeres 
que aman demasiado. 

JR: c.Se considera el libro de Las Fridas dentro de 
Arquetipos... como una obra de teatro ya que la represento 
con la actriz argentina Ana Maria Caso? 

CE: Estos textos luego se convirtieron en una obra de 
teatro. Justamente por la mirada desde Frida Kahlo y desde 
la escritura, como si Frida Kahlo hubiese escrito estos 
poemas. 

JR: J^arte de ser actriz, dramaturga, profesora y 
filosofa, Ud. tambien lee las cartas Tarot, ^i^ue 
importancia o influencia opera en sus obras? 

CE; Aprendi a leer las cartas Tarot porque me parece un 
lenguaje magnifico. Mi acercamiento a Jung me llevo a este 
mundo simbolico, fascinante y si tengo que leer los signos 
de la vida, gue no puedo leer los signos de las 
cartas? Podemos hablar mucho de esto, si me pregunta por 
que inclui las cartas en mis obras como T4 de tlas, yo creo 
que en ultima instancia el tener un genero cuestionado, 
inabordado, partido, no comprendido, no contemplado nos 
lleva a buscar cada vez mas atras a buscar el misterio y el 
misterio no puede explicarse. Lo cual quiere decir que la 
mujer no pueda ser comprendida pero creo que hay algo 
magnifico en esto de ser mujeres inacabadas. que es? 
Es que tenemos las Haves del misterio y las cartas 
representan el misterio. A traves de la lectura de Tarot, 
lo que si comprendo, es que no hay dos tiradas iguales de 
cartas. Son las mismas cartas que salen pero salen en 
posiciones diferentes. La vida se parece mucho mas a un 
mazo de Tarot, es mis, es un mazo de Tarot mas que una 
teoria semiologica o filosofico. 
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JR: La Caperucita Roja y la alusion. a o la mencion. de 
otros personajes como la Bella Durmiente o La Cenicienta 
aparece en cada una de sus obras, c<3ue funcion desempefia la 
intertextualidad de cuentos de hadas y de cuentos 
folkloricos? 

CE: Digamos que son metafora de un aspecto de inconsciente 
femenino. Los cuentos de hadas, como tambien algunos 
cuentos populates como los mitos, representan el 
inconsciente, el inconsciente colectivo a veces y a veces 
el individual. No podria decir que siempre representan lo 
mismo, pero evidentemente representan ciertas zonas: lo 
prohibido o lo permitido; lo dicho y lo no dicho; lo que se 
muestra lo que se oculta. 

En el caso de la Caperucita, este cuento es una metafora 
bastante clara de cierta hipocresia en la relacion del rol 
tradicional de la madre y la hija. cQue madre manda a su 
hija ir al otro lado del bosque con una Caperucita con la 
faldita corta, que se ve las bombachas sin advertirle de 
los peligros de algun lobo? abuelita vive al otro 
lado del bosque, en medio del monte a merced de los 
cazadores? Evidentemente estamos hablando primero de una 
madre que quiere liberarse muy rapidamente de su hija y por 
otro lado de una abuela que tambien quiere liberarse de su 
hija, y de una nifia entre dos mujeres que no saben 
exactamente lo que quieren o no quieren contener. Entre 
los cuentos de hadas este cuento representa una de las 
tantas formas de orfandad de nuestro inconsciente. Y es 
interesante sacarlo a la luz y dejarlo hablar de lo oculto. 
Es una manera de iluminarnos sobre estos aspectos del 
misterio. Sabiendo que el misterio n\inca puede ser 
explicado. 

JR: Ud. Tambien utiliza la intertextualidad de Marilyn 
Monroe, que? 

CE: Emblematicamente para una generacion, asi como ahora 
lo es Madonna, presentan emblemas y nos ayudan a atravesar 
mascaras. Digamos que son el mensaje de lo iconico. Un 
icono es un cuento de hadas, otro icono es el idolo. 
Mirando mas alia de la mascara, atravesando ese arquetipo, 
ese modelo, es probable que nosotros desentrafiemos parte, o 
de la traba de nuestro deseo, en nombre de nuestro deseo o 
en nombre de nuestro tabu para mirar mas alia de las 
mascaras, de los iconos, de los idolos. 
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JR: cQue tipo de influencia ejerce Woody Allen en sus 
obras teatrales? 

CE: Yo admiro a Woody Allen. Creo que es en gran parte 
feminista y si no lo es; no necesariamente tenga que ser 
feminista alguien que tiene una mirada inteligente, su 
mirada es sumamente inteligente y desmitificadora que sobre 
todo muestra cuan vulnerable es. En este sentido me lo 
acerca al horizonte femenino porque para nosotras 
mostrarnos vulnerables es parte de nuestra busqueda de 
identidad. Entonces Woody Allen ha tenido una influencia 
muy grande y no lo oculto. 

JR: cPara Ud., en que consiste la busqueda de una nueva 
imagen de la mu^er o, bien, feminista? 

CE; No se si podria hablar de una imagen. Una puede 
hablar de que mascara tengo que atravesar. Entonces yo te 
diria que yo tuve que atravesar estas mascaras. Y luego me 
dirias que tuviste que atravesar la mascara de Madonna, 
que representa Madonna para vos?, te podria preguntar. Me 
contestarias que ella representa todos los modelos que mi 
generacion tuvo que atravesar. Tu mascara seguramente es 
distinta que la mia pero seguramente ambas nos podrian 
conducir a zonas analogas... ahi las similitudes se dan por 
analogia. Es lo que nos hace que soflemos o que 
signifiquemos. Por eso opino que mas que un tema de 
generaciones es un tema de mascaras. Miremos a traves de 
las mascaras y es probable que estemos hablando un lenguaje 
analogo. La mirada que penetra la mascara es lo que nos 
permite recuperar una mirada autonoma. La autonomia de la 
mirada -que es lo que te conforma, recupera la mirada. Por 
eso yo no estoy de acuerdo con la cultura de la 
neutralidad, no existe la neutralidad. Es un constructo. 

JR: iComo describiria la sexualidad de sus protagonistas? 

CE: Te de tias es una obra que denuncia la sexualidad 
victoriana de familias que son basicamente incestuosas y 
que se tapan con el autoritarismo victoriano. Creo que la 
relacion sexual de de tlas es el incesto. Si hay que 
hacer una lectura, seria una de incesto. En Nunca usaras 
medias de seda es la represion de la sexualidad infantil 
que manifiesta un deseo que el adulto no puede despejar. 
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Solas en la madxlguera es una zona de sinceramiento sexual 
donde la mujer puede decir lo que pasa y lo dice con humor. 
Utiliza el humor para decir lo sola que ha estadO/ o lo 
bien que la ha pasado con alguien, o para denunciar 
aspectos de la hipocresia sexual. Lo dice desde el 
ejercicio de la plena sexualidad. 

Yo creo que la sexualidad de Ritos del corazdn pasa por 
otro lado. No se si habria que hablar de una sexualidad en 
Ritos del corazdn, yo creo que hay una sensualidad may 
grande. Asocio la sensualidad fundamentalmente con un mundo 
sobredeterminado por lo politico y con el recuerdo de Laura 
de una generacion que jugo su vida en la militancia 
politica, donde creo que estaba un poco sublimada la 
sexualidad. Creo que hay una sexualidad sublimada en Ritos 
del corazon; una denuncia como recuerdos puntuales de 
alguna de las protagonistas del recuerdo. La mujer es la 
memoria colectiva, como es la mujer medieval cuando habla 
de su violacion, pero Ritos... no es una obra con una 
tematica sexual explicita. Hay una sublimacion si hay que 
hacer una lectura mas alia de las referencias a la 
sexualidad amordazada del recuerdo de la abuela cuando 
aparece en Ritos del corazon^ donde Laura seguramente ve 
reflejada parte de su historia, pero evidentemente, ella 
lo que quiere es romper con modelos que la han 
sobredeterminado su propio modelo militante. Ha amado una 
imagen narcisista, hay un enamoramiento narciso. Esta 
rompiendo con su propio alter ego de veinte anos; la mujer 
mas completa que pudo construir, y ademas una mujer 
militante. Esta era la generacion que crecio con el Che 
Guevara, es una generacion que dio su vida por la causa 
politica y por la transformacion del mundo. Evidentemente 
hay una sublimacion de la libido. 

En Senoritas en concierto esta presente la gama absoluta 
de todo lo que ocurre, la loca, la sexopata, la megalomana 
toda la fantasia en acto con todas las exacerbaciones del 
imaginario femenino. No es una obra hipersexual pero el 
tema esta muy presente en este concierto de senoritas. Hay 
partes del texto donde la sexualidad es explicita; donde 
se recuerda con un sentido de recuperacion desde el genero 
la sexualidad, o con una mirada critica tambien desde el 
genero. 

JR: Las mujeres siempre miran hacia atras, hacia sus 
antepasados o hacia su propia infancia buscando su 
identidad contempor^nea. A veces ellas rechazan estas 
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imageries pero por otra parte a veces las abrazan. 
Entonces, icuil es el proposito o piinto de vista de este 
mirar hacia el pasado? 

CE: Recuperar las partes lastimadas o por lo menos 
aceptarlas. Es como si uno pudiera mirar el ADN, su propio 
ADN, su propio origen y el origen siempre est4 antes. Uno 
se busca en aquello que trae como ligado de la historia y a 
la memoria individual y colectiva. La biisqueda es una 
manera de recuerdo. 

JR: Casi todas las protagonistas estan frustradas, 
aisladas, o solas aiin cuando estan casadas. Tambien 
percibo una cierta falta de solidaridad entre las mujeres. 
c.Podria explicar la soledad que experimentan las madres, 
las novias, las esposas y las profesionales? 

CE: Quiza alii sea lo hipertipico de mis obras, hay una 
exacerbacion de las zonas de silencio. Eso no quiere decir 
que estas mujeres sean esencialmente nada. Estas mujeres 
dicen aspectos que han tenido que callar. Por ejemplo en 
Rltos del corazon cada una dice su llaga fundamental. La 
mujer medieval murio analfabeta, la romantica escribio una 
carta que nadie se la contest©, y la pueblerina durante la 
invasion francesa murio a punto de dar a luz soplando 
cenizas. Cada una dice el aspecto que le dolio porque en 
la vida diaria callamos lo que nos duele. La apropiacion 
simbolica de la accion por parte de los personajes en la 
puesta dramatica, hace posible decir aquello que en 
realidad callamos. 

JR: c-Cuales son sus proyectos para el futuro? 
CE: Estoy escribiendo y ahora empiezo a ensayar un 
espect^culo que se llama Jardln de Rosas. Es un 
espectaculo con canciones mias y tambien del gran 
compositor Chico Navarro. Es sobre el amor con canciones, 
muy cafe-concierto. Es una necesidad viseral, acaba de 
fallecer mi marido y se lo quiero dedicar a el. Es un 
homenaje, se lo prometi. Seguramente tiene que ver con 
recuperar los sentimientos, me voy a dedicar algun tiempo a 
escribir canciones. 
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